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I NTl!Ol)\lf"I' I ON 

The Shroud of Turin has been called U1e Fifth Gospel. It hus 
also been denounced as a fraud. F ifth Gospel or fraud - the Shroud 
is certainly still a fascinating mystery in the twentieth century. 

Prior to the twentieth century, hL~torians attempted to trace the 
Shroud from Turin to Calvary, but the trail was lost in France during 
lhe fourteenth century. Although records were found in Con
stantinople which placed the Buri1J Cloth of Christ in that city 
during the twelfth century, although references were tound In earlier 
documents, the broken links and gaps made a strong historical 
argument for authenticity impossible. However, new research during 
recent decades has filled in many of those gaps and has strengthened 
the historical argument. 

Science became interested in the Shroud after the photograph 
or Secundo Pia revealed that the image on the cloth is actually a 
negative image. Paul Vignon, Yves de Lage, Pierre Barbet, and G. 
Judica-Cordiglia have been followed by other scientists and their con. 
clusions have confirmed the scientific evidence in favor of authen
ticity. In 1969 the Shroud was examined by a Commission or 
Experts appointed by the Archbishop of Turin, Michael Cardinal 
Pellegrino. Further studies were made on the occasion or the 
television exposition of the Shroud in November 1973. The report 
of these studies was published in January 1976. (No official English 
translation has been published). 

This report had been anxiously awaited by the Holy Shroud 
Guild in America. The Guild had been rounded in 1951 for a two· 
fold purpose: 11) to distribute accurate information in order to 
promote devotion to Christ crucified, and b) to encourage further 
scientific study of the Shroud. Although the Guild had contacted 
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both individual scientists nnd laboratories, no organi~cd study of thu 
Shroud was made in America. However, three years ago a young 
scientist, Dr. John P. Jackson, Ph.D., contacted the Guild and ex
pressed his interest in the Shroud. Dr. Jackson's interest mush
roomed. Me was joined by Dr. Eric Jumper, Ph.D. After several 
preliminary meetings and voluminous correspondence, they 
organized several roundtable discussions of the Shroud by scientists 
in the Albuquerque area. I was delighted and tremendously en
couraged by the interest and knowledge evidenced during those 
discussions. Hence, when Ors. Jackson and Jumper proposed that a 
United Stnees Conference for Research on the Shroud or Turin be 
held in Albuquerque in March 1977, the Guild enthusiastically en
dorsed the proposal. The two young "space-age" scientists who had 
recenLly been appointed professors at the Air Force Academy in 
Colorado Springs, handled the organization down to the last detail. 
The response was most encouraging. Scholars and scientists came 
Crom many sections of the U.S., from England and from ltaly. 

Tho purpose of the Conference was to evaluate and discuss the 
Report of the studies made in 1969 and 1973, in order to make 
proposals to the authorities in Turin for Curt.her studiClS especially 
on the occasion of the 400tb Anniversary of the arrival of the 
Shroud in Turin (1578). lt was hoped Lhat American "space-age" 
technology might be able to make a contribulion to nuw Sluoud 
studies. 

The Holy Shroud Guild in America is happy to be able to make 
the Proceedings of the Conference available. 1 take thi~ opportunity 
to express the gratitude of the Guild to all participants in the Con
ference for their time and unselrish sharing of their knowledge and 
expertise. I want to express a specia l word of gratitude to Dr. John 
P. Jacksoll and Dr. Eric Jumper for thcfr organization of the Con
ference. l~inally, a special debt of gratitude is owed to Kenneth J.:. 
Stevenson for bis assistance in preparing the manuscripts for 
publication and to De Rance, Inc. for making possible the 
publication. 

Adnm J . Otterbein, C.SS.R. 
President 

lloly Shroud Guild 

New Smyrna Beach, Florida 
June 7, 1977 

AMElllC' i\N t'ONFl.,llJ<:NC'I•; Ol" IU.'il•:AHC'll ON 
'rlll·: SllltOllll CW 'l'lllllN 

Adnm ,J. Otterbein, C.SS.lt., l'r~-sidonl, lloly Shroud Uuild 
Albuquorquc, Now Mexico, Moroh 23 24, 1977 

Welcome lo the First American Conforence of Research on t.he 
Shroud of Turin. It is a tremendous pleasure, I might say the reali
zation of a lifetime dream to welcome to this conference the mem
bers of the Executive Council or the Holy Shroud Guild , Dr. John P. 
Jackson Dr. Eric Jumper and t.heir colleagues Crom the scientific 
comm~ty, the members of the De Rance Foundation, and finally 
our co-workers and scholars from London and Rome. May the 
Divine Assistance be with us during these days of serious study and 
deliberation. 

SHROUD OFTURlN 

Most of you have received and read the preparatory !"aterial 
which was mailed by Drs. Jackson and Jumper. (Congratulations and 
sincere thanks to both or them.) lncluded in that material was n 
summary of nn article on the Shroud from the New Cath.olic 
Encyclopedia. For the benefit of those who may not have received 
the literature allow me to answer briefly the question: What is the 
Shroud of Turin? 

The Shroud of Turin is a large piece of linen cloth (14 feet 3 
inchClS by 3 feet 7 inches) which is preserved today in a chapel 
nLtached to the cathedral in Turin, Italy. It is called the Shroud be
cause tradition says that the Body of Christ was wrapped in this 
clotb at the time o[ l:lis burial. It is called the Shroud of Turin 
because since 1578 the Shroud has been preserved in Turin. 

Historians trace the cloth back to France where in 1389 it was 
the subject of a controversy between the Canons of the Cathedral at 
Lirey and the Bishop of Troyes. The Canons claimed that it was the 
Burial Cloth of Christ, while the Bishop said that the imago on the 



cloLh was a painLmg. Historians never resolved lhl• cuntruvcrsy and 
at the beginning or the twentieth century the opinion or the Bishop 
was still defended by such scholars as Ulysse Chevalier and Father 
Herbert Thurston, S.J. 

However, in May 1898 an event occurred which should have 
caused these historians to pause and reconsider. From May 25th to 
June 2nd, 1898 the Shroud was displayed publicly in the Cathedral 
at T urin. Permission was sought to photograph the cloLh for the first 
time, so that when the cloth was returned Lo its silver case above the 
altar where it would rest for another thirty-three years before seeing 
daylight again, it would be possible to have an actual photograph of 
the cloth and especially or the fainL image on the cloth. When 
permission was granted, Secundo Pia was chosen to take the photo
graph. Pia .ha? considerable experience in still photography (artistic 
obiects, pamtmgs, etc.) and so although he was impressed by the 
im~orta~ce of the object to be photographed, he approached the 
subiect 10 a rather routine manner. The resulting photograph was 
anything but routine. Pia could hardly believe his eyes. Tbe image 
on the glass plate was not negative, but positive! He checked and re
checked bis procedure and then reported to the authorities. 
. There could be no doubL about the positive character of the 
IDlage on the glass plate from his camera but the camera always pro
duced a negative image i.e. it reversed the highlights and shadows. 
Hen~e the only possible explanation for the positive image was that 
~he unage on .the .cloth - the image that Pia had photographed - was 
itself a negative image! But how could this be? Photography was 
less than a hundred years old. This cloth was certainly five hundred 
years. It existed long before anyone knew what a negative image was. 

. "'."hen Pia's dis~overy wus reported in scientiric journals, 
scientists became cunous about the origin or this " negative" image 
which ante-dated photography by several hundred years. ln Paris at 
the Sorbonne University under the direction of Dr. Paul Vignon a 
group of sci~ntists studied the glass plates provided by Secunda Pia. 
The 1.rroup mcluded Rene Colson, tutor or Physics at the Ecole 
Polytechnique and Dr. Yves Delage, a member of the French 
Academy of Science and, incidentally, a professed agnostic. After an 
intensive investigation of eighteen months the scientists were con
vinced. of the authenticity of the Shroud, and they believed that they 
had discovered a process by which the imprints could have been 
formed (Vignon's vaporograph theory). On April 12, 1902, Delage 
presented a r~port to the ~r~n.ch Academy of Science. Delage re· 
Jected .catago~1cn!ly the pOSS1bihty that the image had been painted. 
All evidence md1cated that the image was actually the imprint of a 

hum11n c-or11:.c•. Atrn1um11 th~ <:o 1wl• o• h1>loru 111 r<'«ord~. ll1·I ·•~" 
the lljlnostic, went ono Mt•f1 furtht•r nnd 1111 p11wly a.cwntiflr nnd 
circumstunt1al cvidcnrl• 11\'CUplcd tlw hlunliric11llu11 ur tho Mnn ur tlw 
Shroud ns Christ of Urn Oospols. 

I refer you to the Bibliography in Wucnsdrnl's Sdr Pnrt.r.uil..P1 
Christ (lloly Shroud Guild 1957) for the various sLudies Lhut wt'rc 
published both before and after the Exposition or 193 l. Perhaps 
one man should be singled out for his work clurin~ this perind, not 
only because oC his own personal studies bu t also us representut.ivo or 
attitude or medical men who have studied the Shroud during Lhut 
period. I refer to Dr. Pierre Barbel, Surgeon General at St. Josc11h '& 

Hospital, Paris. -
During the Exposition of May 1931 Giuseppe Enric wns 

commissioned to take a set of new Black and White Phot.ogwphs. 
Due to advances in photography these photographs of Enrie u.re 
much superior to Pia's photograph and provided much more detail 
for study. New studies confmned the previous studies and conclu
sions of Vignon and Delage. 

The li:xposition or 1931 and the Exposition of 1933 occasioned 
much research and some specialized studies e.g. 'l'imossi's study of 
the weave or the cloth (1933). 

Although many of the Popes were personally interesLed in the 
Shroud or Turin, the Church bas never taken an "oCficial" position 
with regard to its authenticity. Public statements by such men as 
Pope Pius XI, Pius Xll, and Paul VI , who were knowledgeable and 
informed about the evidence certainly lend extrinsic weight in favor 
or authenticity. However, scholars are still free to dispute the 
matter, although those denying authenticity have been less numerous 
and less vocal in recent decades. 

HOLY SHROUD OUlLD 

Ir you will bear with me while I reminisce for a few minuLes, I 
will give you some backi,rround of events which led to the establish· 
ment of the Holy Shroud Guild in America. I shall also have an 
opportunity to introduce some of the personnel present here today. 

lo May 1931 when the Shroud was exhibited in Turin, Father 
WiHiam T. Barry, C.SS.R. was a young priest at the Redemptorist 
Seminary at Esopus, New York. I am not sure whether at that time 
be had heard of the Shroud, but two years later when the Shroud 
was again exhibited, Father Barry was doing graduate work in Sacred 
Scripture in Rome and one of his classmates was a native of Turin. 
Father Barry not only learned about the Shroud but he agreed to 



visit Turin before returning lo llic Uniled Slnlt·•· 111• celebrated Mass 
in Uie Chapel of the Holy Shroud <tnd was introduced to G. Enric, 
who not only showed him the photographs of Uic Shroud, but 
actually gave him a set of 3 x 4 inch glass lantern sUdcs. 

Father Barry returned to Mount St. Alphonsus, Esopus, New 
York where his duties as a young professor of Sacred Scriptu re pre
vented him from pursuing his interest in tnc Shroud. I lowever, when 
Father Edward Wuensche!, C.SS.R. became interested later on after 
reading an article, "I Saw the Shroud" by Rev. Peter Rinaldi, S.D.B., 
Father Barry wa.5 ab!~ to give Father Wuensche! a complete set of 
Enrie's slides. Father Barry was a Charter member of the Guild. lie 
is still Treasurer and Custodian of the Wuensche! Collection al 
Esopus. Regretfully poor health prevented him from attending this 
conference. 

When the authorities in Turin were preparing for the Exposition 
of 1933 they looked about for an interpreter who could speak 
Italian , French and English. They chose a young Salesian seminarian 
who had been born in Turin, gone to America and studied at 
Fordham University in New York and then returned to enter the 
Salesian Seminary in Turin. His name was Peter Rinaldi. It was thus 
that Peter Rinaldi was given the opporlunity to see the Shroud and 
meet the experts. After his ordination l~athcr Rinaldi returned to 
America and in June 1934 published his article in~ Magazine and 
thus provided the spark which ignited Father Wuenschel's interest in 
the Shroud. Father Rinaldi is not only a Charter member of the 
Guild but is Vice-President and a valuable liaison with Turin. 

It was Father Rihaldi's article that introduced Father Wuensch el 
to the Shroud. He became a serious student of the Shroud. He was 
joined by Father Peter Weyland, S.V.D. who was studying sculpture 
in Philadelphia. It was his ambition lo make an anatomically perrect 
corpus for a crucifix. After reading Msgr. Barnes' book, The Holy 
Shroud of Turin, he became an avid student or the Shroud. He de
vised n method of suspending himself from a cross by means of 
leather cuffs. He had a plaster cast made of his body as he hung on 
the cross and then studied the stress and strain on every muscle. 
Father Weyland and Father Wuensche! interested Msgr. Joseph 
Stedman of the Precious Blood Confratern ity, Brooklyn, N.Y. in 
the Shroud and the three men spent many Sunday evenini,-s 
discussing their research. Finally they collaborated to publish an 
edition of Chalice magazine on the Shroud. ll had a very wide 
circulation and brought the story of the Shroud to millions. 

Father Wuensche! corresponded with G. lforie. He collaborated 
with Dr. Paul Vignon, the famous French authority, and in 1937 

pub! .. 111~1 '"' 11rl11 It· In tht• su .. nltlll \mcfl• Ill lit• Jlllhh 111~1 ...... , 
hllitonrnl, lhuuluu1rnl, mul hihhrnl 11rllrl1,. 1>11 th•· Shmuel 11111 
lortun•d 11xtonsiv11ly durinu 1lw 19i!O'~. 

'l'h1• ~'in;I llnllnn Nat1nn11I Couun·'-11 on tlw Shroud\\,,., h1•ltl 111 

1939 bot the J\1'1.s were d1.,,troye1I durmi: World w,., II \Vlwn • 
Soc<>ntl Conb'l'ess wus held in 1950, Fnthur W1wn.,.·lwl wu' u1w or lh1 
invited spc11kcrs. 

Father Wuenschcl introduced me lo llw Shroud whl11• I wn• 11 

i.cminnrian in the late l 930's. I mndl' photogrn11l11c t•o111cs for h1111 
und be1•11mc inlcrcsted in I he photogrnphic 11s1>c1•1. Arter 1•1m1plt!!inu 
my gr11du11te work for a doclorute in theolocy I was ussot'ln lcd w1lh 
l'ulher Wuensche! on the fuculty of Mount SI. J\lphonsus. \Ve bccnm1• 
• lose friends and I was introduced lo all aspects or the Shroud. In 
1950 I"uther Wucn;;chel w11s appointed Director of I.he RcdcmptoriNl 
Grndual.e School in Rome. l le i1sked me to continue hin work In 
Americ:t to make the Shroud known. A year Inter (1951) we l'li
tablished the Holy Shroud Guild with Lhe 11p1>rovul or llih f;mincnct• 
Jo'rnncis Cardinal Spellmnn and Very Reverend John Sephton, 
C.SS.R. We published a pumphlet by J?ather Wuensche! and I bei:un 
lo lecture on the Shroud. In 1953 I was released lo work full time as 
Dircclor of the Guild. Th!' purpose of the Guild was twofold: to 
Nprcud accurate information ubou t I.ho Shroud, and secondly to con· 
Incl scholars in various rields who could contribute to further study 
of the Shroud. I visiled lhe New York City Crime Lab, the FBI 
llc:idquarters in Washington, the Eastman Kodak Company in 

ltochesler, etc. Interest was keen and witb each group I spen t hours 
either in personal or roundlnble discussions. 

We organized the Executive Council of the Guild. ll was com
posed ol' experts in various fields. Many of the original members are 
present here today: Father Francis L. Filas, S.J., Professor c>f 
Theology at Loyola University, Chicago. In 1951 he presented his 
rirst TV program on the Shroud. The response was so great that the 
11rogram was curried by the network the following year and many 
•1uccccding years. T he pro1fram has been telecast every year durin11 
the pa~l 25 years and will be shown again this year. 

AL~o present today is Dr. Anthony F. Sava who has written and 
ll'l'lurccl extensively on the medical aspects of the Shroud. l wns 
privilel(cd lo be present at some posL-mortcms and experiments 
which Dr. Sava performed. llis research took him to Paris to discuss 
with Or. Pierre Bnrbet, the author or A Doctor at Calvary, the nail 
w11111ul in the wrist and the blood and water trom Uie wound in the 
,ido. 

1n Tei:hny, Illinois, I witnessed some of Father Peter Weyland's 



1 ·~1111 r111w11111 111 ~us11cnsm11 u11 tlw c·ru"' I 11/1111U1111toly l~a Uter 
Woylund liko l•'alhor Wuensche! hns PIJSM'd 011 tu hl~ reward, but we 
hnv~ with us today'.' doctor who also wilnei;scd l"aU1er Wey land's ex
por1monls and monitored some of the medical aspects. He is another 
~barter .member of the Guild, Dr. Robert Bucklin, M.D. whose 
~nteres~ 1.n Pathology led him back to school to add to his doctorate 
m Mcd1c1.ne a doctorate in Law. Dr. Bucklin is now Assistant Medi
cal Examrner of Los Angeles. 

. Monsignor Giulio Ricci is an Honorary Vice-President of the 
Guild, and D1rect~r or th~ ~oly Shroud Center in Rome. I was in
troduced lo Monsignor R1cc1 twenty five years ago by his writings 
and .by lc~ters. lo recent years l have had the ple~ure and benefit 
or d1scuss1ons with him in New York, Rome, and in Turin in 1973 
wh?n we '~ere pr:sent at the Exposition of the Shroud. In 1976 the 
Guild published has monumental work, LA SJNDONE SANTA. 

. Dr. Joseph Gambescia, is Professor of Medicine at Hahnemann 
~ed!cnl College, an~ Ch~an, Department or Medicine at St. Agnes 

cd1cal Center, Philadelphia, Pa. Dr. Gambescia's interest in the 
Shr~ud goes back. many years. In 1967 he led the medical dis-

Co
cuss1ons at a Seminar conducted by the Gu ild at ManhattanvilJe 

llcgc, Purchase, N.Y. 
Another _member of the Executive Council, who was prevented 

by urgent busmess Crom joining us today is Father John V. McGuire, 
C.SS.R. As a cl?se personal friend he has been associated ";th the 
wo~k or the. Gui!~ from the beginning. His special Ciefd is publi
ca tions and l11s advice and assistance has been invaluable. 

. There have been others, but I cannot prolong the ljst. I beg 
their mdulgcnce. 

I state~ that . the purpose of the Guild is two Cold: a) to spread 
accurate 1 ~1lom1ation .and b) to contact scholars and experts. I have 
not had t1~e to audit our records but 1 am certain that the Holy 
Shro ud Gui ld Office (presently locat-0d at 254 East 150 Street 
Bronx, N.Y. 10451) has distributed more than a million booklets' 
many thousands of books, several million pictures and photographs' 
and ~un~rcds, yes, thousands of filmstrips. We have published and 
supphcd information for many newspaper and magazine articles. We 
have presented TV programs in Philadelphia Boston and New York 
We produced a 16 mm film which was sho~n to a c~rtiried audien~ 
of over a quarter of a million. 

'i( • ~) • The sc~ond PUtP_OSC is to contact scholars and experts who 
{ ,c~n .ud .md a~v1se regarding future studies and research. During the 

past l\~Cnty five .>:ears I. have contacted many experts, who mani
fested interest which warned rather qu ickly when I was forced to 

w1ily to 1ho i1t(1Vilnhl1• t111u11un " Wl11•11 n 111 w11 ·~·1• th11 Shroud'/" 
Oil, "Wlwn will thoy Ncurninu 11111 duth llKnm?", hy rctipondlnw 
"Wt• du nut know when tho IH'XI 1':1<pn~1tlun will ho lwld." 

In 1973 l~athcr Rinnldl nnd I went to 'l'urin for n l'rca Con
rcrcncc. We hoped but hud no nssurnnrt• thnt w~ would :.cc tlw 
Shroud. However, beyond 1111 oxpct>tt1t1uns, we were allowed to view 
tho Shroud at. close range on lhrcc separate uccnsions ror n total or 
nhuut six hours. We returned with renewed enthusiasm. It wllS 
11boul that time thal Dr. John Jnckson contacted lhe Guild . Mo 
brought a whole new approach to tho study or the Shroud. Father 
llino.ldi and I wete fascinated. Dr. Jnckson met wilh us in- Port. 
Chester, N.Y. nnd illustrated the work that he and Dr. Eric Jumper 
woro doing in Albuquerque. We arrn nged several other meetings, one 
or which wus attended by Msgr. Ricci. Finally in February, 1976, 
I visited Albuquerque and Los Alamos, whore we had a mosl in
turostlng ruundtable discussion. (J shall not attempt to in troduce tho 
IK'ionlific group. I leave that to Dr. Jackson.) 

As a result of the discussions last year, and happily due to the 
111~istcnce of Ors. Jackson and Jumper we were convinced thal lhe 
work which had been done here may well be as significant. as the 
nrst. photograph of Secundo Pia. We were convinced that you have 
positive and constructive recommendations, which should be con· 
aldcred by the authorities in Turin prior to the next Examination. 
Moreover we feel justified in coming to you to seek your advice and 
rncommendations, because we do not have to reply with a vague re
•1>onsc: "We do not know when the next Examination will take 
1>lnco." 

You have a copy of the Report of the examinations in 1969 and 
t 973. We welcome your comments and suggestions. New studies are 
In progress. 1978 will mark the 400th anniversary of the arrival of 
thu Shroud in Turin and an International Congress is being planned. 
\Yu hope that Dr. Jackson will be able to address the Congress. 
ll11ncc we are not talking about a possible event in the nebulous 
fuluro but of an International Congress in Turin in 1978. 

I cannot. begin to express my gratitude to each one of you for 
your interest, your time, and your generous cooperation. This is 
your conference. Do not hesitate to speak up. We crune 2,000 miles 

wme of us 8,000 miles to listen. I hope that the sessions will be as 
Interesting for you as they will be for us. Thank you. 



'rUHIN AND 'l'llli 1101,Y SllHOUO 

Rev. Peter M. Rinaldi, S.D.B. 

It wa~ but ~n years ago that Monsignor CoLLino, the delegate 
fo~ S hrouds affalIS ,of the Archbishop of Turin, wrote to me: "Stop 
bomg ,pushr- • Gods good time for the Holy Shroud bas not yet 
~ome. Bemg m rat~er good terms with Monsignor, I replied to him: 
. You pco~le m Turm expect the Lord to do everyth ing. All you do 
as make thmgs difficult for Him!" 

We all know, of cowse that, for years, Turin was not just slow, 
but ~ven reluctant to take action or even to speak on anything re
garding the Shroud. F~r years, students of the Relic begged to be 
~lowed to see and examme the Shroud. Practically all research work 
since the early thir~ies had bee_n done solely on t he official photo
graphs made by Giuseppe Enr1e. Reluctant t he Turin authorities 
were even in the face of King Umberto's repeated assurance that be 
fnvorcd nnyt~ing and, everythin'g that could advance the cause of the 
Shroud, provided the Church authorities took the initiative. We iii 
U_ic Stutes were not the only ones who were " pushy" ... I am con
vinced. that Pope Paul had more than H sma ll part in breaking down 
the resistance of the Turin authorities. 

. I h~vc oft7n been asked _to explain •rurin's puzzling position vis
a-vis their cherished and buried treasure. Actually we must not be 
too ~~rsh. T he Second World War and the disarray in the post
conc1har Chur.ch made tor. more grave and pressing preoccupations. 
But Lhe fact IS that the fires were kept burning. Two outstanding 
con~resses were held at Turin's initiative in 1939 and in 1950. In 
'ru~m were ?nd are most of the men and women who nurtured 
seriou~ stud ies_ on the Relic. SlNDON, the Cine international 
maga~mc publL~hed at the Center, test iries to their earnestness 
devotion and ability. ' 

Let's be fair lo Cardinal Pellegrino, too. In spite of his delaying 

IH<'lir~ 111111 uvt•rcinuuousnl''-'• lw dltl rlmollv 0111•11 wltl11 1lw ~111•" 111 
tlw Shroud'~ ~i11ulrl, wid!•r lh11n 1111y nf 111• 1mid1•c1 .. .:;on1 had 1w1•r 
done. ThUSi' of us who WNt• 111 'l'uri11 on Novt•mh..r 22. 1973, .11 hi• 
prt''-~ co11C!'rencc and ut thr unl'l(JIN'll'd, almost mcrcdlbl~ cwnt thut 
followed it, cnn vouch for that. 

In retrospect, we may well regret that prt.'Cious time was lost to 
the cause or the Shroud~ Actuully, we were not nsking for the im 
11ossible. Was it asking too much Lo expect that something be done 
to advance the knowledge or the Shroud n lilllc further than where 
Yves Delage, Paul Vignon or Pierre Barbel h~c:I left it? Was it asking 
loo much to ask that present-day technical skill be applied to further 
the knowledge of an object thnL has gripped the imagination and 
6tirrod the hearts of millions of people'? 'rhcse were the questions wu 
asked loud u nd clear. 

Something began to stir in Turin in the summer or 1969. It wM 
Indeed the beginning of 11 new ern ror the great Relic. For the rirst 
time Lhe barriers were lowered, und men of science were called lo· 
uolhcr, constituted into a commission and officially detailed Lo 
t•xnrnine the Shroud. Even ir Turin botched this first positive slcp by 
limiting the work of the Commission and surrounding it with un
called ror secrecy, il was a breakthrough or a sort. 

A disappointing one, I regret to say. Whea in 1971, I asked 
King Umberto ir he bad seen the report of the Commission's rinding, 
he replied: "What report? Whal findings? All they did was look al 
the Shroud." It was true. For three days in June, 1969, the 
members of the Commission gathered around the Shroud to examine 
ilK overall condition, to photograph it and to confer on ways in 
which it cou ld be best preserved. Direct testing of the Relic was not 
111 come until t he end of 1973. 

'l'he rest is history. I was immensely pleused that t he promoters 
nf this Conference made the Commission 's report available to 1111 
1111rlicipants. Grateful we arc, too, to our Bnglish friends for doin~ 
urh an excellent job on the translation. Someone far more com

tll'lcnl than I might want to comment on the Commission's Report. 
I tlo hope someone will. 1 am happy to inforn1 you that an excellent 
Critique or the Report has just been published in Turin. It is a 
11l1•ndid litlle volume. It, loo, should be translated and incorporated 

with the Commission's Report when and if the Report will be pub
IMll'd in English. I should be glad to explore brieOy with you the 
1•untonts or this Critical Study, possibly tomorrow ... 

Kindly allow me one or two comments. Let us not minimize 
the work of the Commission. Ir nothing else, it proved that direct 
h•Ntln~ of the Relic, too long ignored, is, to a great extent, where the 



futur1•. ur much or tlll' Shroud rt•scnrd1 111.. 1111· fmdinip; or the 
C'om1111ssion opened, too, new nnd unexp,~h·tl 1loon. lo research 
6Uch ns lhe amazing pollen discovery. lncid~nlally, new avenues~ 
what we must explore. I do not wonder that we are genuinely ex
cited aL the totally new approach Dr. Jackson and his colleagues have 
brought. lo Lhe study of the Shroud. We are, because we know that 
lhe Tu rm Cloth has only begun Lo yield some of ils amazing secrets. 

S~c~nd!y, I am convinced that, precisely because of the 
C.omn11ss1on s work, the l 978 •rurin Congress will be blessed with a 
v1~or?us ne~ thru.st us it looks to the future. Its work will not be 
s~ymicd (as 1L was m the two 11revious Congresses) by the fact that no 
d1~ccL access to the Cloth was possible and no direct wsting per
mitted: ~e are now in a position to exploit fully the findings of the 
Comn11ss1on a_nd to ask for new and even more complex tests. 

Some migh t say that we put loo much faith in Science as we 
&land a~azed before the mystery of the Shroud. My friend~, I am 
sure I will not surprise you if I tell you that I am happy to be one of 
mnny people (possibly including you) for whom the 'rurin Relic is 
no mystery at all. As 1 tool< at the Face o( the Man on the Shroud I 
ncod noL be told t~~t this is n face no artist could paint. To me it.is 
u wonderfu lly ~amiliar and beloved Face, overpowering, too, in the 
culm, serene maiesty of death. [look at it, and say quite simply: "It 
Is 'fhc Lord!" 

But there are many doubting Thomases in the world and in the 
Church, t~o. They arc the ones who say: "Unless I sec ... " Why 
n~l l~t Science lead them lo the Shroud, and, through the Shroud, lo 
1 hm W~io loved us and sacrificed Himself for us?" 

It is_ true to say, though, that in a way, the mystery or the 
Shroud, like the Mystery or Jesus Himself, will never be completely 
S?lvocl. Like the Man of Nazal'cth, the Man o( the Shroud will con
l1~ue lo mystify our minds, trouble our hearts and challenge our 
ra1th. The wo~~ of Pope Paul come to mind at this point, the words 
he spoke to millions of people during the televised exposilion of the 
S~rou~ over the Eurovision System. He said: " Whatever may be the 
historical_ and scie!"tific judgment that learned scholars will express 
obou.t thJS mysteuous Relic, we cannot but wish that the viewers, 
looking beyond the exterior, ,..mortal features of the Saviour's 
~1ar~clo.us portrait, may be led to a clearer vision of His inmost and 
lm;cmntmg mystery." 

fl)l·:AL A'l'l'l'l'Ul>ES CONC'hltNIN<: Hl·:::mAllCl I 
ON '1'111•: SllROUI) OF 'l'UlllN 

Fruncis L. ~'il as, S.J. 

At t.he out.set, let. me make it clear that this is a theorelicnl 
.ummary of altitudes which I personally consider ideally corrccl 
or completely wrong - concernfag inquiry on the Shroud of •rurin. 
'!'his is presented merely as a working outline. Lt is. not, ho~cvcr, 
roncoctcd from my own brain independently of outside experienco. 
I think that I could offer names for every individual opinion pro-
1.untcd here either for praise or .for no-prnise, but in the interest of 
rharity, lel us allow such names to remain suppresse.d. 

My primary supposition is that the Shroud exists for the world, 
and therefore is the slTicUy private possession of no person and no 
r,roup, no matter what the legal possession title might be._ Legal 
possession should be exercised for the purpose of protecting the 
Shroud from destruction, harm, ridicule, and stupidity; not for any 
purpose of stirling research and publicity to help the world be aware 
of the evidence for the Shroud. Any aura of "secrecy" makes tho 
Shroud ;1 suspect subjec t (or many. 

Another supposition is that one should avoid veering to cx
trnme, cynicnl rationalism which ~011~d prevent an open. mind. lo 
nbieclive research; or in the other direction, one should avoid V?ermg 
10 emotional piosity, which would likewise prevent an open mmd ~ 
1hc results of solid objective research. As for the pious approach, 1( 

che individual ma~ or woman postulates that some miraculous in· 
nucnce ex ists in the case of the Shrqud, this automatically prevents 
nil discussion and examination, on the basis that a miracle by 
ill'finitio'}.iS beyond human experience and beyond human probing. 
llowcvcr the assumption that highly providential cond itions of t ime 
and tem~craturo nnd humidity and historical preservation existed is 
not the same thing as shouting "miracle." Such an assumption or a 
1irovidencc in the order of nature does not hinder investigation Crom 



tho nuturul sciences Ill uny wuy. 
. I suggest that all research proceed nlong the lines of the 

d~lemma proposed long ago by some Shroud pioneer researcher; first, 
did the .body of a human male make the marks on the cloth? 
Second, IS that body the body of Jesus Christ? To my mind re
search on the Shroud has been hampered by a fuzziness bern:een 
lhese two distinctions. To assume or to deny that the Man of the 
Shroud IS Jesus Christ, as some have done, in order to hold this or 
that theory as to the interpretation of the gospels of Matthew Mark 
Luke, and John, is patently unscientific and illogical. This ha:: 
happened only too often. The rule for the Shroud study must be the 
search for truth and tru.th _alone; then let. the chips fall where they 
mny, even though the findmg of new obiective truth may uncover · 
new problems and new questions. Is this not the rule in all arens of 
human knowledge, that the more we discover, the more we find we 
do not know? 
. Al th~ poin_t, all of us should recognize the demands of 

rigorous !0~1c'. noting ~hat any theorizing we do should fit the rules 
of the d1SC1phne of _minor !ogic, n~mely, it must explain everything 
that .should be e~pl~med, Wlth no biased emphnsis on slurring over its 
possible conlud1ction of things that should be explained. Histori
ca~ly._ Shroud rese~chers only too often exemplified this erroneous 
prmc1ple of selective explanation; my own opinion is that Vignon 
Ba~bet, and Wuensche! were shining examples or the correct use of 
logic, when th~y had to c;:ome to the rescue or the Shroud be<:ause 
~me ot~er writer had claimed too much weight for his tentative or 
slight evidence. 

Ano~lrnr point w7 should remember is the logic of distinguishing 
bot~vccn mter~al or circumstantial evidence and external or human
test1monial evidence. Up to the t ime of Secondo Pia's primitive 
pho~ograph, we mu~t .remember that the external negative testimony 
of history, so exploited by Ulysses Chev a.lier, held the Cield. Most of 
us h~ve C?ncentrated on the opposite type of internal or circum
stantial ev1den~e, which we should admit does have its limitations. 
11.encc, ~y assistance we can get Crom positive external evidence of 
history IS all the more to the good. 

'!'he_ demands of some researchers for full and uninhibited 
exammal1on of the Shroud cloth represent to my mind a wild and 
utterly u.nwarranted ou~look that forgets the need Crom protecting 
the cloth Crom un~tentional no less than intentional harm. On the 
other hand, an attitude for excessive reverence which would prevent 
any respons~ble and detailed study seems equally reprehensible. In 
this connection, the religious affiliation - or non-affiliation - of the 

,.,... 11rdwr i.huuhl huvc• nu h"urln~ 1111 11111 111111'01111• ur hi• nr lw1 
•tu111,.s •lnrt• tlw qu1.,,t111n ol tltl' 1n111111 or lh<' Shrnud I• c c•r1.1111lv nul 
11 parl 'ol otritinl 1lol'lrnw ul 1hu llomun ('11lhuhc C'hurd1 ot ftDV 
nllwr 11rou1>. ns far ,1,, I know 'I'll!' h1>lory ol n•1wut1•d 111111nl 
u11pmv11I• should lw prn1wrly i~tt•r1>rl'l1•d ;u. . nn n1111ruv.1I for 
1h•vot1onnl revercnre, not n1•c1·ssnr1ly as tlw crlt1ral accoptnn1·1• ul 
lmturicnl authenticity bornr out by sciontiCic studies. 

I conclude Lhis very shorl aummory wilh o tribute which I think 
i. lt11111 overdue to the past pioncorn who ought to be mentioned h1•ri• 
ror the selflessness or their work, the objectivity of their rcseard1, 
•11111 th1: courage they maniCested before the i;cathing scorn somctin11111 
hl!np~'!l on them by soholnrs di ffering with their opinions: l 
purl iculnrly single oul Pnul Vignon, Pierre Barbel, und l•'nlhor 
1-:dwnrd Wuensche!. 'l'heir altitudes ~hould be Lhe ideal for nll ur UR, 

11 tr1111ition looking Cor the lruth and t.ho lruth only, not s11crificinu 
1h1• Shroud to personal ambition for popularit-y, notoriety, money, 
ur j~nluus self-aggrandizing control. We all know how m~ch llw 
Shrout! has suffered in history rrom these curSes: the lh1rst ror 
111ont•y or power or notice. But we also know and c_an be cnc~urn"cd 
hy the example of living persons around us, whose ideals contmue to 
11rult!f L the Shroud from abuse in. one direction. or the ~lh?r. . I 
hurrow a comment in this connection, from the field or dignity 111 

1•ducation, where l have had some experience in combatting Lhe 
.Jrnml or values. A student once said, "Yeh, they told us all about 

~ but they didn't tell us what lo do with it." So, too, in the cuse 
ul ihe Shroud: what good is all the research in the world, if we do 
11111 utili1.& iL rightly, if "we don't know what to do with it." Su 
nublo u question as the identity and charucteristics or the Man or tho 
'lhmud merits only equivalen Lly dedicated and premium intellectunl 
1111lluoks. 



SOMl•l l!;CUMl·:NJOAL CONSJl)l•:RNl'IONS C'ONCli:H.NlNG 
'l'fll!: TURIN RBLIC 

Tho Reverend H. David Sox 

. Ecumenical interest in the Turin Shroud has bee al 
ClCIStcnt until the past few months Over the n most non-
hnndru l or churchmen outside the Roman Cattoti~c~hue:h h:ii be:o a 
ClCpresse~ ~ore than just curious interest in the ti I u d 

0 
ave 

d:bly this is_ so, considering the Protestant* reeU:~ ~b:ut ~Ii erstand 
l e p~st-Vat1can II Counc il attitude toward such things. cs an 

resent day. scattered interest by non-Roman Catholics has in
S~dedd Presbyterian Robert Wilcox's forthcoming Macmill b k 
thi~r '. andJthhe vital and fascinating concern or Anglican b:opoaond' 

ogian, o n A T Rob' H . . 
lroversial Camb 'd · · . mson. avmg this marvelously con-

d . . ri ge dean involved with a relic is incredible (B b · 
ow~ a m!5510n - "What is the author o( Honest to God Y is 
gettm~ mixed up wiU1 a relic?") And he's not th 1 b' h up to, 
~~~I Dioce.se ~r Southwark (South London) to b: ~~(ere:te~P f~:;: 
sidc~~bleol~as~:::~on~' llugh Montefiore, recently admitted ~ con-

Stud?n. September 16- 17 at the Anglican lnstitute of Christian 
. 
11 

.es 1;1 London, a symposium on the Shroud will be held which 
~~ mvo ve n~t only Anglicans but also Orthodox and of course 
viten~anas C~~1~hcs. Mem

1
bc;-; of other .denominations will also be in'. 

. as pcop e m terested m the Shroud fr 1 
academic or scientific point of view. Presenting th' tom ~ pure. Y 
few yeai:s ago would have been unthinkable. IS ;ype o event a 

It ts ~lowly becoming apparent that a remarkable nu 
heretofore isolated non-Roman Catholic clerav and I -, h mbedr of .,,, ai.y ave a eep 

* The Eastcm Orthodox atUlude Is an entirely different matwr. 

In t11rc~l In lhu doth 
Murh 11( th18 IK dtU', or l'llll l'M!, lo llll' hwwdlhll• rt•ri<um·h on 1111' 

Shroud ncrurrlni: nt tho prl'M•nt. One or the rhior dlrri1·u llh•N ror 
wmo in l11kln11 the nrtlch• i;oriou&ly hM hccn t l111t 1L is n relic nnd thnt 
word Is loudud with ill f<tclln~ 11nd repu~nnncc. 

Protestant reaction to relics hns nlwnys been strong. Thu 
Anglican Thirty Nine Articles or Religion (very mild in comparison 
to some Rcfom1alion slnLCments) said, ''The Romish Doctrine con· 
~crning ... Relics ... is a fond thing, vainly invented and grounded 
upon no warranty of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the Word or 
God." "Vain inventions" typically moderal~ Anglican language. 
To the Calvinists and Anabaptists, relics were inventions or the Devil. 
Not many Protestants go this far today. In fact no one takes much 
notice or them at all these days, since Roman Catholics themselves 
downplay their significance. It's almost like arguing about U1e use or 
1,atin in church services. 

Sir Steven Runciman, renowned Byzantine scholar, when 
wriling about the Mandylion of Edessa said, "Christian relics have 
never received their due attention in history. Historians justly sus
pecting the authenticity or the more eminent of them, have tended 
to put them all to one side, forgetting that even a forgery can have its 
historical value." 

Kenneth Clark in Civilisation echoed a similar note. "From our 
11oint of view nearly all the relics in the world depend on unhistorical 
IL"-~crtions, and yet they, as much as any factor, led to that mnvement 
nnd diffusion or ideas Crom which Western civilisation derives part of 
its momenLUm." There is no doubt that the point or the medieval 
pll1:rimngc was to look at relics. This was not like modern tourJsts 
unzing nt the " Pieta" or Leonardo's "Last Supper." Medieval 
11il~rims ncLUnlly relt that in a very real sense they could participate 
iu the real ily or the mediator-saint before them . 

Now it is impossible for us to enter the medieval mind on the 
~ubjcct of relics. The very word conjures up distasteful images - the 
lloly Blood of Bruges, the index finger of the Apostle Thomas at 
Rome or the incredible Holy Foreskin at the Collegiate Church of 
C11lcata. We cannot understand what impact such articles as say the 
remains of St. Andrew at Vctralla had to the devout of the Middle 
Ages, the fifteenth century silver angel or this reliquary is carefully 
holding before him a firm link with Christ. St. Andrew brought his 
important brother, Peter, to the Lord and the faithful could share in 
the physical reality or this event and similarly through the accessible 
Andrew come LO the Lord as well. For us, relics have no such 
meaning. We nre repelled by them. Tbcy are part of the excess 



btt1U1•llt1 of Christlnn 1rnditi1111 easily du;cnrdt~I and rur110Ucn. 
When I wu.s lusl In ltome, I wunL lo the cntacomb church or St. 

Calistos and was raseinated to see that their great horde of relics has 
been rolegnt.cd to a museum set.ting. When I was Lhere fi[teen years 
bcroro, l remember being subjected to a fifteen minu te lecture given 
to the visitors by one o( the church's monastic guides with endless 
detail as to the importance of each and every reliquary splendidly 
displayed bcrore us. I am certain that this experience has been re· 
peat.cd ad inrinitum all over the Roman Catholic world. 

We find it di(ficult to understand relics, but any serious student 
or the Holy Shroud of Turin at one stage or another must come to 
tenns with the fact. that he is dealing with a relic ... with remains as 
the word comes from the Latin "relinquere" meaning "to leave be· 
hind." And if that. yellowish piece of linen indeed be Jesus' shroud 

it is what .b.e left behind ror us. 
Granted that the scientific nature of the S hroud studies raises 

it far above the countless assortment of dubious remains - to the 
point that most persons do not think of the cloth as a relic. How
ever, those of us who in small or large ways write about or investigate 
the Shroud should never totally forget that to many persons in the 
Church the Shroud is a relic of Christ. This was brought home to me 
lo a touching manner recently. King Umberto II, the exiled King or 
Italy and present day titled owner or the cloth, sent me a Christmas 
card which contained an o ld fashioned devotional tract dealing with 
his possession. It was a kind gesture but not the type of meditation 
rite to which I am accustomed and many or my Roman Catholic 
friends strongly d islike this Corm of piety today. But that gesture 
vividly reminded me that we have to be more aware or the feelings or 
others when we investigate this curious article. Those who visit. 
Turin are made aware of this and future dealings with the Turin 
authorities must take this into consideration. We all want tbe 
scientific and historical truth regarding the Shroud but we have to 
realizo what we may do to another's faith in tbe future. It is a 
responsibility we should think about and since I am an Anglican and 
not a Roman Catholic, I feel that. pedrnps I can say some of t hese 
things in this small paper without anyone feeling that I have a vested 
mt.crest. 

The Shroud has been a symbol of unity in the past when it was 
brought by the House of Savoy from Chambcry to Turin; it united 
Lbe people to a new capital. The Shroud may again become a symbol 
of unity now that. interest and research into its complexities have 
united men from various religious and philosophical backgrounds. 
Who would have ever dreamed that. in 1977 in the New Mexico town 



PASTORAL ASPECTS OF scrEN'l'IFIC IU~EARCll 
ONTHESHROUDOFTURLN 

T he Reverend Dr. Robert H. Dinegar 

I speak .to th~ conference for a few minutes this mornin on 
pastoral coDSideratJons which should accompany physical scien'iru 
research on the Holy Shroud of Turin. This subject may seem o~ 
secondary - perhaps no - importance to some here these 2 da s 
~~w~ver, to those of us who are priests as well us physical scientiZts· 

IS is ~ ~a.tter of u~1ost gravity. Here we have two intertwined 
respons1bihtJes. One JS to make unbiased observati· d judi d · t.e · ons an unpre-

ce m ~retations, and the other is to insure that the Faith of 
the Church is bolstered and propagated. I n addition those I I 
~he care of souls must bend over backwards to be' sure n: ~~a~~';:f 
IS ~aused Jhrougb neglect to state exactly what data mean in terms 
11'.1 .erstan able by everyone. \Ve are not permitted the Juxu of 
h~dm1~ behind" th~ p~deful claim that we know, and the uninitfuted 
~f ~~e f.-!ft~1.. Ahce m Wonderland" language has no place in matters 

. Let us first consider how many look at the Shroud of Tu ·n I 
thmk 3 cl.asses are evident. First, I.here are those who believe it " 0 • 

the ~overing .that. wrapped I.he dead body of Jesus of Nazaret: a!~ 
consider .the impnnt to be a manifestation of the tru th of the death/ 
~~su~{~ctiodn . cycl~ ?f their Savior. I would even say these people feel 
all e rou is a d1vme way of answering the "doubting Thomases" of 
an:'f:i.as su~ly as was our Lord's invitation to the Apostle to touch 
... . tev~. ec~?d, there are those who are not sure bu t agree that 
~t :ust 1]11ght be. They use it as II crutch to do away with infirmfty 

o rnman nature that says, "Do not believe iC the ob'e ti . 
cannot be materialized in the here and now" "'e all J de subJect lik th· · n nee support 
. e. J.S, some more, others less. The faith of Abraham in the unseen 
IS given to very few, no matter that I.hose who do have it are greatly 

bl• wd Tiil' h"I ~rou11, nl 1·11urw, 1 nn ••l .. nl lhu"' who 1 l~un llw 
·hroud " ha1>1r11lly n fraud. l'roh11hly mo•l 1n thi. 1 lni.a would MY II 

i 11 JlfOlhit•I or honO•L hut m\til(uidl'tl Jlitlly hlll llftt to bl! lllkl'll 
.. 1111u~ly by mndcrn "sci~ntltic" mun. 

Let u• nuw think ubout whot kind~ or int.A.1rprol11lions could lw 
put on 11hysic11I scientific data obtained Crom an examination uC the 

·hroud. l~ir•t, n1111lysis may show that tho materinl dnlcs rrom lhe lime 
and pluco or .Jesus of Nazareth, pcrlrnps even, Urnt tho lmnuo Is (lf 11 
mulo human being. At this the first group of believers will rejoice, 
1h1•ir Coith confirmed. The second class will be iilad that tlicy now 
hM1·c additional indications that previous teachings were correct. 
llulh will also be pleased that a precious object has survived the 
r11vuges or l.ime and persons. More importanLIY, th~>sc will soc that a 
iutruly different portion or the Wisdom from on lligh substuntintes 
thnt which they are asked to accept rrom the " unscientific" act or 
tt•vclation! Instead of saying, "l believe because I believe," or "I 
lwlicve because Father X says so," many can now emphasize, " f 
bolieve, nnd that wh ich can't believe says so, too!" The effect of 
•llch data interpretation will even be of concern ror the deniers -
they must now reassess their stand. No longer can they claim nil 
that's certain about the Shroud antedates valid, reliable methods o[ 
data collection and analysis. What a magnificent contnhution to the 
strengthening of souls that act alone would be! 

Let us suppow the data cannot be interpreted to show lhe 
alndone dates from the beginning of the Christian era with any 
degree or certainty. To those who really understand I.he process or 
drawing scientific conclusions, this will present no problem - they 
know an equivocal answer says nothing pro or contra. A great 
number of people do not understand this, however, and their back
grounds arc usually such that they carmot bo so convinced. In 
addition, it is one oC the unfortunate fallouts of the nuclear age that 
most people think,"[( science can't prove it, it isn 't true!" You and 
I know this isn't so, but those we serve don't! This could: (1) 
weaken the faith of those who now believe; (2) cause possible crises 
in the Church's teaching magisterium among those who accept the 
Shroud on the conviction o[ otbers; and (3) erect almost insurmoun
table barriers that would exclude forever the doubters. Certainly 
no one involved in Shroud investigation wants any o( these to 
happen. Perhaps th is wouldn't occur- I hope not - but 1 think the 
warning should be stated. 

The final possibility is that the data can only be interpreted to 
indicate the Shroud dates from an era so late in time that it cannot 



be ~elated with th u sulvirlc . . mont1onod for the doubt.Cul act ~n Cnlvory. All the rears just 
reel betrayed by a host ( ~use wou d be .magnified. Many would 
This feeling could extend ocv~~correct, albeit well-meaning teachers. 
basis of "the faith once d r b~yond the Shroud ilselC, to the very 
would want this unfortuna~v:~~ to the Sa}nls.". Certainly no one 

'l'wo final caveats should be raJ!:~. well-intentioned efforts. 

(1) I see no wuy a one t · Shroud image and Jesus of N o oboe correspondence between the 
-d ·r· . azaret can be certifi' d Tb" . 1 enti 1cation can come on! thr e · JS particular 
witn~'Ss of impartial data it Is ough the eyes of faith, not from the 
there is absolutely no 0~ to aat~:atters not, I h~ten to add, and 
be s~ated before any investigation pt ~ c~~ect1on. But let thJs 
possibly arise later. so t at misinterpretation cannot 

(2) An explicit or implicit ho to . 
any event except a burial is certain! ~ associate the Shroud with 
'.l'hls must be clearly stated lest we Js~ ~o r!~med ~scientific failure. 
is but a regeneration of the . verd1ct for many which 
" We found the Body!" quip of the openjng days or Vatican II -

. Where does all this leave ? A . . 
investigate and report· .as Ch ush s sc1ent1sts we have the duty to 
sure no compromise or the F u_rt~ members we have the duty to be 
leading to both these ends is a1 c~mes r:om our efforts. The path 
Let euch experiment be carer:Jiore ~c:pdtive than might first appear. 
be clearly stated in advance C ~e1g d beforehand. Let each goal 
through the eyes of the twin. e an~. ata collected be interpreted 
We can be - we must be -f cond1mumtie~ of science and the Church 

ou n respoDSJble to both. · 

'1'111-: sunouo OF 't"UHIN ANO Tllh C:ltA v~,( 1.<Yl' l ll·~'i 
OF 'I'I II>: GOSl'l•)t,,.'i 

Rt. Rev. ,John A. •r. Rob1nll\in 

One of the things that shook my nutural predisposllion lo 
• 1•11ticism about the Turin shroud was precisely that it could nol at 
ull 01111ily be harmonized with the New Testament account of tho 

rav1•-clothcs. I am not saying- that it is incompatible with Lhem but 
unply that no forger starting, as he inevitably would, from the do

t.ill~ of the Gospels, and especially that oC the fourth, would have 
c rN1t1•d I.he shroud we have. Yet if it is genuine it must mnke us look 

nm at the Biblical evidence. The Gospel accounts are notoriously 
chlficult to harmonize with themselves, let alone with what has been 
1 •llt•d t.h is ' [ifth gospel'. Nevertheless it may, I believe, help us to re
' un1trucl the situation in a manner which l at any rate would never 
hnvo arrived al unless I had been prepared to t.ake account or this 

, .. 1ru-canonical witness. 1 Let. us begin as we must with the burial o( Jesus. This in· 
l'hlLmtally is .one of the best attested of all historical facts about. him. 
'l'h11t. Christ not only died and rose but was 'buried' is part of our \ 
• orlll'Sl summary of the Christian faith in a Jett.er (1 Cor. 15:4) 
writ ton within twenty-five yeaJS of the cruciCixion, where Paul is 
n111icaling ~o tradition which he himself received trom the Jerusalem 
r hurch, probably within five years of it (cf. Gal.1:18). The burial is 

I 1 have dcllt>eralely not cluttered this paper with footnotes lo authorities 
anr l• nl and modern ror the positions I have adopted. Suffice it LO mention two 
nmll•rlY trcntmenlJJ which refer to a wealth or evidence: 
f:dwud A. Wuensche!, "l'lle Shroud or Turin und the llurlal of Christ', Qnthollc 
lllbllcal Quarterly 7 (1945), 40f>.431, and 8 (1946), 13&-178. 
t'l1al111 1,nvcrgnc, O.P., 'La prcuve d• la rtsurrcction de Jkus d'apres Jean 20,7'; 
•1.., audunum cl In position des lingcs apres In resurrocllon'; 'Lo corps gl1>neux 
rt la preuvc que Jisus est rtsSuscitk', Slwl2n 8 (1961), nos. 5 & 6. 



also n11rrnted in all four Gospels (Mutt. 27:57·61; Mark 15:4247; 
Luke 23:50-56; John 19:38-42), wit.h John's account almost cer
tainly independent of the others, and il is mentioned in a sermon 
summary in Acts, 'they took him down from the gibbet and laid him 
in n tomb' (13:29), which from t he word xylon (wood or tree) may 
go back to prc-Lulrnn sources. The view that we can know nothing 
ub.ou_t th_e body of Jesus, because as the corpse of a condemned 
cnmmal 1t would have been thrown into a lime-pit, is sheer dogmatic 
scepticism, flying in the face of all the evidence that, contrary to 
what might have been expected, it met no such fate. In fact under 
Jewish law (cf. Deut. 21:23) it should have been buried before sun
down in one of the two plots specifically reserved for criminals (The 
Mishnah Sahn. 6:5) and desire to remedy the concession of t he pagan 
novernor (espcci;~ l y unusual to a non-relative in the case of a man 
condemned for high treason) could have supplied a motive for 
£1mulical Jews to raid the tomb and transfer the body. 

FoUowing therefore what evidence we have, which is factual 
and circumstantial and not obviously subject to doctrinal motivation 
or suspicious alignment, there is multiple testimony for the tradition 
lh~t the body or Jesus, released by Pilate at the request or Joseph of 
Anmathea, was taken from the cross late on the Friday afternoon 
(Mutt. 27:57; Mark 15:42) and laid in a rock tomb (Matt. 27:60; 
Mark 15:46; Luke 23:53) hitherto unused (Matt. 27:60; Luke 23:53; 
John 19:41). \ By then, despite the proximity of the grave (John 
19:42). ~uke tells us in an odd but graphic phrase (e¥cphosken; 
23:54) 1t was already beginning to be what we s ould call 
'lighting-up time' on the Sabbath, i.e., when the lamps were lit or, 
rnorc probably, the first stars became visible. Clearly there was no 
lime before further work became illegal and darkness set in for rnore 
than the rnost preliminary attention to the corpse. According to 
Mark (15:46) Joseph bad already bought a linen cloth (sindon) and 
in this be wrapped (enejlesen) or according to Matthew (27:59) and 
Luke (23:53) folded (enetylixen) the body of Jesus. According to 
Joh~ (20:39f) ~oseph and Nfoodemus 'bound' it(~; though one 
uncial manuscript has 'wrapped', perhaps by assimilation to Mark) in 
othonia. This is a word of uncertain meaning but is probably best re
garded as a generic plural for grave-clothes of unspecified material, 
though presumably linen. At any rate Luke, or bis scribe, in 24:12 
uses othonia to cover what he had previously (23:23) described as 
t.h~ sindo~. \John adds that a substantial mixture of myrrh and aloes, 
evidently m powdered or granule fonn like incense, was brought by 
~i~odemus and put 'with' the clothing, presumably to serve as a 
disinfectant to arrest the effects or putrefaction until fUrther 

•llNltlun rnuld ho• l!IVC>ll 011ll of t)lt' lhlni: •111•·i11r,1lly Allnw1•1i hv 
lhl' Mi~hnnh ~~ 23 :Ii) tu hr dono• for u rnr11"' it 1w1•d b1• nn 1111· 
S•hbnlh wo .. lo 'lt-t ll Ju• un 11<1nd that it m11y bu till' lon~1·r prt•M•rv1•l' 
Tlw 1•11urmouR qunnlity or mntcrinl ( 100 lbs, though lh1• ltnmnn 
11ound wns (Inly lhr~u-<1u11rlurs or ourn) could he .m t>xui:i:ornlo•d 
rtu11ru to bring ouL tho 11uncrosity or the 11usturu, llko tho strcM in th1• 
1•11rll1•r etory of the nnoinli1111 on the vnstly ox 11onsivo flnsk of cill th~ 
wmnnn broke into (Matt. 26:6,9; Mark 14:3,5; John 12:3,5; cf. Luk~ 
7·'17) But there nre parallels for such quantities, and if tho mixture 
wM pnrkcd under and around the sides or the body (perhaps t.hm cx
plainin11 the natnes.~ or the Shroud) a lot would have been ncedtod. 
Finally, nll the evangelists ugree, a stone was 'rolled across' (Matt. 
27 :60, Mnrk 15:'16; and by implication Luke 24:2 and John 20: l) 
thu mouth of the tomb for protection until the women cou ld return 
110111u thirty-six houTil Inter al first light on Sunday. Mennwhilo 
nrcurding to Mark (16:1) the women purchased aromalic oils uft.cr 
niKhtrall on the Sabbath, precisely as the Mt~hnah lays down (Shnb. 
23 :4). (Luke 23:56) has them prepare spices and perfumes early (In 
1111' Friday evening bcrore resting on the Sabbath.) These were 
t•Vidontly in liquid form to 'anoint' the body o[ Jesus (Mark 16:1). 
JUKl us before his death the woman bad anointed it (Luke 7:38,46; 
.Juhn 12:3; cf. 11:2) by 'pouring' (Matt. 26:7; Mark 14:3) porrumt'<I 
nil from her flask. 1'he purpose of these unguents was quite different 
rrum that or the Johannine mixture. It was, after the obligulory 
w • .-hin11 or the corpse (er. Acts 9:37), for which elementary ucl it is 
d1•11r rrom the silence of all the witnesses there had been no time on 
the Friday, to clean it up and leave it in a decorous and Cragrant con· 
dition. Normally or course this would have been done in preparation 
ror hurinl (cf. Matt. 26:12; Mark 14:8; John 12:7) rather than Mtor 
It. 

So far there is no dirciculty in correlating the Biblical evidence 
with lhat of the Shroud. Any presumption that the body was 
wrapped tQlUll! in a winding sheet (con1ta5t the swaddling cloths or 
Luke 2:7) or swathed in 'strips of linen' (John 19:40, NEB), rather 
lik1• an Egyptian mummy, is read into the texts and bas no support 
an l'nlestinian burial customs, which the fourth evangelist insists were 
followed (Jolin 19:40). Luter we read in Act.s (5:6) that the body or 
Annnius was simply 'covered' (cf. Ecclus, 88:16) and buried. 1'hat 
the corpse of Jesus was enfolded in a simple linen cloth passing 
l~ni:thwise over the head and covering the whole body back and 
front is not, I submit, what any forger with medieval or modem pre-
11llppositions would have thought of; but it makes complete sense or 
the texts and comforts with the other ancient evidence. 



~ IL is wl~en we come to the accounts of what was discovered on 
E~~r morning that .t~e problems begin. According to Luke 24:12, 
IC it IS part o( the ongmal text, as with a growing number of scholars 
l 3!f1 now persuaded that it is (it is omitted by only one Greek manu
sc~1pt), whaL Peter sa~ pei!ring in :-vas the othonia, which must, as I 
said, m~an or at least mclude the s1ndon Luke has earlier mentioned. 
Accordmg to J?hn (~0 ;5-8) 'the other disciple' similarly 'peer.> in and 
sees. the othonia lymg, but then Peter, followed later by his com
paruon, e~ters. the.tomb and we ge~ a more detailed description. 'He 
sees the otho_n1~ lymg and the napkm (sudarior.) which had been over 
lhe head (ep1 tes kephales) not lying with the othonia but folded or 
~lied (ente Ii enon; the same word used earlier by Matthew and 

uke o,r the enshrou .ed: body) in a place by itself (choris ... eis hena 
~P?~) · The Grei!k 1s m fact extraordinarily elusive, considering the 
s1gni(1c~nce that the evangelist evidently attached to the detail. His 
expressions are so lo~se that it could mean that the clothes were 
lymg strewn about with the napkin that had been over the head 
rolled ~p or ~undled into a heap by itself. This would be entirely 
compatible with Mary Magdalene's inference Crom the same evidence 
(20:11) that the grave had been tampered with: 'they have taken my 
~rd away, and I do not know where they have laid him' (20:13). 

. we s~ould not expect the evidence of the eyes to be of unam
biguous interpretation. It was only the faith or one man that put 
two and two together. 

. _But "11'.bat does the evangelist intend us to suppose that the 
d1sc1ples ~1d see? This cannot be decided without taking into 
account h1S e~rlier description of the raising of Lazarus. J{is tomb 
was a cave with a stone placed against it ( ep' auto. 11·38) and he 
'ca~~ _out' fro~ it 'bound' (de<lemenos) hand and foot.with bands 
(kem~) and hlS face bound round (periededeto) with u napkin 
(sudanon) (1~:44). The New English Bible's translation •ftjs bands 
and !eet swathed in linen bands' is again a paraphrase. There is 
n~thmg Lo say what tl1e keiriai were made of - the only ancient 
e~.d~nce (t~e s.choliast _on Aristophanes' Birds, 816) tells us thnt a 
kema was. a km_d of bmder made of twisted rushes, somewhat like 
a thong, with ~vh1ch bedsteads were strung' (Wuenschel's translation). 
All we know JS that they restricted, though evidently not totally, the 
"!Ovement of ~he man's hands and feet. On the assumption (too ob
vious to men~1on) that Lazarus had also bl!i!n placed in a shroud, it 
wou!d see~ hkely t~a.t the thongs had been tied loosely round the 
outs_ide of it to ~1o!d 1t m place, functioning in lhis respect in lieu of a 
coffm. If so thlS IS presumably what the women would have done to 
the body of Jesus after they had finished with it. The fact that they 

111111 not C111L~hl'll with It wouhl 1•xpln1n tho• nl~"ntc• of nny nll'nUun of 
k••i(lnl In hi~ cnM', thouwh tlwy ~uU.ld lw i11111ll1•d In .John'~ phrn~" 
'bound' it 'in' (not with) olhunrn (19 10). 

Rut what or the H!!dnrjqll which \Vil$ 'round th•• fllCI!' or 1,ainr111 
onrl 10VN lh~ h~nd. or .Jt-sus'I Sudurlon is u loun w1ml from I ho l,ntln 
.mcl <lcfincs the object nol by its malt·rial (though clt•nrly it was cloth 
or somo kind) but by it.s function, nomoly to wipe nway &wunl, rnthur 
like• our handkerchief and so it is used elsuwhcro In lhe N<•w 
T1·stamcnl (Luke 19:20; Acts 19:12). h seems in the highll$t de~'I'(!(' 
lmprobahlc lhnl IL would be big enough to cover the length or a mnn 
twirl'. It. is by John distinguished f:rom the main body or the 
uthonin, which Luke equates with the sindon. The only reason Cor 
1u11posin~, as some huve, LhaL sudarion is itself the Shroud is thot the 
latll'r clearly did go over the head and £ace, as well or course as ovt•r 
the whole body. Yet neither in the case of Lazarus nor in thot of 
,Jl·~us docs it say that the sudarion covered Lhe face. We are told thol 
it wns round the face or the Conner and over the head or Ute latter. 
'!'ht• only position, I submit, which fits both these descriptions, 

1 11s.~umin~ that they are referring to Lho same custom, is of somcthin~ 
ti<•d crossways over the head, round the face and under the chin . ln 
nthur words it describes a jaw-band, wl1ich would have boon required 
to keep t he mouth shut and, together with the closing or the oyos 
(cf Gen. 46:4), would have been functionally necessary before rig?r 
nlllILiJ!. sot in. Reference is specifically made to these customs ago1n 
111 the Mishnah (Sbab. 23:5) and the chin could be bound on the 
Subbnth (though not the eyes closed), providing it was 'not in order 
ln raise iL but to prevent it s inking' (movement of any kind was 
work'). The jaw-band was evidenUy made by folding or rolling 

il111uonally a large handkerchier or neck-cloth , rather like our 
lrh111i:uh1r bandage. I had assumed that the only trace that the 
11!1Jltlon could possibly have left on the enveloping sindon was al the 

1011 or the head, where I took the whitish stripes in the negative 
11hutogra11h of the Turin shroud to bo the space for it. Bul wiLh Lhe 
malizntinn from the 3-0 image produced by the computer that the 
v.hill• &pots are the high spots, I can now see that thi.s is more likely 
l b1• 11 ridge formed by the sudarion itself. Conversely the dark 
hind immediately under the chin looks as if it is where the jaw-band 
'"'" rolrncLed n portion of the beard which would otherwise show up. 
1 lu· Y<·rlicnl dark strips on either side of the race between lhe checks ( 
1111! th1• locks, otherwise so odd, could similarly be caused by the 
hnnd hulding buck tho intervening hair. The band would then con-
. 111u1• u11 in front or the ears and under the hair which grows Crom the 
!runt part or the head , thus forcing it into prominence. lt would 

,. 



Lhl•n Join ovor Lho crown or lhe head nl tho hnl'k, l'11uaing nol only 
lhu whlto pulch there but lhe 'pinched' ortecl by whicb Lbe head 
narrows lo a point at the top. U the shroud had simply gone straight 
over tho head back and front one would surely have expected it to 
show a more or less continuous width of hair across the top. But if 
al this point the hair has been pressed in to foUow the shape of the 
skull, this could explain the narrowing etrect. So if I am right the 
presence of the jaw-band would be reelected on the Shroud, not only 
by whore it directly touches it but still more by what it retracts and 
thus does not allow to show up. 

' l'hal the sudarion was a jaw-band has been .recognized by some 
commentators from the New Testament material alone (e.g. J. N. 
Sanders). Il seems an altogether more likely interpretation of the 
Johonnine evidl!lfee- tlrl!)'i that it refers to somo purely hypothetical 
lurbon-likc object collapsed in upon itselr such as H. Latham pre· 
supposed in his famous chapter on the witness or the grave-clothes in 
Tho Rison Master. This in any case would be described as going 
'round the head', which John does not say or Jesus, and could not 
pos.5ibly be said to go 'round the face', as he docs say of Lazarus. 
But though the Turin shroud is not itselr required to establish this 
point, it has certainly helped me to envisage more clearly what the 
function and position of the sudarion must have been. This again is 
nol, I suggest, how any forger would have thought. He would have 
imagined it lying over the face, rather like the bogus St. Veronica's 
handkerchief, and incorporated its image on a separate piece of 
material. 

But in what position are we to suppose that the sudarion was 
subsequently found? 'l'his depends on what picture the fourth 
evangelist is intending to present. That he means us to draw the con
clusion that the grave had been rifled and the body removed from 
lhe clothes (ns his expressions would allow) is clearly impossible: 
this first and most natural explanation is firmly corrected. Does be 
intend us lo suppose that the grave-clothes had been left behind un
disturbed in their original positions, the body having passed through 
and out of them, as Latham and many others argued? I had always 
wumed this was bis intention but I am not so sure. He could of 
course have imagined the body passing through the clothes as later it 
did through locked doors (20:19,26), though why then was the stone 
moved away? Dematerialization is I suspect a modem way of en· 
visaging the relationship between flesh and spirit, matter and energy, 
or being 'changed' or 'clothed upon' with a body or 'glory'. How a 
first-century Jew would naturally have envisaged resurrection 
(though this does not of course mean that this is how it actually 

I 1wni·d) woultl surely hnvH h1••n 11• 111•ufllh'' w11k111K lll' from •h.,;11• 
1:k~: 'l'Phlthu in Acta (9:40), a& md1•1•d ,h••ul pn•dktil or La1.nrt1-(J1\',',: 
11 11 I and then like L:1znru1 walkln11 oul or tlm Lomb. 'I 
dtlfrri•~tr in the ca~o of Jesus WllS thnt Lht• i:ruv1•-cluth.cs did n~t ·~~~xi 
1., lw tiikl'n orr him nor the nonCli removed: he did ti h\m!;C C. or, 
unhkt• 1~i1.arus, be wM not simply being restored Lo the weakness of 
• 111·,h-body. ln the power or the Spirit he broke l~IC bonds or Ma.th, 
t,q·uu1t• il wM nol possible for him to be held by 1l. Far from.bc1~g 
'"'w"d ns helpless and naked, he would probably ~ave bee_n. enV1S11gcd 

111 ruheK or light like the angels al tho tomb, as tn the VJSIO~ or the 
,, 1,11 

Christ in the Apocalypse (cf. espociaJly Mall; 28:~ w1lh Rev. 
I 1'I) Something like this seems to have been imagined by ~hu 
,1111wryphal Gospel according to thn llcbrews where Jesus, having 
niiiinronlly divested himself, hands tho sindon to the servanl of lh~ 
(hlllh) priest. The same seems to be true of most exegetes unl1 
,.,.-1,11 t Limes (and even they are much divided). '£hus Chrysostom 
mnkcs tho point that the arrangement of the grave-clothes argues n~L 
1hnl Lhey have not been moved but lhat il could not h~ve been l o 
work of robbers, who would either have taken th«:"1 with the body 
ur l~fl them· in disarray. Bengel, lhe great e1g~teenth-cent~ry 
rommentaLor, says that it means that they were not .~rown oIT ·~a 
•lillt)rdcrly or hasty manner: the angels doubtless ministered Lo he 
riaing man one of them composing the linen cloths, the other t e 
nnpkin '! Godet at the end or the nineteenth cen~ says, 'The nap-
kin especially' wrapped together and carefuUy put ~de, attested not 1 
11 11rccipitnte removal, but a calm and holy awa~enmg', and_\~estcotL 
tnkcs the same line. But one is bound to admit that the tidt~es.5 of I 
tho nrrongement lies more in the eye of the behol~er th~. m the 
Cltcok. Moreover, if the clothes had been left m _pos1t1on the ( 

8udnrjon would not have been separated from th~ rest m a place by 
llsolf, but been between the two layers of the smdo?· To atte~pt 
with Pere Lavergne, to make the Greek mean _that 1t was no_t tn a 
pince apart but was 'on the contrary wrapped (m the sJu;oud) tn th.e 

111mo position as it had been' is I think a desperate expedient. If this 
! what the evangelist meant to say bis language is_ not merely l~ose 
but positively misleading. I think indeed that he. mtends us_ Lo .m~er 
1hal while the othonia were lying Clat the sudano~ was still m its 
twisted oval shape (as it could have been. how~ver 1t _was remov~). 
But that the latter was inside the former IS an 1mp0SS1ble deductio~. 

Finally, what difference would the evid~n_ce o( the Shroud, if 

11onuine, make? It certainly supports the trad1t1on of a tomb found 
t•mpty and of grave-clothes separated Crom a ~?dy. For h~w else 
would this shroud, unlike others, not have d1S1ntegrated mth the 



b?dY it wrnppud? llut I cannot see that it odds anything to the 
pi~ture or how they became separated. It is obviously compatible 
with the apocryphal legend to which I have referred. Above all I do 
not think that it necessarily presupposes, let alone 'catches' some 
moment of dematerialization. The marks might conceivabl~ have 
been left on the sui:race of the cloth by some kind of paranormal, 
though .not necessanly miraculous, radiation Crom the body during 
the peood when the two were in contact. Why they became 
~parated, the Shroud, even if genuine, does not seem to me to in
dicate. I am not convinced that it rules out the removal of the body 
after it had l~ft its r~cord for the puzzled sleuths of this and every 
ag.c. In fact it proVlde& no knock-down proof of resurrection, and 
faith would surely not wish to have. it so. What it has done if 
genuine, is to ~ake us into the tomb itself during those thirty~ix 
houi:s. And th1s ~one of t?e c'.l°onical Gospels do. Tt is a unique 
story'. comple~e with exclusive picture. But the picture is the latest 
and fmal testimony to the past. It is of the dead Jesus however 
vivid and majestic, not of the living Christ. Yet if in the r~cognition 
~f the face and the bands and the feet and all the other wounds, we, 
bke those who knew him best, are led to say, 'It is the Lord!', then 
perhaps we may have to learn to count ourselves also among those 
w~o hav~ ·~n and b~lieved' .. But that, as St. John makes clear, 
brings with it no special blessmg (20:29) - rather special respon
sibility (17:18-21). 

'1'111': SllltOUD'S I llS'IX>ll V lllWO IU·: 
'l'llE l4'1'11 CEN'l'UllY 

By Lan Wiison 

A signiricant part of the mystery of the Shroud is the fact, that, 
Ilk•• nn Iceberg, most of it's history lies beneath the surface and un-
1 nuwn. Vet it is an unknown for which if there is a genuine 

1t•ntlric case for authenticity we have to try to explore. 
Lcl me therefore recap on what lies above the surface. We 

nnw that the Shroud was brought in 1578 to Turin (figure 1) where 
1 hnl been ever since, apart Crom the last war. We know that before 
ht-n il was at Cbambery (figure 2) in the Sainte Chapelle. Here in 
I 132 il sustained the disfiguring burns during a chapel fire. Owned 
11 thi.~ lime by the Duke of Savoy we know that in 1453 they 
r11uired the Shroud Crom the de Charny family, and we can trace it 
hn~k ror about one century more in the possession of this family, at 
I .irny, near Troyes in France (figure 3). 

Fig. 1. Turin, llnly 



Fig. 2. Chambery, France 

Al l,lruy thuro M•cm to have been 
two signiricnnt cxposilions or the 
Shroud, one set about 1389 at 
the time of a man we may call 
for clarity Geoffrey II de Cbarny. 
In the earlier set of e.xpositions, 
the cloth appears to have been 
directly claimed to be the 
Shroud, causing disbelief on the 
part or the local bishop, Henry 
or Poitiers. In the second set of 
expositions, Geoffrey II appears 
tQ have been more circumspect. 
He obtained Papal permission to 
call the cloth merely a "figure or 
representation" or the Shroud, in 
fact a somewhat farcical formula 
as he then went on to exhibit the 
cloth with all the pomp and 
ceremony as if it yeally was the 
true Shroud. This was not 
lost on the bishop of his time, 

Pierre d' Arcis of Troyes, whom de Charny didn't consult about the 
matter. D'Arcis complained loudly to the Pope, whose response was 
to tell d'Arcis to be forever silent about the matter. But d'Arcis 
would not be silent. He sent a document (a very strong memo) that 

Fig. 3. Lin!y, Fra.nce 
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Fig. 4. Photograph of th• Shroud Face 



Fig. 6. Painting by Jan van Eyck Fig. 7. Byzantine Face or Chrlal 

Fig. 5. Faces or Christ in Art 

Fig. 8. 6th Century Byzantine Vase 



has been the trump card or those who hold that the Shrou_d is _a 
forgery - a Memorandum stating forte!ully that back m his 
predecessor's time the Shroud had been rutually proven to be an 
adulteration, the de Charny's seeming to have offer~d no proper_ ex
planation for how they, a comparatively hum ~Le C~mily, had acqurred 
a relic that if genuine would be worth a prmce s ransom, and had 
never been beard of before. Now unfortunately the circumstances of 
the earlier phase of expositions are obscure, as we know about them 
only from d'Arcis (writing about forty years later). Several authors 
have assumed that the Shroud came to light in 1353 because Geoffrey 
I de Charney founded a church for it in that year. (This was the 
church that the shroud was subsequently to be exhibited in). But 
the matter is not quite as straightforward as that. Although ~e 
documents of the church's foundation and subsequent consecratton 
in 1356 have survived they carry no mention of the Shroud, which 
normally they would be expected to do. Furthermore _in May 1356 
at the time of the consecration bishop Henry of Poit1ers (the one 
who made all the complaints in the Cirst place~ is recorded both .as 
present and liberally praising Georrrey I for h!S work, strongly 1"· 
ferring that the expositions, and Henry's subsequent ire, had not yet 
occurred. Yet four months later GeoCCrey I de Charney was dead, 
killed on the battlefield of Poitiers by the English, and it seem_s _very 
unlikely that there had been time in the interim for the ex~os1t1ons, 
suggesting in turn that these may have taken place sometime after 
Geoffrey's death. . 

The trend of the evidence is that Geoffrey bad been making 
preparations to hold expositions but never had the ?pportunity to do 
so in his lifetime. Nor in the int~rim. did he publicly reveal that he 
had the Shroud. This 'suggests strongly a certain reticence, a guilty 
secret about the cloth - either that it really was a forgery, or that 
there was some murky matter associated with it's past that could not 
be disclosed. . 

Now if from all the independent scientific evidence we believe 
the Shroud to be genuine, we are bound to back the "murky past" 
theory, and this is where the going gets very rough. 

U we look before the 14th century ror references to shrouds 
bearing an image, the 1800 years before the time or Geo~rey I ~e 
Charny are very, very silent. There is a shro~d men~one~ ~ 
Jerusalem in the 7th century, but from no poml of view IS 1t 
identifiable with the cloth we know in Turin. The only viable re· 
ference there is is one lone account of a French Crusader, Robert de 
Clari, in Constantinople in 1203 who said he saw there what he 
called a sydoine on which the figure of Christ could be seen. The 

very isolation or this account h111 h·d hllltorlnna lo l'Clncl11d11 thnt th~ 
Crusader must have been m\slnkcn, and that the Shroud IW>lr is, 
bluntly, a 14th century rorgery. 

This was the problem l began (to look at) ten yenri ago. 'J'ho 
particular issue that intrigued me was the race on the Shroud and It's 
reminiscence of two things: 

1. The likeness of\ Christ in art which, displaying a strong 
resemblance to the Shroud, could .be traced back long be
fore the 14th century. 

2. The tradition of Christ imprinting his face on cloth, as in 
stories such as that oC Veronica's veil. (figure 4) 

As there is no record in the gospels of Christ's earthly appearance, 
nor is there an unbroken artistic tradition from the 1st century A.O. 
of what Christ looked like, it seemed to me that if the Shroud was 
genuine it must somewhere, somehow have been an influence on 
both of these. A viable met.hod of Tesearcb seemed to be to try to 
trace back likeness and cloth traditions to see what they led to, 
whether there was some known common source that could be 
identified which might not at first sight appear to be the Shroud. 

The first aspect I tackled was the Christ likeness in art (figure 
5). On these examples of Medieval and Renaissance likenesses, note 
the compatil;>ility with the face on the Shroud. The type of Christ 
portrait I was particularly interested in was this bearded, rigid ly front 
race example (rigure 6). and although Jan van Eyck painted this in 
the 15th century he is known to have derived the likeness not Crom 
the Shroud (at least directly), but from similar rigidly front facing 
examples in Byzantine art going back to the 11th century (figure 7). 
even as far back as the fh century (figure 8). as in this Byzantine 
vase portrait Crom Syria. ompare the 6th century vase and the face 
on the Shroud and it loo very, very strongly as if whoever created 
this knew of the Shroud. Now an important discovery was that this 
type of likeness did not extend further back than the 6th century 
(figure 9). When one looked at ea.rlier likenesses such as this 4th 
century example from a mosaic pavement in England, Christ was 
represented as Apollo-like and beardless, and "}'et we know it is Christ 
from the monogram. There were many similar examples of this type 
(rigurc 10) together with some vague be11rded examples which had 
nothing of the definition or the 6th century and post-6th century 
likenesses. It all seemed as if no-one was sure what Jesus had looked 
like before the 6th century (except of couISC in the time of the 
apostles). and this is confirmed by a passage from St. Augustine in 
the 5th century who said quite bluntly "we know not bis earthly 
appearance, nor that of his mother." 



1st Century Apollo-like Christ MoSlllC 

So it seemed that the likeness of 
Christ identifiable with the 
Shroud had emerged at one 
clearly determinable point in 
history, the 6th century. This 
was at least a background of fact 
on which to build. 
One other aspect suggested that 
this method of research was 
along the right lines. Back in the 
~es, a Frenchman, Paul 
V1gnon, had been struck by 
cert_am oddities in Byzantine 
Christ portraits or the Cront· 
facing type: intriguing markings 
to the face which he thought 
might be traceable to oddities on 
the Shroud (figure 11). A 
typical example was this 

Fig. 10. 1.st Century Beardl0$$ Christ Catacomb portrait from Rome 
of the 8th century. v..ign~ 
noticed on this a curious topless 

odd C tu square between the eyes a most 
at thee~hr1: ~r ~ oftherwd ise ~omp_etent artist to include. H~ looked 

u ' an oun an identical marking in the sa 1 
as yet unidentifiable irregularity of the image. me P ace, an 

Fig. 11. Ronum Catacomb Chrisl nnd U10 Shroud Face 

Fig. 12. Shroud Face 10th Century 
St.. Angelo 

This was not an isolated jnstancc. 
Other portraits such as this 11th 
century example (figure 13) 
from Daphni, near Athens, ex
hibited the same feature, 
generally in a more stylised form, 
but what made this line or 
thinking particularly significant 
was the discovery of some [iftcon 
ot so other features (figure 12) -
a rrused right eyebrow, a small 
triangle below the topless square, 
heavily accentuated eyes, an en
larged nostril, a hairless gap 
between lip and beard, 
exaggerated cheek markings, all 
of which seemed to occur with 
otherwise inexplicable repetitive
ness in Byzantine portraits, and 
which seemed to be derived from 
the Shroud. (As in this 10th 
century, St. Angelo in Formos, 

Italy). The point Vignon never managed satisfactorily to explain was 
how, it the Shroud had bad this profound influence on art that his 
work seemed to indicate, it could have remained apparently so un
known in history, 
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Fig. 13. Face of Christ Crom Daphnl near Athens, Greece 
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Fig. 14. Veronica's Veil being held by a pope 

This is where I tried to push the argument further, and look in 
parallel at the tradition of Christ impressing his likeness on linen 
cloth, as on the Veronica (figure 14), seen here as the cloth relic 
looked in the 14th ~ntury, (being) held by a Pope. This so called 
Veronica cloth would seem to have been destroyed in 1627, there Te· 
maining in the original reliquary merely some form or cloth, but 
without an image. This was confirmed in 1907. We can trace the 
image.bearing cloth in Rome back to the 11th century but no further, 
and it would seem to have been merely a copy of an apparently 
similar looking cloth with a much longer history kept at that time in 
Constantinople. Here I am absolutely one with Dr. Robinson in dis· 
missing the Veronica as in itself 'bogus.' Now, independently, the 
same applied to the tradition of Veronica. The concept of the 

Fig. 15. Artist's rendition or the 
Mandyl lon 



Fig. 17. Scplo monochrome or tho 
Mnndylion 

wnt11ftll tl11~hin11 rurwnr1I un lh1· Vin l)nlumllll I• lali'o 1 :1th ur 1 llh 
rntury It's 1•Ml1t1r form 1& u lrndl11n1111ll'rt'IY or n wumun Vl•runirn 

1><--sam11 aonw rorm or cloth portrait or .lt'SUa, nnd this nn only he 
lr»• '"' hnck to the 6Lh cenLury ru; merely " Romun version or an early 
I Inn trndllion about the same cloth ju&L ror~rrcd lo as havin11 been 
n I un•lnntino11le. 

No\\ il Is this nncicnt\cloth in Constnntinopl~ that is the whole 
l•wnl 11nint or this study, because everything seems to lead back lo it. 
llMurlnnK llTC llbl'l'CCcl generally Lhnt il \YllS the inspiralion or tho 
V 1•ru11icn trndition and subsequent "relic." And Byzantlne/East.crn 
II th<>Clux tradition identifies this cloth portrait (in Constantinople) 

th1• aourcc or inspiration also Cor the likeness of Christ thut we 
• .,. atudicd in urt. 

What then did iL look like (figure 15)? Artists copies are varied, 
I •t thl•ir consistent rcature is a Cront.-facing race or Christ, depicted 
I ~·pm monochrome, set curiously disembodied on a cloth. De· 

r111lions or the composition of the irnage arc quite riveting. I quote 
Imm u 10th century document, " ... a moist secretion withoul 
ulurlni: or artiCicial stain ... " The name eventual ly given to the 

c luth was Lhc Mundylion, also known as the image "not made by 
h end•" or Edessa. 

It was an undoubted historical object for a certain clearly de-
l111abh• period commencing with the 6th century, precisely the 
I <1od we have seen the identifiable portraits tracing back to. Al this 
tin"' it was discovered in a niche above a gate of the city of Edessa 
cr1.1uro 16), a rather obscure little town DOW called Urfa in eastern 
l\uk1•y IL had clearly been put in the niche, in which it was found 
alu1111 with u lamp and a tile, at some earlier period. 

t'lg. 16. Ed~,ssa. now Urro. Turkey 



In 914 It was transferred Crom Edl.lSSn to Consluntinople Crom 
where in 1204 it disappeared during the Crusader sack or Lhe city. 
Sub.5e~uently one or two odd icons have been claimed Lo be the 
original Mandylion but none have been conclusively identified as 
such. 

Historically therefore, what is interesting is that the period of 
the known existence or the Mandylion would fill in a very large gap 
in our knowledge of the history of the Shroud, if indeed this cloth 
was one and the same as the Shroud. 

But was it the Shroud? There are large, apparent problems. 
1. Artists copies and literary tradition alike suggest that there 

was no more than the face of Christ on the Mandylion. 
(figure 17) 

2. Artists copies show Jesus' eyes open and staring on the 
cloth, as if alive. This is corroborated by contemporary 
ideas of how the image had been formed - one version 
suggesting that Jesus had asked to wash himself and then 
imprinted his likeness on the linen towel, another that the 
image had been created at the time of the agony in the 
garden, when St. Luke described Jesus' face streaming with 
a blood-like sweat, Jesus again creating the imprint by 
wiping his face on a linen cloth. 

3. There is not the slightest idea from the documents of the 
time that the MandyHon cloth had been a burial wrapping. 

These facts forced one into one direction of thinking only - that if 
the cloth described was indeed the Shroud, those of the time did not 
know or recognize it as such, something explicable only by some 
peculiar manner in which it may have been mounted already at the 
time or it's discovery. 

Gradually a picture began to emerge. First, one 6th century 
account of the Mandylion specifically described it as "doubled in 
four." I tried this on a photograph of the Shroud (figure 18). 
Doubled, then doubled again, the face on the Shroud emerged 
apparently disembodied, exactly as on the Mandylion copies (figure 
19). A scale model of the Shroud doubled in four shows the face 
disembodied. (You wouldn't have had the disfiguring markings from 
the 1532 tire). Next there was something significant about the early 
copies or the Mandylion (figure 20) - those up to the time of it's 
disappearance. They showed the cloth apparently stretched Clat and 
nailed by means of a fringe at each side. Literary accounts of the 
period confirmed this arrangement, specifically staling th~L the cloth 
was displayed stretched on a board. Access to the hidden folds 
might therefore have been impossible without dismanUing. 

I. 

tia. 18. "Doubled in four" rold 
diagram 

• 

Anti tlww WIUI Ulll' rurllwr 1111'1'1' 
ur informntiun 1m1vid1•d llr•I hy 
thr liwrury aceounlll, nn1l tlll'n 
by art. Tenth century dnru 
ml'Dt.s dl'SCrihed Lhc im111w A• 

hnving !x'tln cmbt'lhslll'd m 
covered with gold. At !11'111 I 
thought that artisLs' co11it•s bort• 
no visual clue to what th .. 
covering or embellishment miuht 
have been. Th~n recently 0111> 

feature on the copies thot hnd 
been troubllng me suddenly 
made sense . ...; Most prc-1201 
copies feature this trellis polLorn. 
AL first I thought it was o 
stylised way or representing the 
weave of the cloth, but it wn" 
loo crude for this and too con· 
sisLent from one copy lo another. 
Then I began to consider whether 
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Fig. 19. Folded photograph or the Shroud 

it might have been a depiction of the original cover or embellish~cnl 
- and realized that if indeed there had been such a cover, with n 
Colded cloth underneath, it would have effectively prevent.ed anyone 
recognizing the Shroud as a shroud. There was one more [eature Lo 
such an arrangement. Seen in isolaLion in this form the eyes on .the 
Shroud, as visible on the cloth itselr would appear open and st.armg, 
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Fig. 20. Mandylion wlU1 Cold trellis frame and Cringe 

as in file, a ready explanation for the early stories of bow Christ bad 
made the imprint. Note the Shroud positive how one might see the 
eyes as open (figure 18). 

_ A clinching factor to the trellis-cover argument was the dis
covery in Parthian art of similar trellis-style embellishment used to 
adorn the costume of Purthian Yassal kings. There is an excellent 
example of this on a Parthinn statue of l<ing Uthal of Hatra in Mosul 
Museum. \ For it was to precisely such a Parth ian vassal-king of 
Edessa, Aigar V, a definite historical monarch that legend said the 
Mandylion bad been taken back in the 1st century A.D., there being 
extensive series of documents about a Christian mission to Edessa at 
this period. It was at this time that I believe the trellis cover was im
posed, perhaps deliberately to disguise the somewhat unacceptable 
nature of the cloth as the wrapping of a dead body. Abgar would 
seem to have at least tolerated the Christians but oneothissuccessors 
was less kindly disposed and began persecutions, which would have 
been about 57 A.D. It would have been in this epi~ode that the 
Mandylion/Shroud disappeared. 'l'he subsequent discovery in the 6th 
century of course meaning that lhose who d~overed them would 
have no idea what had taken place beforehand. 

There arc many aspects which are quite impossible to deal with 
in the allotted time. Suffice it to say that late in the Mandylion's 
stay in Qonstan tinople someone appears to have undone the trellis 
cover and seen for the first time the full-length Cigure on the cloth. 
This is the implication from 12th century documents which suddenly 
actually describe a full-length figure on the Mandylion, and from art 

f'ig. 21. l''ull lencth ngure on ~ 
artist's copy of UlC cloth '" 
ConsL~nUnople 

nr 1 lw tln11• wh i~h Nllrld1111ly lu· 
Mill• lo dll11lot 11 fi1tur1• ur Clni•t 
(fi~urll 21) with hnnds t·rn~"''I 
ovor th11 loin~ 111 thci rh11rncl1•r 
islio (monnur) or the Shmuel. 
This would support the vcrndty 
or the French Crusader, ltooort 
de Clari's description or tlw 
(figure-bearing) sydoine he s;1w 
in Constantinople in 1203. We 
have then the matter or the 
cloth's fate after 1204 when 
according to the Crusader, 
"neither Greek nor Frenchman 
knew what became or it." 
This is the most mysterious 
period of aU. But whoever came 
to possess it would seem to have 
possessed vast wealth, or other
wise they would have sold such 
a valuable relic; also they must 
have had some motive for 
keeping it secretly to themselves. 

To me the prime suspects seem to have been the Order of 
Knights Templar, who had a great veneration fo~ the Holy Sepulchre, 
and built for themselves vast fortresses so h7av1ly guarded that they 
became the banks of Europe, and so mrstenous .that rumours bega.n 
to circulate of secret 'l'emplar ceremomes at wh ich some great rehe 
was venerated, 11 relic wh ich had the appearance of the face of an 
unidentified bearded cnan upon a panel. . . 

[n 1307 the rumours were all that were needed to give the l<~ng 
of France the excuse to lay his hands .on Templar wealth by anest1~g 
every member of the Order, not without a struggle, a struggle. ID 
which the mysterious "idol" the Templars were accused of possessing 
certainly disappeared. 

Just one clue survives ~o th~ appearance of the l~t Templer 
"idol," a clue found in the tmy village ofTe~plecombe m .f'.ngland, 
once the home of 0 Templar preceptory. Durmg .the de~obt1on of a 
cottage outhouse in the 1950's there came to bght. tbJS oak panel 
painting (figure 22), undoubtedly ~~m~!ar, answ~rmg exactly the 
documentary descriptions of the idol and with the uncanny 
appearance of being a copy of the face on the Shroud. 



t1g. 22. Templar oak panel or the mysterious image 

l'lg. 23. Geoffrey Do Churncy at the slake 

lf the Shroud was indeed the idol possessed by the Templars, 
one further clue survives as to it's rate. In 1314 two of the last 
Templar dignitaries were brought out to be burnt at the stake, pro
claiming to the last their innocence (figure 23). One was the Order's 
Grand Master, Jacques de Molay, the other the Order's Master of 
Normandy, Geoffrey de Charny. 

We do not know definitely ir there was a family relationship b'i'" 
tween GeofCrey de Cbarny the Templar and Geoffrey I de Charny o[ 
Lirey, Cirst known owner or the Shroud. But the likelihood is there. 
One may postulate the Shroud ripped or cut Crom it's panel at the 
time o( the Templar capture, slurred under a jerkin, and spirited 

11w11y 10 ... rutv with n•h1\IV1•1 111 lhl' M11.Cl••r ol Nor111un1iy 1 'J'lw 
upisodu (i(,; uxu1•tlv tho sort or murky 1111111 C:110Crrt1)1 tit• Ch11tny ur 
Lircy would sim11ly not huvl1 lll'~n ublo to re"\t1•11l, r111rticuhuly HK 11 
French Kini! und Po11c hnd boon heavily lmplic11t1td in the ' l'umplor 
domisc. 

Such is the bizurrc chnin of events that 1 believe constituws thu 
hitherto "lost" L300 years or the Shroud's history. 



'1'118 llOLY SllROUD ON'l'llli\l, 

By Dr. Anthony Sava, M.D. 

For centuries the authenticity of the Holy Shroud has been on 
trial. T~?ugh long revered, every possible ari,'Ument for and against 
authent1c1ty was advanced, often exciting varying degrees of heat 
while at the same time failing to produce any lasting degree of light. 
S.cholars or every discipline took sides but no verdict was ever 
reached that put the question to rest. With the advent of photo
graphy the tempo of what seems to us now to have been a smolder
ing debate took on a vigor heretofore unknown. The first photo
graphs produced by Secondo Pia and the intensive studies by Delage 
and Vignon fired the interest of historians and scientists. 

With his great prestige on the line, Professor Delage prefixed his 
assessment of the relic by stating that in spite of his being an 
agnostic, he was convinced that the image on the cloth could be none 
other than that of the historical Jesus. 

It took very little time for eloquent and convinced scholars to 
bring the new knowledge to millions who had never heard of it. The 
nature of the image, the reputed antiquity of the burial cloth and the 
quite easily r?congized details of the Passion from the scourging to 
the hasty burial, were so commanding that medical men lost no time 
and tried to analyze the image with faith in its authenticity which re
Clected t~eir b~lie~ .that the gospels were here detailed to a degree 
approach mg sc1entif1c and legal certitude. 

From the very beginning of this century, attempts to reproduce 
the photographic negatiY1Hnl"age were not very rewarding. Medical 
investigators, working with techniques and materials then known to 
them, wi:ote extensively but with limited objectivity. They seem to 
have become obsessed with images rather than any wish to formulate 
an explanation of tlie things they thought they saw. When they 
found themselves unable to relate the image to scientific truth·s 

rommonly 1w1·111111•cl In llwlr 111111>, lhoy n•aorl••d tu 1w~r r1111111~tl• 1•• 
1·1111110M whlrh 11(1ill111r prnwcl 11nythm11 nor mud(• llll' i""ut·~ 111111t• 

cl~ar. 
Since 1898 the wrlli11111 of Poul Vignun and l'illrrc llnrt111t haw 

been rival companion~ to almost ovcryonc interested in tlw •llhJl'l'l 
Or the two, the former adhered more railhruUy to objcrllvt• nnnly•i• 
while the pcrsonol piety and subjectivity or Barbel dNrnctl'tl 
materially from what he contributed. lie took liberties whlrh wt1r•· 
rnr rrom being justified in order to make his position mun• 
acceptable. Nevertheless we cannot take issue with him becauM" 111 
spite of his ardent desire to fathom the mysteries buried in tho lmtt~•· 
of the Shroud, he was obliged to work within the limits of m(•tli1•11I 
knowledge or his time and what handicapped him even moro iR tlw 
f~ct that by the time cadavers were available for his studlt1s, tlw 
L1ssucs already had lost the resiliency wh ich is present only for 11 
limited time after death. 

Medical writings have not altogether cleared the air ns fnr M 

satisfying the need for approachinc some degree of agreemenl ll8 lo 
the appreciation or the Image on the Shroud and the factors whkh 
lie behind various patterns which make it, in terms or common 
medical experience. 

It is the purpose or this discussion to avoid as much oC tho m 
volved and intricate explanations so often found in the medicol 
literature on the Shroud, mainly because it appears superfluous nnd 
confusing while too often not in keeping with anatomical and 
pathological conditions that most likely prevailed in the responMJ or 
the body of the crucified to the torment imposed upon it. 

There can be little doubt that the writings of Barbot brought 
the appreciation of the wounds of the Passion into nearer Ir not 
sharper focus. Readers become more knowledgeable us to tlw 
intense misery inflicted upon the crucified. However, the writer's 
personal piety clouded the boundary between subjectivity nnd 
scientific medical appraisnl. 

During the mid-ninete-0nth century, Stroud writing on the 
wounds of the Passion, stated that the heart of Jesus literally burst! 
It is inconceivable that in our day any medical writer would dare 
make such an assertion. It is commonly known that the human hcarl 
is not likely to rupture unless there has been severe structural damage 
or its wall from coronary artery occlusion or long standing syphilis. 
Others bave been less reasonable than Stroud. One writer went so far 
as to state that Jesus was suffering from a mental derangement and 
also was a victim of tuberculosis. This so outraged Barbel, and well 
it shouJd, tl1at he refused to confer upon him the posthumous honor 
of being identified by name. 



[11 1930 Dr. E. Le Bee, a ten year senior to Barbel nnd llSSO<'i· 
ntcd with him at St. J oseph 's Hospital Paris wrote a small work 
entitled "The Death on the Cross."l 'Le B~'s observations were 
poorly documented. His thesis often includes "must have been" and 
this in my opinion materially detracts from whatever a scientific 
thesis might claim. It was also far from being objective. Referring to 
the scourging, Le Bee wrote that the scourging "was one of the 
cruelest episodes of the passion," and "not infrequently prisoners 
died under the whip." It is strangely interesting that Le Bee ex
plained that the water seen after the chest was pierced, was a 
"pleural exudate" ... and "many people have thought that the lance 
entered the pericardium ... we have no reason to suppose so." 

He did not pursue this concept fµrther; yet, he did indicate that 
"the presence of fluid, not related by him to the Crucifixion, would 
increase tbe suffering of the crucified, by impeding the action of the 
heart and making the respiration more diCficult. In conclusion of 
this account, he states "It was thus, to nervous exhaustion that our 
Lord succumbed." 

In our day, medical certification of death from ' ' nervous ex
haustion" is not acceptable. 

F. La Cava2 wrote in greater detail a medical thesis of the 
Crucifixion than did Le Bee. To him, crucifixion produced a state of 
distention of the thorax coupled with a marked retraction of the ab
dominal wall. This near fixation and immobilization of the chest and 
abdomen was seen as a major factor in producing respiratory distress 
which La Cava believed brought on the anoxemia and chemical dis
turbances associated with a derangement of the oxygen-carbon 
dioxide balance resulting in tetany. Allowing for some degree of 
tetany we must observe here that death is not a close follower of 
tetany seen in medical practice. Nevertheless, La Cava stresses the 
rapid onset of death in the case of Jesus. The same author Lhen pro
ceeds to point out that the "water could not have come from the 
pleural cavity but may well have originated in the pericardia! sac 
which usually contains about 10 c.c." His difficulty is not apparent
ly resolved for he concludes by saying that "therefore the theory 
that the blood and water came Crom the pericardia! cavity is not 
scientifically maintained." 

When La Cava tried to reproduce the blood and water sequence, 
the water issued first then the blood. As a result he felt obliged to 
report dlat too often the results of experiments are in reverse to 
what actually occurs in nature and that his results contradicted the 
gosp~I .narrative! He went no further. Barbet and later Judicit
Cord1gha took up the probiem. Before detailing his own experi-

mt•ntnl ubsNvaue>n~. ll11rlw1 Muwcl " II 11 tH>NNihlo" "" .Judh '' mn111 
tains that hydroperic11rd ium WllS the ri.u lt uf lrnumutif pnirnnlll II 

caused by violent pain and anguish, but w1• cannot 1mnA1nt• thnt 11 
precipitated the rapid dcnth." 

As to the "exact" cause of death , Bnrbct:l wns in tollll nMr~u 
rnent with his former mentor at St. Joseph 's Hospital. Le Uw hml 
pointed out quite catc:gorically that the dcnth of Jesus wus duo to llw 
general muscular tetany secondary to the position on th<' t•rm;s. 
Barbel considered this verdict to be " precise, exact and complcln!" 
The fact that neither Barbet nor any of the medical writers e>n tht• 
subject placed much importance on the flagellation as being rcspun 
sible for the early death oC Jesus is most puzzling. What is even more 
bizarre is their failure to suspect that errusion into the pleurnl cnvity 
muy follow trauma to the chest wall. 

The answers to my questionnaire sent to a number of oul.Stnnd· 
ing thoracic surgeons leave no doubt that: 

1. Repeated concussive blows on the chest wall may result 
in a bloody effusion within the chest without rib fracture 
or penetrating wound. 

2. 'The bloody fluid coUects between the outer surface of the 
lung and the inner lining of the cht'St wall. 

8. The lung is compressed by the growing volume of rluid. 
4. No clotting takes place so long as there is no access of uir. 

'This is true oC blood collected in any closed cavity of the 
body. 

5. The haemorrhagic fluid settles into two layers: the heavier 
(blood cells) below while the lighter collection remains 
above. 

6. Pleural effusion caused by trauma to the chest wall is ten 
times more common than pericardia! effusion. 

This is not mere theory, but is instead the experience of 
specialists who see a large number of cases of chest violence in the 
course or routine practice. 'There seems now to be no difficulty in 
appreciating bow the progressive increase of fluid will surely usher in 
death, by smothering or asphixiation. 

For many years I have been especially interested in the cause or 
death of Jesus, as expressed by medical authors. I have (ailed to find 
any so simple and so l'aithful to basic anatomical and ·physiologiciJ 
teaching of our day. My past utterances based on personal obser
vations of chest wounds and experimentation with fresh cadavers 
were unheeded for a long time. However, in 1969, Dr. David Willis4 
wrote that my theory explaining the blood and water issue "best 
illustrates St. John's observation. "5 



My analysis or the long olusive manifestation is very sim pie to 
und.erstancl. In Cact, I wonder how it escaped tho past writers on the 
s.ubiect. Il avoids the intricacies oC hypothetical and complicated 
h.llle understood changes in the bodies of persons who suffer 
violence. One might be justiried to say that by its very simplicity it 
deserves serious consideration. ' 

Furthermore, it eliminated the need of a "tunnel" so necessary 
to support Barbet's contention that the wound through the lung 
mode by the lance remained "gaping" and it was inevitable that 
"once. the heart was pierced, blood coming from that organ had to 
make its w~y through the wound to the outside." T his seems to me 
to be nothmg more than superrluous propping, in order to justify 
Barbct's preconceived notion or what actually occurred. 

. Rat~er than ignore the cluim of the 1''rench surgeon, I repeated 
Ins exper1men~ on a fresh lung, less than twelve hoUIS after death. 
To .make certain that my knife passed through the lung and into the 
cavity of the heart, I removed enough or the front wall of the chest 
and exposed the l~ni;s ~nd the pericardia! sac without disturbing the 
sac o~ the h~art Withm 1t. Under direct vision I passed the long am
putation kn~e through the chest wall, the right lung and into the 
heart. No.thm~ was seen coming from the heart chamber or the sac 
of the pericardium. Upon withdrawing the knife, it was not possible 
to lo~te on the surface of the lung any sign of the wound made by 
the knife ~nly moments before. I saw no evidence of the " verit:able" 
tunnel which seemed so important in the analysis proposed by 
Barbet. ~everal 35mm slides were made to record the findings which 
I trust Wlll have sufficed to close the issue of the "gaping tunnel." 
The rea:-on tor my very contradictory findings as opposed to those of 
Barbet ~that I had the great advantage of experimenting with bodies 
whose t~ues had not lost their resiliency before the experiments 
were earned out. 

. In 19.51 D~ctor Barbet invited me for a discussion with him at 
his home m Pa~1s. He was extremely charming and courteous but 
not more receptive to my conclusions than he had been toward those 
of Hynek. To my utter amazement he asked me not to publish any 
or n:1Y findings because "they were absolutely wrong. Besides, my 
fmdmgs were proven correct by the very wide acceptance by the 
experts!" lie explained further that he had done his experimental 
work more t~an twenty years .before an.d he was no longer young and 
therefor_e un,1ble to become involved m any revival of controversy. 
ln all k!nd~C:SS to Dr. Barbet, I confes.5 that such an attitude is far 
from sc1en~1r1c. As I saw it then and still do, truth in such matters, is 
not deter:mmed by the degTee or public approval nor by the longevity 
or a belief that un fortunately has a way of becoming enshrined 
arbitrary and dogmatic. ' 
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Another oru,11n whirh I round 111y1.1•1C qu11t alum hut 111·wr1l11 
ICllS vory dcrensihlu, wa.~ in tho 11nnlysis or lht• 11ru11 or lht· wouncl ur 
the nail in the wrist. The Shroud l111uge docs not. plnpo111t Ow vt•ry 
pot. through which the nnil passed. 'l'hc dnrk nren muy well lum• 

b••en somewhat. dirrerently spread before the body wo.s taken down 
rrom the Cross. We do not. exactly know in what. mnnncr the rt~id, 
Ureless body of the .crucified was carried Crom Lhc ~roi;.q, Ir tho:.t• 
1 harged with the carrying of the body lo tho tomb were ns relucl11nt 
to handle bloody, mutilated rlesh as their people are reputed to hnv1• 
lwon, then we might allow that the need Cor secure grasp or 1h1• 
wrists might have required them to be wrapped by a turn or two or 
doth as a bandage beneath the palm of tltc carrier hand. Cloi.t:• 
1•l<amination of the area on the large photographs of the Shroud rl .. 
veals a clear area about as wide as the width of the palm or the hand . 
\ny blood from the nail wound mil(ht. certainly be taken up hy tlw 
doth which temporarily covered the wrist area during the carry. 
=-The palm has long been discarded as the likely area ror the 

· di!lng of the upper limb. Early in our century, tho "Spaco or 
Destot" was chosen as the site for the transrixion. Barbel, his con
temporaries and followers, claimed that such a site was ideal for tho 
purpose. According to them, it was more secure ~Y rar t.ha~ th.e 
traditional area or the palm. Barbel took great pains LO detail hi.q 
defense of this location and included in his published work, 
schematic and radiographic Wustrations.6 While these represented 
luteral and anteroposterior views of the area, they conceal, ad· 
111ittedly without intention, the very reason why I failed to agree 
with Barbet on the choice. An examination of an orthographic film 
of the wrist reveals that the so-called Space or Destot measures only 
2 mm. in any direction. In order to pass a nail with a diameter above 
2 nun., the space has to be widened to accept it. ThL~ c.an o~ly tako 
place at the expense of the very short Hgaments which bmd the 
carpal bones one lo the other. The separation of bones and adjacent 
to the space is unfortunately not shown in Bnrbet's illustrations, b11t 
is hidden instead by the opacity of the nail. Once again 1 repented 
the work of Barbet and avoided what I felt was an error on his part. 
1 first secured nn orthographic plate o( the wrist. I then passed a 
heavy Kirschner wire through the space, using the fl uoroscope to be 
certain that tlie wire avoided damage to any of the small bones in tho 
area. With the Kirschner wire in situ, the heavy 9 mm. nail was 
passed from the palmar to the dorsal surface of the area. The effect 
of this as seen on the X-ray was more surprising than I had expected. 
Following the removal of the nail, the· radiograph rev<taled a valley. 
like separation that had been produced by the nail. What was even 



more astounding was lhc fact lh11t the long axis cir the valley separa
tion was in the very direction of the pull o( traction through the 
forearms while the body hung on the crossx One could not overlook 
the ract that a nail introduced in the area heretofore defended by 
writers could oUer no greater security against tearing away than the 
lransfixion through the middle or the palm. 

liad the nail been passed through the space between the lower 
onds of the radius and the ulna, there could be no risk of separation 
from the cross. The reason ror this Hes in the ract that the lower 
ends of two bones are virtually fused as they contact each other at 
that point, thus forming a bony bridge quite capable of supporting 
far more than the weight or a hanging body. This would place my 
site selected at a very short distance above the line or the wrist joint. 
Any anxiety concerning a conflict between this and prophecy will 
promptly disappear when we realize that the Aramaic word "yad" 
is translated as Manus, el carpus et brachium antcriore.7 The 
appearance of the dark transfer terminating at a little distance below 
the lower end of the interossoous space is not sufCicient to disqualify 
that space for reasons given. 

As one who has happily devoted many years to the study of the 
Shroud, I am thrilled to learn of the participation o[ more and more 
highly competent men Crom various scientific disciplines. Research 
and study never were nor can ever be a private domain and the 
Cindings arrived at need to be pooled, in order that the accumulated 
knowledge of the Shroud and its message for all men and for all time 
may enrich the lives o[ the "harvesters and the sharers" that we are. 
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lllS'l'OJUCAL, MEDICAL AND PllYS!CAL 
STUDY OF THE HOLY SHROUD 

By Monsignor Giulio Ricci 

Introduction 

Ladies and Gentlemen, Members of the Organizing Board, 
Dear Colleagues of the Holy Shroud Guild, I am happy to bring to 
you tbe greetings or the Roman Center of Sindonology as the Roman 
Delegation of the International Center of Sindonology of Turin and 
their Representative at this Congress. The Executive Secretary of the 
Roman Center or Sindonology, Maria Elisabetta Patrizi, will present 
in English my report. Tliis report is the summary of 27 year.; of 
attentive reading of the Holy Shroud. I present myself, therefore, as 
a Reader, in the classical, traditional sense, reader of a document that 
must be minutely examined and analyzed as a necessary preliminary 
before we set out to plan future research. This, to my mind, is 
essential if we want our findings to be really correspondent to the 
document itself. 

Before proceeding with the aesthetic analysis of a message t rans
mitted by a paleographic document, it is indispensable to proceed 
with the reconstruction of the text, carrying out a grammatical and 
logical analysis, in order to obtain the message itself beyond any 
shadow of doubt. In the same way, it seems to me, it will be neces
sary to proceed with the examination or this strange paleography, 
written perhaps in letter.; of blood for the purpose or deciphering its 
marvellous contents: it might be the good news of the Son or God, 
who became incarnate, died and rose again for the redemption of the 
world. 

I am limiting my study to this "elementary grammar" as a con· 
dition to proceed with the logical connection of the facts in order to 
limit them to the time and place to which we can attribute them. 

/I curious 1aun1lsu, which, howuvur, to. nut ju•l n curioally, oun• 
c ...... the CXC<?SSivc length or Lhu 'l'urin Shrc>Ud At prt•Sl'nl, It L, 11.:lB 
nll'tl'l'll by l.12 melons. UnLll 1247, it wM roughly nbuul6 mewr1, in 
chnc year, in fuel, tl1e emperor Baldwin l1 sent Crom ConalanUnoplr 
"11Artc•m Syndoois" Lo his cousin Louis IX oC France. 'l'he relic w111 
pl 1n•d in the "Sainte Chopcllo" in Pnris. Speaking or thio. rl'lir. 
I\. r11icr says iL was "un grand lombeau de linceul" (a large piece or 
hruud · nbouL 14 inches.) 

We rind a confirmation in the mcasuremenL of lhe Shroud mndo 
l1y /lrcu lr in Jerusalem, in 670, when the linteum maius bearing tho 
rt1111rll or the Lord, was found io be eight feet long (but of tho 
Nnrmnndy root which is nbout 29.4 cm. long), equal to 2.50 motcn1. 
'l'hl" mcosurement suggests a length of 188 inches (but we ~nvo lo 
•thl Ute piece cut o(f in 1247) since the Shroud, as.seen later 111. Con· 
hmlinople was obviously presented to the veneration of the fmlhrul 
fulcl~d in two in view of its exceptional length. In other words, our 
11111w.urement ~orresponds to the Shroud of Turin plus the piece thnL 

Ill CUL ore. 
Purther confinnaLion can be obtained if we add the information 

~1v1·n by 1 'pius about the "Crux mensuralis" or Jus~an <?2~; 
t16!>), a er.. or gilt silver, made "ad fonnam corpons Chnsll 
, rnrding to measurements taken by persons he had sent to Jeru-
1lt·m to obtain from them the stature or Jesus. In fact, only Crom 

1h1• figure imprinted r,n tbe Holy Shroud, measured on the front and 
h11rk parts (dividing by two and subtracting the 25.4 cm. of the sole 
of tlw root) could they have obtained that height of 180 cm. for tho 
"C'rnx mcnsuralis " which was venerated in Constantinople and or 
which we have the measurement to scale, made by a pilgrim before 
lta rlls11pperance from the treasury of St. Sophia. 

'rhe same .result is obtained today if we measu.re the two im· 
1ir111t.s by the formula ((204+208)/2)·25• 181 cm. of the Turin 
Shruud. 

These two arguments, stemming rrom an elementary internal 
, c.unination border on the curious bu t they link together fourteen 
, • nturies on' the much discussed problem of the transmission orthe 
1ICX'ument in question. 

The Cirst objection that comes to mind is the fact that the 
l•<'l'IOn who bought this Shroud was well a~3:1'e that it would be ~sed 
to wrap a corpse whose clothes had been dmded among th~ soldie:-'; 

corpse, therefore, that was completely naked, for a humed bunal 
rlto in view of the imminence of the Sabbath: it was to be used as a 
wm'porary covering. For a normal burial on the other hand, a shroud 
ur just over 3 meter.; was sufficient to wrap round the body (already 



wushed 7 lir111H1, lw11rd ond h11ir complotclY shnvcn, sprinkled with 
spicrs and drcswd in its clothes), leaving tho face bore; the latter 
would be suitably covered at the last moment with a napkin costing 
a shekel. 

That the Holy Shroud was used for this type of temporary 
burial while waiting for the second definitive phase, as permitted by 
law for persons who died on Friday, is shown, not only by the 
morphology of the whole imprfot, which reveals a body that had not 
been washed, but also by the fact that the Man of the Shroud has a 
beard 11nd a fine bead of hair, which someone had lovingly combed at 
the end of that first Good Friday. (Figure 2:1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 

Hermeneutics of the Writing in Blood: the Scourging 

But the internal examination of the relic becomes very im
portant when compared with the Gospel account of the Passion. 

The exceptional elements are constituted by those very facts 
that are considered normal in the Gospel story, but which, from the 
archeological or exegetical standpoint, are real exceptions either be
cause of the fact itself or because of the way it was carried out. 

The scourging: The scourging in itself, is clear from the Gospel 
narrative was supposed to be a punishment in itself, before release; 
however, the way in which it was carried out, in this case, interests 
us closely. 

According to the Gospel, the scourging was to be exemplary. 
A "lesson," the Greek text says, but it wns not to resul t in death: 
this was the precise will of the judge, who wished to set the prisoner 
free1 having found him innocent. 

This exemplarity and this will to set free are precisely and un
expectedly confirmed by the internal examin.ation of the Shroud. 
As regards the former, we can appeal to the very large number of 
wounds, inflicted systematically on nearly every part of the body. 
There are over two hundred and twenty of them. This scourging, 
therefore, was carried out aci:ordfog to canons of a procedure not 
limited by number, therefore in the Roman way. Whereas the Jewish 
procedure would not have permitted more than forty lashes "lest 
your brother be degraded in your sight" (Deut. 25,3; 2 Cor. 11,24). 

"Horrible scourge": But, as it seems, the Romans must have 
been far less pitiful and more expert than the Jews if they were able 
to leave the victim alive in spite of the large number of lashes. In 
fact, t~e only part untouched is the part in front of the pericardium; 
the skill of the scourgers enabled them to d irect t heir blows where 
they wanted, while their experience prompted them not to hit in 

1h11t 11rt•11, lhu most dellc11l1• uni', Lo 11vul1l clo·ulh wh1~h. 1n tlw jlttl» 
1111·111 of dOt'tor&, would h11vt• ot't'Urrcd from lraumullr •"mu• 
IK'flc1trditi5. In this ense th!' M'OllrUt'l'I thcm1Clvcs would hn\·o hnd to 
•n•wl't personally to Lhc judge. 

But other interesting parliculura emerge from cxaminnhon or 
tlu Shroud. The type or scourge is the "Oagrum taxillutum," th1• 
" horrible scourge" (Horace), which excludes the possibility Lh11L tht• 
M1111 ur the Shroud was a Roman citizen, in which case rods hnd lo 
f,, uacd. 

'l'he blunt parts, consisting of pointed little metal spheres or 
•111111111 bones, placed two by lwo along the line of the three strips or 
lo•atlwr or cord, have marked two precise semicircles of blows, con 
v1•r11lng ut two focal points, which while they reveal the number or lho 
••tmrgors, show that this type of scourging, with its geometric pro
' lwlon, was quite different Crom the one normally inflicted on thooo 
1 undcmned to die on the cross. ln the latter case, in fact, lhc 
rnurging took place while the victims were on their way to the pince 

111 l!xecution, naked, with their arms bound to the cross on their 
h,1ck; and therefore without any geometric order (see figure 1). 

But the language of the Shroud becomes even more precise 
wht•n it shows us, in the left scapular area and above the right one, 
which were in contact with lhe heavy cross, two large contusions, 
with tl1e marks of the Clagrum clearly visible: it is clear that they had 
ht·~n inClicted before the cross was attached to the back. This before 
.1nd nrter is a nicety in full agreement with Pilate's subsequent 
1·npilulatioo before the crowd, when fear of being involved politically 
with an alleged "king of the Jews" (Romo did not pardon such wenk-
1wi;ses!) induced him to make a second pronouncement: "ibis ad 
oruccm !" (see figure 2). 

T hus the Shroud, too, offers documentation that the promised 
release was not granted to that scourged man. At this point research 
11dds to its wealth new and revealing elements: blood trickles that 
lll'C very evident in the scourged areas were Jess subjected to ab
llOrption by a robe put on him after the Clogging - for instance the 
lt•gs. 

The device of observing the photographs in transparency, 
illuminated from behind, makes the phenomenon more evide.nt. The 
documentation consists or a rew marks which clearly appear to be a 
double flow of blood gushing Crom the same source, the components 
or which vary: 1000; 900; 300 (see figure 2). 

If we want to trace the origin of this fact we must come to the 
conclusion that the phenomenon is due to the position of the 
victim's body during and after flagellation. The side flocked with 



Figure 1. Scourge Markings 

Figure 2. Blood Goniometry 

blood seems to indicate that the victim's back was exposed lo the 
rlaggellators almost bent at a right angle, and that when, instead, the 
body resumed its normal upright position, the blood from the same 
wounds, produced by the "rlagrum," flowed out in an opposite 
direction, that is to say vertically. 
• Even a different goniometry has a logical explanation that 

might interest those who would like to reconstruct the victim's exact 
position during and after flagellation. Jn fact, in the drooping parts 
or the thorax, al the level of the scapular triangles, we observe a few 
or these trickles, goniometrically calculated around 90 to 80 degrees, 
an angle which, as the phenomenon repeats itself, gradually descends 
lo 45 degrees in the gluteal areas. 

It is therefore eas~ to opt Cor a right angle position of the 
thorax related to the inferior limbs during !lagellation, which alone 
justifies the evidence of blood, that according to normal physical 
laws, flowed out sideways from the wounds of a drooping thorax, 
nfter flagellation, when the thorax was restored to an upright 
position, the blood of the same with still wide open wounds took the 
correspondent vertical position. 



The Tiny "Blood Roses" 

Let us transfer our attention to tho central part or the thorax's 
dorsal impression and we will find that the blood trickles strangely 
confirm thls interpretation of the body being bent over durinc 
flagellation. The photographs taken with ultraviolent rays prove it. 
IC we circumscribe the small zones which came into direct contact 
with the "£Ingrum," we immediately observe the morphologic 
difference between these, which appear to be endowed with a small 
halo of ematic substance, and the side ones, examined above. The 
Clagrum 's strokes of the latter, in fact, do not show these tiny "roses 
ot blood" but just blood trails that are more fillitonn. In my 
opinion, the explanation consists in the fact that the blood f'rom the 
wounds in the drooping part of the thorax hit by the "flagrum 
taxillatum" flowed out immediately, according to physical laws 
while it stagnated in the spine area and only later when the victi~ 
~as detach~ Crom the column and assumed the upright position, did 
1t flow vertically, leaving the mark of those "small roses of blood" 
and quantitativoly more plentiful trickles. 

Survey of the Top Par t of the Shoulders 

A further confirmation as regarding the body's curved position 
during flaggeUation can be found when examining the ramified marks 
on the dorsal impression of the top part or the shoulders, which also 
appear to have blood residues - and their typical carmine-mallow 
colouring would prove it - that converge into one point and which 
would seem to fit in perfectly with the hypothesis of the two 
positions described above. 

It is obvious, in fact, that in the above area, which corresponds 
to the top part of the shoulders, when the body was bent over, blood 
would flow out of the wounds toward the front part of the thorax 
while when the body stood upright, the blood from the same wound~ 
would flow out vertically towards the doisal area. This is what may 
b~ pr?ved in various points where the convergence, as well as the 
direction or the flows, seem to confirm the exactitude of the inter· 
prctation with a further nuance which could reveal a few movements 
connected with the violence of the pain. Also, let us examine care
fully points 1, 2 and 3 of my figure;* the convergence of the blood 
trickles implies a common origin, but also reveals a different lateral 
cu.rvat~re of the sl1oulders, due to their alternate lowering. I don 't 
t~mk! m fact, I would be far from truth in attributing this to an in
stinctive, very human, movement of self defense, withering under the 
blows of the terrible scourge. It is good to remember that the bent 
down position or the bead, documented by the Holy Shroud, and 

* figure 32, page 59, La Sindone Santa, Edition, Centro Romano di Sindon
ologia, 1977. 

11111! 111u111t.11nt~l nl'4.I In thP 1M•11uld1r1., fndlltnl~d tlll" wrn1111111i uf th• 
~• •·•·l un thlll part uf the body ond tlwn•ruro, with thu rnnt.u l, 1l111J 

th1• polaihllity of dc>eunwmlng the top 11ort or tht• ~houldu111 

'l'h,!'. Cllulonl Rcsion 

l • ..i U$ now conccntrntc our ntlAmtion on the central nrcn of the bnrk 
1m1mnt before examining the lower limbs In addition (Q the 
numcmus marks lort by the scourge, our ultcntion is nltrnrtcd by 
rhosc four or five chnrnotedstic murks with tho shupe or smnll, moril 
or less ucccntuatcd, trickles, locntod immodiutoly above tlu• left 
Nlutcus and in tho superior and central part or the large richt glutAJus. 
Superimposing the skeleton of a man or the same height as the Mnn 
uf the Shroud, we may observe that n. 1 corresponds to the spnce 
lmmo(iiulely above the hipbone (see my figuro*). Let us return lo our 
hvpolhcsis or the bent over position of thescourcod man; huving 111· 
w11dy ascertained Crom its coloring that if it is true blood it would 
Oow nlong the light groove above the hipbone, starting from the 
lnccrutcd point in the skin and terminating in a rold or the skin that 
wou ld naturally have formed between the left side hip and rib cugo, 
while ho wns bent over. The shape of this imprint would liOOm to 
confirm this course: (1) ~mark left by the scourge above the hip 
bono; (2) direction of blood flow along the iliac fossa; (3) course or 
tho blood flow in the fold of the skin. On the large right gluteus, the 
marks show a characteristic, oblique, direction to tile right in perrect 
h11r111ony with the inclination of tho surface at that point, and in con
formity with the hypothesis of u bent over position of the body. 
l'he angle of the three blood trickles, related to the axis of the body 

c.rn be calculated, and is of 30; 35 and 40 degrees (see figure 3). 
1.owcr Limbs 

Let us now examine the lower limbs that seem to present an 
l'Veo more persuasive documentation of the blood trickles which 
!lowed rrom the numerous wounds. The morphology of numbers 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, seems to present minor difficulties of interpretation of 
those marks (that must not be confused with those of the woof, that 
In some case, accompanies this phenomenon disturbing it.) 'l'he con· 
tact with the robe, that in other parts or the body has been con
'iderablc (first with the purple cloak, put on him immediately after 
the scourging, then with his own robes after his death sentence), even 
modifying the morphology of tho blood flows in the particular parts 
wu are examining, was evidently less, allowing the blood to transfer 
onto Uie Shroud in a more considerable way. When in a second 
movement they removed the purple cloak, and he put on his own 
garments again, the phenomenon of coagulation was perhaps not yet 

• figure 35, page 61, La Slndone SanlB, EdUlon, Centro Romano di Sindon
ologla, 1977. 



Figuru S. Skeletal Overprint 

Figure 6. Body Shilt Diagram 

hlrminn1t•d Worthy of noh• 1 1111' 1uthh ul>,linnltun r1·v1•nlt•cl h~ 
the blow• of tho SCOUI\!•' on the calYL~, wh1•r1• thu atl1•11tlon of th1 
&courgcrs mual huvo ctint1•ntralcd rcpualt'dly und m~rnh•l'11y •. ind 
whure Lho 11honomcnon or tho blood tricklt>s is extremely uvhh•nt 
(sot> figure''). 

Figure 4. Calf Blood Stains 

The Crowning with Thorns 

The fact o( tl)e crowning with thorns and the way in wh ich it 
was done are expressed concisely but precisely by the Gospel of 
John: "And Lhe soldiers plaited a crown of thorns, and put it on his 
head" (Jn. 19,2). 

Students oC law may be surprised by this punishment, which 
was not contemplated by the penal procedure of Rome. No other 
cruc ified mnn in history, in Cact, is known to have been crowned 
with thorns! 

The wal in which it was done, on the hand, implicates the 
artists, who 1ave universally represented a type of crowning bor· 
rowed from the customs or Orientals, who crowned their kings 
with precious mitres placed on their heads. It is easy to clear Pilate 
from responsibility in this matter. Presumably he met the prisoner 
after the scourging had taken place without suspecting tho mock 



crowning, Improvised by Lhe soldiers as n rcb-ulL or Lhu duclornLion or 
kingr;hip made during the trial, Lo which Pilate responded wit.h that 
sardonic smile that we glimpse behind the Gospel text: "So you are 
a king?" (Jn. 18,37). 

In any case this departure from procedure would not have dis
pleased the emperor Tiberius ... if some malicious tongues should 
have reported it ... 

But the way in which it was carried out is unexpectedly 
documented by the marks on the Shroud: the whole top of the 
skull, in fact, Crom the occiput to the bregmn, is covered with trickles 
of blood, while the dark colour of all the same area makes one think 
of sweat mixed with blood, in which the mass of the hair was 
steeped, creating the conditions for the resulting imprint. (see figure 
5). 
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Figure 5. Hair Blood Stain.\ 

Notuworthy, loo, I~ tlw 1•x1•1•pll11nnl murphologiral 1lur11m1'11 
tntlon or the blood whi<'11 l~ M•t•n to h11v1• flnwcd whth• lhu virllm wn• 
livinl(, with the churnclerilili~• or ro111111lnlud blood, forrnt•d Ill n rt•sult 
or lhc well-known physiolo11icnl 11rocc.s:;, and not subject lo rat.In 
cation by the brush. 

The evangelist not.es further thM aft~r the scourging and tht• 
crowning with thoms, Jesus 1>ut on his clothes again. This ls nn 1m 
porlanl fact, because it constituted an exception to the rule, sinct> 
those about to be crucified wore scourged naked on the wny. It w111 
tho Roman custom: this is the reason tor the clothes. 

The Shroud revenls a morphological detai.I in the imprints or tho 
shoulders already wounded by tho scourges. II the cross h11d been In 
direct contact with the lncertited shoulders, the laceration would 
have widened - forming wide sores - but, on the contrary, Uioy 
h11ve kept their shape. This would not have happened without the 
presence of a robe protecting the shoulders already wounded by lhu 
scourges. 

That the arms of the Man or the Shroud were in a st.ate of 
adduction, because they were tightly bound to the cross, is shown by 
lhe anatomical localization o( the left scapular triangle, the con· 
tusion of which reveals a rotation from the natural position (Prof. N. 
Miani). 

The Help of Simon of Cyrene 

Another exception to the rule is the intervention or Lhc 
Cyrenean. It might be taken as an act of compassion on the part or 
U1e soldiers or persons accompanying the sad procession. Far from it 

it was a question of false pity Lo make it possible to continue to 
Calvary, now near at hand - nothing more! 

The bruises on the face of Lhe Man of the Shroud are directly 
involved. His hands being bound to the bar of the cross, they were 
caused by the inevitable impacts with the ground, in falling, and 
lhcre was the danger of concussion. This would have prevented the 
spectacle of the "King or the Jews" on the cross! 1n common cases, 
if the death of the person about Lo undergo crucifixion took place 
incidentally, the matter was considered ended and it was only aL the 
request o[ relatives thaL the corpse was handed over to them; other· 
wise stray dogs, vultures and crows completed the execution or, nny
way, the common pit. 

The writing of the charge 

"And over his head they put the charge against him" (Mt. 27, 
37). 

Why is this further particular given? Because usually n tablet 



wilh Lhe name of lhc condemned man was naJk'<l Logolhcr wilh his 
feel. 1'his is confirmed by the archeological discovery recently made 
in Jerusalem: the heels or John ed Ezechla - this was the name of 
the crucified man found by Prof. Nicu Haas - placed side by side, 
wero found still joined by a long nail which, in the external space be
tween the head of the nail and the right heel, still held firm the 
remains of a tablet made of acacia; the name of the condemned man 
was written on the latter. The imprint of the feet of the Man of the 
Shroud reveals thaL they were, on the contrary, on top of each other, 
the left over the right. In particular it would have been difficult to 
nail the charge for which he had been condemned to death over the 
crossed feet, since it was a c11arge of unusual proportions, written in 
three languages, Hebrew, Greek and Latin - a charge that was not 
limited to the name, but also to the cause of death: "the king of the 
Jews"; the letters on the title, which "many of the Jews read" (Jn. 
19, 20), call for a tablet at least 60 by 20 cm. long. 
The Crucifixion 

The Gospel description is more sparing of information about 
the technique or the crucifixion. For this reason the study of the 
Shroud is of even greater value, since it provides unexpected 
technical data. 

From a careful examination of the Shroud the question may 
rise. whe~her the material executers of the sentence made any special 
choices m the technique of the execution. Certainly they did not 
opt for a method that would reduce the pain or prolong the throes of 
death, in view of the imminence of the sabbath. in fact nails -
TertuUian's "atrocia crucis" - were chosen instead of ropes, and 
furthermore they were placed in the carpi, instead or the distal area 
as in the case of John of Ezechia; tho thumb in opposition in th~ 
metacarpal area, revealed by the Shroud, is an evident indication of a 
lesion of the median nerve. The axonometry of the movements re
vealed by the goniometric examination of the trickles of blood from 
the forearms, describes to us an initial state of prostration, bound to 
lead to sudden death !rom asphyxia or orthostatic collapse, unless 
the physical c.onditi~n for a s~ ifting of the body upwards (raising) 
were created 1mmedmtely. This would enable the crucified man to 
breathe, speak and prolong the death agony for some time. There re
m~ined only to nail the body with the knees very bent, as js made 
evident by the 35 degree angle of the trickles of blood from the lert 
~arpus and by the corresponding shift of the body to the right which 
JS revealed by the direction of the blood that has flowed ~ far as 
the elbow on the right forearm (see figure 6). 

Thi• e•Xl•·lll of thl'Ml mnY4'1114'111.A nllll thc• clllrl'll'lll 1llro· · lion or 
tht- blood on thc• foro•nm11 c·icdudc• nny •u111•urt at the• t"'rllll'llm 
wluch, if It ntiRhl havo prolon~cd lhr dt'11th thruo·•, wnulcl h 1ve., in 
this case, prewcnted or nt lc1111t reduced tlw 1•xrrurintinµ pnln in the• 
median nerve, in continunl, forced nttrit1on with the nni13 ••. 

I do not know whether Lo scl in this dynamic rcconslrl•~l.1011 or 
this crucified man the attitude of Lhe Pharii;ces under the 1·roR< who 
ncered: "Tcipsum salvum fnccre non potcs! (ML 27, 42), that 11, 

"whatever efforts you make, you won't manage Lo save yourself!" 
This reCincmcnt, nails and bent knees, in any case, would hav1• ended 
the lire of any man on tho cross in a rcw houn;. For this re1111011 wo 
wlll not be surprised by Pilule's surprise, whon he henrrl the nows of 
the death from Joseph of Arinrnlhaea at sunset. His ex1iorienee in 
the matter was based on cases in which the common systcmft of 
rrucifixion had been used. Evidently, in lhis case, the executioners 
had opted in ravom or hastier methods ... 

l)cnth and the Piercing of his Side 

. .. and bowing his head he gave up his spirit" (Jn. 19, 30). 
This particular of the bowed head can clearly be shown for the 

Man or the Shroud. It is proved by the linear distance from the 
~tomo-clavicular articulation to the rima oris, which is the typical dis· 
tnnce in the case of a man with his head considerably bent. fl is said 
precisely or Jesus in the Gospel that "bowing his head he gave up hl~ 
Np iriL" Rigor mortis set in, fixing that position, now revcnlod by Lhe 
~hroud which was in contact with the body when the hend was still 
bowed on his breast. 

" ... one of the soldiers pierced his side with a lance; and 
lmmedintely there came out blood and water" (Jn. 19, 34). 

1'hat this, too, is an exceptional procedure is shown by the fact 
the thieves' legs were broken (crucifragium), according to custom, us 
the Gospel narrates, and the recent archeological discovery in Jeru· 
aalem: in fact, the tibias of John of Ezchia a.re broken. 

Also the detail of the piercing of the side, of which there is no 
olher example in the history of crucifixions in Jerusalem, is clearly 
documented on the Shroud imprint: in the right hemithorax, 18 cm. 
rrom the sternum, a wound from an edged weapon can be seen, 4 
cm. wide (in recent excavations in Jerusalem many Roman lances of 
the period have been found with a maximum width or 4 cm.); the 
tlow of blood and water is transferred onto the Shroud with the 
characteristic of clots or blood, subsequent to death, surrounded by 
u circle of scrum, as the different coloring shows ... 

These are some of the most significant exceptions revealed by 
lhc internal study of the lloly Shroud, in Cull harmony with the 
Gospel account of the Passion of Christ. 



The Burial 
We must not forget that the Holy Shroud is the direct proof of 

an incomplete hurried and provisional burial (he was not washed; 
hair and beard were not shaved; he was left completely naked be
cause his garments had been taken by the soldieis). The fact that it 
was a hurried burial is an indirect proof or the death of the Mao of 
the Shroud on a Friday and of the fact he must have been bUiied at a 
time in which it was not possible to complete the burial (as would 
have been possible had he died in the morning or early afternoon), 
nearly at sunset of Friday when, because of Uie oncoming Sabbath, 
the law permitted the ritual to be terminated after the Sabbath rest 
. . . In proof oC this we have it in the attitude of the pious women 
who bought the annointments and prepared them on Saturday night, 
then set out Cor the sepulchre at sunrise of Sunday morning. On Fri
day they had just wrapped him partially in the Shroud unwashed, 
therefore all covered with blood clots. The intentional wrapping and 
tucking in of the Shroud permitted the necessary conditions for the 
fusion of an imprint that is impressive but has some serious anatom
ical anomalies (the imprint or couise!) due to such tucking and 
wrapping of the sheet with. the intention of bringing it into contact 
with the major wounds. Some experimental data obtained from the 
direct handling of bodies gave as not anatomically possible the 
following linear distances of the imprint - (1 quote just two major 
facts) - from the lips to the wound of the left carpus 68 cm. (due to 
the tucking of the sheet around the hands that were one over the 
other with the thumb bent inside the palm, and due to the tucking of 
the sheet between the right arm and the right side. This can be 
proved by the presence of the imprint of blood on the right ribcage 
and the interruption or flow of the blood trickles (on the right arm) 
that from the right wrist moves down to tho elbow. The excessive 
length or the imprint is about 20 cm. 

The other not anatomically possible measurement is in the front 
part of the legs, that in their lower portion is excessive, reaching 51 
cm. in the front imprint that is 14 cm. (5 .6 inches) longer than the 
14.5 inches back imprint that is not interrupted. The U.V. photos 
with Wood 's filter, show some side pleats where organic substances 
(like aloes and myrrh) deposited at the beginningoflhc phenomenon. 
It would be in~crcsting in a future chemical (quantiative and qualita
tive) experimentation to try to detect wbat substances are present in 
that area of the Shroud. There are possibly, l believe, residues of 
aloes and myrrh that collected within those Colds in the first Good 
Friday of history. 

Concluftlon 
Have WC got definitive proor or thu nulhenllcity or tht• Shrou1l'' 
We have certainly reached the poin t or nbsol.utely ex~lu1linK thr 

work of a pointer forger or a plogiorist ~r expcnments, s1n~ll il la n 
11ueslion or o real scourging, a real crowning w1lh th~ms: o real throat 
or n lance in tho side of a corpse. Even tho bunal is seen t<> bu 

111ystcriously interrupted: the perfect transfer of the blood onto tho 
inoterial which happens "when the ribrin is hair cllssolved, nolt;hor ho· 

r nor after " would seem to prove that the phenomenon of 
ore, • · • d d rLor fibrinolisis, tho rate of which varies w1lh time, was suspen c n 

some hours or cont.act. . • . I 
lo addition to what bas boon set forth above, if b1ochcm1~a 

tests or the imprint should show that i~ is real. blood that hos kept U.s 
ty pical faded carmine-mallow coloration owmg to the prese~cc or 
aloes and myrrh in a shroud subjected to inten~ ?eat ~':"penmen~ 
of Vignon and others) - if the process of f1bnonol1S1.S makes it 
possible to explain the perfect transfer of the coagulated or .con· 
nealed blood in the precise limits of time of th.e temporary burrnl 
then the convergence of the findings, some of which can_not bo .re· 
iieated by the paint-brush, such as that of the photograplnc ncg11t1vo 
and the phenomenon of coagulation with real blood, transferred l~ 
the material, will cause us to conclude that the Man of the Shro~~ IS 

that Jesus of whom the Gospels speak, excluding any other crucif>ed 
person in history. In the present state or research, there are so Ccw 
probabilities in Cavor of the latter hypothesis that it verges upon the 
ridiculous merely to put it forward. 



THE Tl !REE DIMENSIONAL IMAGE ON 
JESUS' BURIAL CLOTll 

By John P. Jackson, Eric J. Jumper 
Bill Mottern, Kenneth E. Stevenson (ed.) 

The image on the purported burial cloth ot Jesus or Nazareth, 
called today the Shroud of Turin, possesses two notable character
istics. First, the image on the Shroud has the properties of a photo
graphic negative in which shades of light and dark, rights and lefts are 
Interchanged from the way In which objects are conventionally seen. 
This property of the Shroud was discovered by Secondo Pia who, in 
photographing the Shroud for the first time in 1898, noticed that his 
negative plate contained a positive image of the man of the Shroud 
(taken in this paper to be Jesus) with the normal properties of a 
photograph. Second, our computer research has shown that the 
Shroud image is additionally three dimensional in that information 
defining the spatial contours of Jesus' body are encoded in the 
varying intensity levell> of the image. 

Our purpose here is to present our research into the three 
dimensionality of the Shroud image. This three dimensionality was 
first alluded to by Vignon when he noted that the intensity of the 
image seemed to vary inversely with cloth-body distance.l In 
Vignon's day there was no way to quantitatively demonstrate this re
lationship. Today however, we have highly sensitive image recording 
equipment which allows us to test this hypothesis. Using one such 
device, we tested Vignon's hypothesis by finding how image intensity 
on the Shroud varied with cloth-body distance. Our approach con
sisted or three parts: (1) measurement of cloth-body distance, (2) 
measurement of image intensity, and (3) comparison of cloth-body 
distance with image intensity at various locations on the Shr.oud. 

To measure cloth-body distance, d, we reconstructed Jesus' 
burial configuration as suggested by the Shroud. We accomplished 
this by covering a volunteer subject of proper height and proportions 
with a full-scale model of the Shroud on which we had traced all 

1m1110 frnlUl'llll rrnm n pboto11ru11hlr projccllon or lho Shroud !I 
Correct dr11pln11 or the cloth WR$ Lill• 111()8t lmporuint Mpllet or thla 
stage since we had to ensure that oil imago features were posltion1.J 
over the co~ponding body part. Because or this conect pmllion 
Ing, we behove our method or burial reconfiguring must have boon 
reasonably accurate. Two photographs, shown in Figure 1 were 
taken, one with the cloth in place nnd one with it removed. Then n 
drawing similar to the reclining body shown in Figure 2 ww; prop11red 
Crom these photographs. Using this drawing, it was a simple pro· 
cedure to measure cloth-body distance from the ridge lino or tho 
cloth model. 

Fig. 1. Draped and undrnped •ubfocL In bodv oooitfon 
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Fig. 2. Microdensitometer Plot, composite draped and 
undraped reclining figure, and microdensitomclcr 
scan ldentlOcation nomenclature ror tidgellne. 

To 11rrnm11IU.h tlw lll'Xl 1tc•11. mt•Jl!llUt•llll'lll or lllllltl 1111•·11.ity, 
I, wt• u1t•d u minodt·n.~ilumvlN to At·nn tlw 1mlRO on tlw Shru111I 
11long th~ pnlh or thP rid111• lhic. (' l'h"' mlg1• lino mdical111 lhl' body' 
hl11hest points of contnct with the Shroud). Sec Figuro 2. ' l'hlS1lop 
nllowcd UR lo correloto munsurcd imago lntonsity with ~lt1th·hndy 
dlstnnce nt known poinls on the Shroud, in this coiw nlonu tho well 
defined ridge line. We lhen plotted image int.cnsity vemus clntl1·body 
distance and established a relationship between the two. A plot of 
this relationship is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3 it is nppnmnt 
that n definite correlation between imago intensity and cloth·body 
distance exists. 
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Relative opnclty (image intensity on Ute Shroud) 
versus cloll>·body distance. Symbol nornen· 
clature givon In Figure 2. 

It is therefore apparent that tbe image on the Shroud must be 
uquivalenl to a three dimensional surface of Jesus' body. Moreover, 
Figure 3 can then be used to translate image intensity into three 
dimensional relief. In fact, the microdensitometer plot of image in
tensity alone provides a distorted profile or Jesus' body. !Much of 
the distortion, however, can be removed if image intensity, I, is con
verted directly to cloth-body distance, d, by our single, expcrimcnt
ully determined fall-off curve. This transformation is depicted in 
Pigure 4 nnd shows that a nearly correct body surface profile with 
vertical relier can be generated merely from image intensity infor-



rnnllon prcscnL on Lhc Shroud.~ Tho only ro•rnnlnlng step was to 
rnothcmaLicnlly construct a fully Lhree dirnonsional image of Jesus. 

Fig. 4. Transfonnation Process to remove fall-ore and 
geometric distortions for ridgellne intensity ploL 

To accomplish the construction of the three-dimensional image, 
we converted all image points to vertical relief rather than just those 
image points of the ridge line. Using Interpretation System's VP-8 
Image Analyzer, a device which plots shades of image intensity as ad
justable levels of vertical relief, we were able to form a three dimen
sional brightness surface of the Shroud image. The wide versatility 
of this instrument also allowed us to test varying amounts of relief 
(which helped to approximate our experimental falloff curve) as well 
as to rotate the resulting image and thereby view it from various 
angles. Figure 5 shows a computer generated relier surface of the en
tire body image, front (left) and back (right). 

• Additional distortion. due to clol.h dropo Is proscnt, buL this can be re
moved by proper mathematical t.cchniqucs as llhastrated furUaer in Figure 
'1. '\Vhnt we ore concerned with in Lhls paper, howovc.r, is on1y the trans· 
Formation of image intensity in to clolh·body distance (i.e. vertical relief). 

-0 
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ln perspeclive, a three dimensional r .. 111·! of lhc image on the 
Shroud is not as insignificant as il might 6Ctlm. ll should be pointed 
out thal ordinary photographic images cannot usually be converted 
to true three dimensional reliefs. The photographic process does not 
cause the objects filmed to become exposed in inverse relationship to 
distance from the camera; hence, three dimensional inCormation is 
not usually recorded onto film. Only when the degree of illumin
ation received from an object depends, in some way, upon its dis· 
tance (for example in a stellar photograph), would three dimensional 
analysis and reconstruction be possible (by the VP·S Image Analyzer). 
Ordinary photographs of persons transformed into vertical relief 
showed obvious distortion; noses were pushed into races, arms into 
chests, and entire reliefs appeared flat and unnatural. See Figures 6 
and 7. Figure 6 is a normal photograph both positive aod negative or 

Fig. 6. Nonna! phowgrnph or Pope Plus XI, positive and 
negative. 

Fig. 7. Computer generated three dimensional relier or 
Figure 6. 

l'o1>l' l'h11 1 ILh. Sin1·~ th1• Shroud 11 h n1•u01t1v1., we 01111111111.J 1h1• 
negative or Lhl• photo11r11ph Lo dun•lop tho thrN• dlmrntdonnl illlft~t• in 
figure 7. Comp1m! the nuuenl'<I n06C, contorted mouth nnd d1•1•11ly 
dcpres.qod oycs Lo thu correctly dotined i11111110 In Figure 8. Clunrly 
Lhis thrcu dimensionnliLy is n newly established, dlsllnctivo chnrnclOr· 
istic or the Shroud. 

Fig. 8. Computer generated lhree dimern;lonal relier or 
race on lhe Shroud. 



A. Implication to the Understand ing of Lm11gc l~ormatlon and 
l'resel'\lation. 

There arc several aspects of the Shroud three dimensional Ielief 
o( Figure 5 which we feel are significant in understanding image for
mation and alteration processes. First, since the body form is natural, 
proportioned, and lacks any blatant distortion it would seem that: 
(1) the process of image formation, as it acted in vaeyi.ng degrees of 
intensity depending upon how far the cloth was from the body, was 

l 
uniform and independent of body surface qualities, (2) the lay of 
the Shroud was relatively flat,* and ( 3) other historical processes 
tending to change image intensity acted uniformly or not at all. This 
last point implies that the Shroud image has probably not been 
altered appreciably by random degradive bacterial, chemical, or 
thermal agents; for then, anomalies in vertical relief would be present 
in affected areas. However, any reactions induced by full-length 
daylight expositions, possibly being boiled in oil, etc. which act 
uniformily over the image may have caused changes in levels of in
tensity to occur homogeneously. These latter effects would not alter 
the overall three dimensionality of the Shro ud image, only the falloff 
cul'Ve l(d). Other sets of more complicated explanations for the 
three dimensional image on the Shroud could be proposed.\One, for 
example, is that the Shroud lay over a small body and the resulting 
irregularities in the drape of the cloth were somehow compensated 
for by in homogeneities of the image forming process. This exp la· 
nation like many others requires special "ad hoc" assumptions to 
account for the completely natural image and therefore seem un
likely to us. Second, it would appear that the image forming process 
acted in the same manner on the bottom side of the body as on the 
top because the characteristics of the bottom relief seem similar to 
those of the top relief. For example, (1) the bair on the front image 
stands out in natural relief but on the back image it appears com
pressed against the head, as it would for a reclining body on a hard 
surface, (2) the calf area of the back image seems proportionally 
rounded with respect to the ankle area of the front image, and (3) 
both the front and back images have nearly the same maximum 
vertical elevation implying equal contact intensities. These tbiee 

* For otherwise, the relief image, which Is mathematically built on an.al· 
ready Oat surface, would show blantant distortions In vertical relier. 

1'1111r11ct1•r i~licH ut thu front 1111d l11ll'k 111111~1·• ur 1hci Shroucl '"'' l' <Jlll 
imtlblc with Lhc lmu11c rormln~ 11ro<•l't.i uc t111~ mnulnrly on tlw 11111 
1md bottom sides or the hody. 'l'lurd, the relier 1mnl(0 1mpll1·~ thnl 
the process of image i:cncration did not depend on pr!'S.SUl'I' h1•t w1•1•n 
the body and the cloth since, as just notl'd, equal contact mtt•nsitu • 
occurred on the lop and bottom images where pressure;; nt cuntm·t 
ore wcatly different. Fourth, if chemicals were respons1~lu for pru 
clucing the image, they were not completely used up as ev1dented by 
the lack of "saturation," i.e. rial, level areas, anywhere on the lhret• 
dimensional image. Fifth , it may be obsel'Ved .that, alth~ugh doth 
body distance was a factor affecti ng the intensity or the mingc, thu; 
factor did not appear to affect the resolu tion of the image implyinie 
t hnL the transference of body surface information to tho cloth muat 
have been along nearly straight-line paths e?5en~ally p~r~endic~htr l.o 
lhe Shr011d.* Sixth, on the basis or the relief picture, it !fl 11os;1blu to 
conclude that t11e Shroud imngc was not produced by direct contnt'l 
where a specific level of discoloration or the cloth occurred. only 
where the Shroud touched tho body and nowhere else. For if the 
mechanism bad been by direct contact, the relief image created by 
the VP-8 Image Analyzer would appear Oattopped with areas?' con· 
tact having the same vertical elevation. See_ for example f'.tgurc 9 
where we constructed three dimensional reliefs from experimental 
direct contact images made by Cordiglfa an~ R:odante.3 '!he three 
dimensional characteristics of these images elimmate the direct con· 
tact mechanism as a viable image rorming candidate. ln short , ,a 
direct contact mechanism while it might account for the Shroud s 
negative property, does ~ot explain its three dimensional quality . 

• •rhat Ute transreren~ was nearly perpendicular can be shown by the way 
in which the three 'llimenslonal ima,g• was crea~ by the VP·.~ Imig• 
Analyzer. All image points were pro1ect.cd perp~n?iClllar.t.o the zero In· 
t.cnsity surface." This "zero lnt.cnslty surface ts the 1nltlnslt,i: of the 
Shroud cloth which, as not.cd previously, must have !>tt1' !"lall\ely nat 
over the body. 'lbus, since a consistent three ~1menS1.onaJ 1_,mage can ~ 
fonned by perpendicular projection Crom the '?.ero 10t.en.s1ty surfact, 
whieb is equivalent to the cloth 's surface II\ space, it roUows that the Image 
Conning process must have acted perpcndocular to the Shroud, ror.olher 
wise, an undistorted image surface or the body would be Impossible to 
construct with the VP-8 lmogo AnnJyzer. 



Fig. 9. Contact images or Corcliglia and Rodante and their respective three 
dimensional relids. 

B. lmpllcnllona lo Autlicnllcily 

J\11 or lh(.>S(J results have a profound impacl on I.he aulhentlrily 
or I.he Shroud. A well·known argumcnl has been Lhal an arlisl, who 
must have lived prior to I.he Fourtoonth Century• could not hov11 
produced a consistent negative imago wilhoul the capabillly of 
checking his work by photographic inversion.<! Similarly, we submll 
that an artist or forger Jiving then would nol have been oblo to on· 
code th ree dimensional information by adjusting tho intensity lovoln 
of his work to everywhere correspond to actual cloth-body scpnr· 
ations. To demonstrate this point, we pcrfom1ed an experiment. We 
obtained photographs of Shroud paintings by two competent artist.s 
who had been commissioned to copy the Shroud as exactly DI 

possible.5 Then, we transformed these pictures into relier images to 
see how well each artist bad captured the three dimensionality of lhc 
Shroud onto his painting. At the time, both artists were not owaro 
of the three dimensional property. The results are shown in Figurcs 
10 and 11. In Figure 10, that of Cussetti, obvious distorlion 
occurred, for example at the nose which appears to be bent inward. 
The attempt of Reffo, in Figure 11 is likewise distorted; for instunce, 
the face appears to be depressed inward and lhe entire ·composition 
seems flat. Varying the degree of relief did not help the silunlion 
because the abnormalities of these pictures were only altered 
proportionally, but not eliminated. Since two competent artists who 
had the Shroud itselt to copy were unable to flawlessly produce a 
three dimensional image from the ShIOud, it would seem remote thnt 
some medieval artist could have achieved such an accomplishment 
with no Shroud available for reference. In fact, we consider it n 
challenge for pre-twentieth century technology to have placed a cloor 
three dimensional image of a human body onto a cloth either by 
artistry or any other means available. 

* For Ille history or Ill• Turin Shroud Is known wiU1 certainty Crom that 
tim·e on. 
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Fig. 10. Ousseli's painting - positive, negative, and three dimensional. 
Fig. 11. Ref:fo's palntlnG - positive, negaUve, ~nd three dlmonslonaJ. 
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Fig. 10. CIJ..etl 's painting - positive, negative, and three dimensional. Fig. 11. Re£fo's paloUng - positive, negative, and three dimensional. 
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C. hl!J!!lrut ton• lO J\rdu~ 

J\nolhor photograph or tlw Shroud which Wl' subl<·~1Nl ln rdwr 
enhancement with the relier purposeCully somewhat su1>pn•fi11Cd WM n 
close up or the f11cc. Soo FiRure L2. Tho suppression rcvonlod sum~• 
tiling unexpcct.ed - over cuch eye apponrod objects rcscmblin1111111111 
buttons. Though it seemed nntural on the basis of tho compuwr 
generated picture to interpret these features as objects resting atop 
closed eyelids, we Celt compelled to consider several altornotivc ex· 
planations: these "objects" (1) represent a nonuniformity In the 
image forming process, (2) were caused by lhe cloth hangln~ clo!ie lo 
the eyelids, nearly touching them, (3) were produced IJy 11 locrJ 
biological, chemical, or thermal reaction during the history or the 
Shroud, ( 4) were added by an artist to give the effect of eyes on the 
image, and (5) were swellings of both eyelids due to physical abuse. 
We rejected Explanations (1) and (3) since they seemed unlikely, 
over the entire fourteen root Shroud image, no other unomolios or 
the three dimensional quality are apparent and thus the probability 
that the image forming process or possible random degrndive pro· 
cesses acted on both eyes and nowhere else is insignificantly small . 
Explanation (2) werejected for two reasons. First, if lhe cloth hod 
been draped close to the eyelids, then an upward distortion for the 
nasal region between the eyes would be observed in the relier 
pictures.* But upon examining Figure 8, it is apparent that this did 
not occur since a well-formed nasal structure was produced from the 
original Shroud image\ Indeed, the direct contact image or Figure 9, 
which reveals protrusioils in the eye region, also shows evidence that 
the cloth sagged towards and touched the bridge or the nose since an 
image oC equal intensi ty over that area was also Conned. Second, the 
edges ol' the "objects" fall off much too sharply to be accounted for 
by a simple sag in the cloth over the eyes or as swelling of the eyelids 
(which also eliminates 5.) Finally, Explanation (4) also had to be 
discarded. Since the color and character oC the image in the eye 
regions are indistinguisable Crom other parts or the Shroud image, an 
artist or forger would have had to come up with a process which 
could mimic the Shroud image formation process to a high degree.6 
We believe this would be very difficult, even using modern tcchno· 
logy. So we were left with but one conclusion - that the buttonli.ke 
features are what they seem to be, namely solid objects resting upon 

"' For tho cloth would havo sagged close to that aroa also. 



the eyclid6.* '!'his identification ugrucb wll h uncll'nt Jewish burial 
custom where objects (potsherd fragments or coins) were apparently 
sometimes placed over the eyes. 7 

Detailed identification is not possible without further investi
gation, but we propose that they may be some kind of coins since: 
(1) they are both nearly circular and approximately the same size, 
and (2) scriptural accounts indicate that Joseph of Arimatbaea, a 
wealthy man, was responsible for burying Jesus. 8 He obviously had 
money on hjs person at the time of .Jesus' burial for be was able to 
purchase a linen burial cloth. 9 Thus, if Joseph followed Jewish 
burial custom to cover the eyes, then it is not unreasonable that the 
most natural and convenient thing for him to use would have been 
coins rather than pottery fragments. 

Ir our conjecture is true that these images are o! coins, then we 
may have a tru ly unique method of dating the image. Computer en
hancement of high quality closeup photob<raphs of the eye region 
followed by a statistical correlation with known coinage of a given 
era and locality may be able to: (1) identify the objects as coins and 
(2) date and locate the probable time and place the image and not 
just the cloth was formed. Indeed, we have some computer enhance
ments which, though Jacking sufCicient resolution for positive 
identification, indicate a possible structure on the surface of the ob· 
iects. lo addition, Ian Wilson has suggested several Judean Bronze 
Lepton coins which are about the correct size as the buttonlike 
images. In particular, a Lepton of Pontius Pilate coined in A.D. 
30-31 seems to agree especially well. On tht' other hand a silver 
Denarius of Ti~erius, coined in A.O. 14-37 was entirely t~o large. 
Accord mg to Wilson, a Lepton would probably be a likely candidate 
for Joseph of Arimathaea, an orthodox Jew, to use since it was 
acceptable as a Temple offering.10, 11 

rt. should be noted in passing that the fact that objects are 
found on the eyes indicates that the head of Jesus must have been in 
a nearly horizontal position, for otherwise they would have fallen off 
the eyelids. I.t is interesting to note further that these objects might 
h~ve been. mistaken for open eyes at one time; for example, Ian 
Wilson pomts out that the image on the MandyUon cloth (possibly 
the Shroud) was thought to be~a face with the eyes open.12 

"' Th<S(! objects could not be liquid b-Ocause in that case they could not be 
supported upon the convex curvature or 01e eyelid>; they would have 
nece&Sartly ronnod in concave regions of curvalure In the eye sockeL 

Ir tlw ldu111ifk·11tlu11 ur llww• lm11wt·~ n~ wild ubj1•r1 .. uvl't th" 
uycs i~ vurrccL, then unotlwr ~l1tnirlvnnl 11hptoeL "' thc lmowt• lorml1111 
proceliS comes to lii:ht: whnlcvcr process fom1ed the im111:11 h"d to 
hnve acted the same way not only over Uie body Wld hair, hut nh•o 
over presumably organically inert fragments situated atop the oyt . 
'!'his conclusion, we believe, is of significance, for it places grent w · 
strictions on the possible image formation processes. In short, thrw 
dimensionality implies that tlie image forming process, acted uni
formly through space over the body, Cront and back, and even 
seemed to act independently of the type of surface, organic nnd 
inorganic, rrom which the image was generated. In addition, thL~ 
identification of the "objects" seems to strengthen the nuthonticlLy 
of the Shroud. For what artist or forger in the Fourteenth Century 
would have thought to pince objects on the eyes or Jesus? 

Another aspect of the three dimensional image which l~ or 
archeological interest concerns the probable existence or o chin 
bandage. It would appear that this was used in Jesus' burial, for tho 
hair on the left side of the face seems to drape over the edge or some 
invisible object, possibly a bandage used to bind the mouth closed. 
(See Figures 5 and 8). Additionally, a long beard seems to be divided 
by this invisible bandage.* 

D. Implications to Art and Forensic Medicine 

As scientists, our main interest is to understand the image 
forming process. However, here, as in many Corms of scientific re
search, there are certain fallouts which have values in other fields as 
well. Such is the case with the three dimensional property ns it 
might impact the field of religious art. For instance, it is now 
technically feasible to construct a lifesize sculpture of Jesus, with u 
high degree of reliability and accuracy. The Shroud image could 
drive a computerized milling machine Like those used in industrial 
applications involving three dimensional shaping. Available Cilt.ering 
techniques could be applied to clean the image of noise which 
accounts Cor the "roughness" of the pictures presented in this paper. 
Additionally, an exact image intensity versus cloth-body distance 
curve could be used rather than the approximate one which formed 
the three dimensional relief images of this paper. Furthermore, if it 
is true as has been stated by various artists of renown that the artistic 
impact of the Shroud surpasses the best known human portrayals o( 

• This also aligns with Jewish burial customs and the gospel nanatlve.13 



,fo&ua, lhcn ~uruly &uch o 11Culpturo wouhl hrnlk •Unllur 11cclnlm to 
thol domain or religious nrt. And only such 11 5rulr1turo could claim 
lo be an accurate and faithful depiction of tho physical, historical 
Jesus. 

Another use for the three dimensional image would be as an aid 
in forensic medical studies oC Jesus' body after crucifixion. For 
example, as seen in Figures 5 and 8, the degree of swelling of the 
right cheek or extension of the chest and abdomen can now be 
accurately evaluated. Also, a slight forward Jenn of the body, as 
suggested by Mons. Ricci, can be detected in the Figure 5 relief 
image; this could be of value in characterizing the Rigor Mortis of 
Jesus' body. In fact, we believe that after death the body, suspended 
by the arms on the cross, assumed a forward lean which was held by 
Rigor Mortis.14 Ir Curther research confirms this belief, another 
argument for the authenticity exists, for it seems quite unlikely that 
a forger could have encoded into the intensity levels or his com
position information which would accurately depict the correct for
ward lean of a crucified man. 

fil. Conclusion 

The history of science shows that whenever a subject can be 
placed in a mathematical context, increased knowledge of that sub
ject quickly follows. Arter all, mathematics is the language of 
science. In Astronomy, for example, only after Johannes Kepler 
formulated his three mathematical descriptions of planetary motion 
was Sir Isaac Newton able to deduce the basic principle or his Law of 
Gravitation by which planets orbit the Sun. 

Pe[haps, in this perspective, we would be remiss not to observe 
that the relationship between image intensity and cloth-body dis
tance l(d) is a mathematical characterization or the Shroud image. 
And so, we can only hope that such a mathematical description will 
help bring about a clearer understanding of the princip les by which 
the image on the Shroud was formed. Obviously, for this to happen, 
further reseaxch on the Shroud is desperately needed; however, we 
reel that the impact or the three dimensional quality on the 
authenticity of the Shroud, not to mention dating, archeology, image 
formation, art and forensic medicine cannot be underestimated or 
denied. 
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Purpose 

CLO'l'lf·DODY DISl'ANC1'; OF Tiii~ 
HOLY SHROUD OF TURIN 

By Thomas M. McCown 

Introduction 

The purpose of this experiment is to determine if the image of a 
man on the Holy Shroud or Turin can be accurately described by n 
function relating image darkness at any given point on the image lo n 
certain distance. This distance is the cloth-body distance formed by 
draping the Shroud over a body so that the anatomical features or 
the image cover the corresponding features of the body. 

Problem 

The Holy Shroud of Turin is the purported burial cloth of Jesus 
Christ and by implication it is His image on the Shroud. The history 
of the Shroud is veiled in mystery and intrigue; there are no defini· 
tive historical contradictions to the authenticity of the Shroud, yet 
there is no outright historical confirmation either. From the histori· 
cal debate on the Shroud arise two questions; what Conned the 
image, and whom is the image of? 

In his pamphlet, 1"rhe Holy Shroud," Reverend Edward 
Wuensche! examines the image on the Shroud. Through painstaking 
analysis Wuensche! clearly demonstrates that the man in the image 
has suffered severe scourging all over bis body, has worn something 
that deeply scratched his head, and has suffered puncture wounds in 
his wrists, feet, and side. Christ suffered all of these tortures, and no 
record exists or any other man suffering all or them. Reverend 
Wuensche! concludes that image, whether man-made or not, definite· 
ly depicts Jesus Christ.1 

• 



The major question today about the Shroud is what Conned the 
image on the Shroud. If the image is a painting or the result of some 
other process applied by hand then the Shroud may be a historical 
forgery. However, if a process that acted witbout intervention by 
man formed the image, then the Shroud image is probably an 
authentic replica of the actual body or Christ. 

'l\vo characteristics of the image on the Shroud lend credibility 
to the thought that the image is not man-made. The first of these 
has already been demonstrated by Secondo Pia who photographed 
the Shroud in 1898 (figure 1). When Pia developed the photographs 
of the Shroud he round that negatives from the Shroud photographs 
possessed the lighting and shading characteristics the "positives" 
would. A positive bas the natural highlights and shades of a man 
when seen in sunlight. Since tbe negative of a negative is a positive, 
Pia concluded that tbe Shroud image itself is a negative image of a 
man. Pia's conclusion is corroborated by tbe Report of the 
Commission of Experts which viewed the Shroud in 1969 and pub
lished its conclusions in 1976.2 Since it is highly unl.ikely that any
one conceived of negative imagery before the advent of photography, 
it is hard to imagine anyone painting a negative image before the in
vention of photography, and the Shroud and its image are easily 
traced back to the 14th century. This alone undermines the man
made theories of image formation, but there is more. 

A second unusual characteristic of the image is the shading 
variation from point to point on the image. Pia's photographs reveal 
that the image darkness varies from point to point in a way that 
suggests to many that a process acting across a distance formed tbe 
image. If image formation occurred with the Shroud draped acroi;s 
the body of Christ, the image-forming process would act across the 
distance that separated the Shroud from the body. This distance, 
called the doth-body distance, would vary from point to point and 
cause the varying darkness of the image. 

Dr. John Jackson and Dr. Eric Jumper have found a fuction 
that approximately relates image darkness to cloth-body distance. 
On advice from Bill Mottern they used this function and Interpre
tation System's VP-8 Image Analyzer on *Pia's photographs of the 
Shroud to create a three dimensional "body-surface" from the image 
of the man. They hoped to make a surface that looked like a body 
Crom the image, with tbeir function, and thereby demonstrate that the 
image darkness is related to cloth-body distance. The superb results 
from Dr. Jackson's and Dr. Jumper's experiment clearly show that 
the Shroud image possesses a three-dimensional quality unheard of in 
art. For comparison, a similar analysis was perfonned on normal 

* Enrio's 



paintings, and the results show that normal paintings do not possess 
t~e same three-dimensionnl characteristics like those of the Shroud 
(figure 2).3 The three-dimensional quality of the Shroud reinforces 
the conjecture that the image is not man-madeADespite the excellent 
work .by Dr. Jackson and Dr. Jumper, there JS a need for further 
analy&IS or the ~hree-dimensional characteristics of tbe Shroud image. 
Such an analysJS should more accurately determine the function re
lating cloth-body. distance to image darkness and define the error 
bou~ds o! that function. Precise knowledge of the functional 
relat1onsh1p between cloth-body distance and image darkness will 
greatly aid the scientific determination of what process formed the 
Shroud image. 

fron.t back 
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Fig. 2b 3-0 Relief of Normal l'llintlng 

Fig. 2. Dr. Jackson's and Or. Jumper's Results 

This report shall analyze an experiment to determine if thal ex· 
periment will yield an accurate function relating cloth-body distance 
Lo image darkness. The analysis of the experiment consists of error 
annlysis of the cloth-body distance data and the function relating 
cloth-body distance to image darkness. Finally the report comments 
on the current progress of the experiment. .-

Apparatus 

With the exception of a computer, which analyzes the data to 
determine the function relating cloth-body distance to image dark
ness, the equipment for this experiment may be found in any class· 
room. The rest of the equipment consists of three tables, an over· 
head projector, a mirror, a mirror stand, a camera, a camera stand, 
a cloth model of the Shroud, and someone to act as a body under the 
cloth. Reference to Figure 3 will help the teader visualize tho 
experimental arrangement. 

Procedure 

First, because the Holy Shroud of Turin is extremely old and 
fragile, I obtained a cloth model of the Shroud that can be handled. 
Dr. Jackson and Dr. Jumper have already made such a replica of the 
Shroud. To make this cloth model lhey projected a life-5ize picture 
of the Shroud onto a cloth hanging on a wall. Then they traced the 
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Fig. 3. Experimental Apparatus 

image onto the cloth and included such extraneous marks as the bum 
marks sustained by the Shroud in a fire.4 Dr. Jackson and Dr. 
Jumper have granted permission to use their Shroud model for this 
experiment. 

After laying the Shroud model on table 2, someone about 5 ft. 
10 in. and weighing about 175 lbs. lies on the cloth. Then the cloth 
folds over the peison so that the features of the image on the Shroud 
model cover corresponding features on the person. The overhead 
projector projects three thin lines to the mirror on table 2, and the 
mirror rerlects them down to the table. There the lines fall across 
the person and the cloth. Then a camera takes three pictures; one 
with the lines falling on the cloth covering the person, one with the 
lines fall ing directly on the person, and a last picture with the table 
bare and the lines falling on the t~ble. The last picture is for cali
brat ion purposes; without a picture for calibration, accurate measure
ments could not be made on the first two photographs. 

Datn Anni ysi.~ 

The dala uniJysis presents how measurements oft lho pholo 
graph$ yield the cloth-body disumce and how this infonnnlron and 
image darkness data will allow a computer lo derive a function rl' 
latinc cloth-body distance to image darknt'SS. Then tho report dis 
cusses how the derived runction will make a thrco-Oimensionnl "body 
surface" rrom photographs or the lloly Shroud or 'l'urin. 

The coordinate system for the experiment shown in Figure 4 is 
a convenient reference system ror making measurements orr the 
photographs. Without the coordinate system, measurements mudt• 
off the photographs would have no meaning. Looking down on lnblt• 
2 (fi gure 4) one sees that the x-dircction extends from tho camera lo 
table 2, and that the x-value of a point gives how far away n point ill 
from the camera. 'fhe y-direction extends along the edcu or Utble 2 
The x- and y-values together give the exact location oC a point in re
lation lo the camera. Therefore, if the location or the Shroud model 
is known, then the x- and y-valut>s l(ive the location oC a point on tho 
image on the Shroud model. Since the Shroud model uccurntely 
represents the Shroud, the exact point on the Shroud model is the 
same point on the original Shroud. Thus, the x.- and y-values deter
mine an exact point on the image. The z-dircction extends vertically 
from table 2 upwards, and the z-value gives the height of a point 
above table 2. 
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Fig. 4. Coordinate System 



Measurements orr the photographs nre cnsicr lo Luke und in· 
herently more accurate when the photographs nre projected on n wall 
and the measuring is done on the enlarged photographs than when 
the measuring is done directly off the pholographs. Also, super· 
position of the calibration photograph over the other two photo· 
graphs allows measurement off the photographs in reference to the 
assumed coordinate system. As mentioned before, measuring in 
reference to the coordinate system gives the measurements scientific 
value. 

The x-, y-, and z-values for a point are easy to determine. The 
lines projected onto table 2 are known distances from the camera; 
this gives the x-value for any point on those lines. The y-value of a 
point is the distance from that point to the y=o line; however, due to 
distortion in the photograph from perspective the y-value cannot be 
measured directly from the photograph. Referring to Figure 5 for 
this discussion is essential. The vertical line drawn from point A 
crosses the horizontal line at point B. The horizontal line is the line 
from the calibration photograph that lies on table 2. Y-value mark
ings on the horizontal line have built-in cottection for distortion due 
to perspective because they are spaced a known distance apart and 
were taken in the calibration photograph. Thus, they-value mark for 
point B is they-value for point A. So far the analysis bas established 
the x- and y-values for point A. 

The height of a point is the z-value; finding the z-value of point 
A is more complicated ·than finding the x- and y-values. The 
horizontal line drawn from point A to the right intersects the y=o 
line at Zo. The perspective of the camera causes ZQ to be the value 
for Z depicted in Figure 6. Notice the triangles at points Zo·C-0 and 
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Z1-E-D. These triangles are similar, which means their corresponding 
sides are proportional. The following expression is a consequence or 
the similarity of the triangles: 

Since the exveriment set-up determines Xl and Xo, and ZQ comes 
(rom measurements off the photograph, the only unknown i.s Z1. 
The equation below is useful for determining Z 1: 

The height of point A is the difference between the heigh t oC the 
can1era and the value of Z1. 

The cloth-body distance is the difference between the heights of 
the cloth and hody. The photographs of t11e experiment - one taken 
with the cloth, and one taken with just the body - provide the 
measurements that determine the different heights for the cloth and 
the body. Since the difference of the two heights is the cloth-body 
distance, and the x- and y-values are known, nll the necessary data 
from the photographs is available. 

Before the comparison of cloth-body distance to image darkness 
takes place the image darkness data for the whole image must be 
available. The image darkness for every point on the Shroud is 
stored on computer tape, and a computer program exists which will 



give the image darknl'SS for any point on the Shroud.I> 
,.- Al lhis stage, the experiment gives the cloth-body distance and 

image darkness for any number of points on the Shroud. Arter ob
taii1ing data for a large nu mber of points, a computer program de
rives the function relating cloth·body d istance lo image darkness.6 
A large amount or data is required to reduce errors in the function 
due to one or two sets of bad data that occur in any experiment. 
This error reduction is standard procedure. 

T he function relating cloth-body distance to image darkness 
must be tested before it is scientifically valid . The test in t his ex
periment uses the function and the image darkness data (on com
puter tape) to create a "body surface." F irst a computer program 
converts image darkness into cloth-body distance for the whole 
Shroud using the experimental (unction, and from that into height 
above the table. After completing the conversion, t he computer 
program prints out the body height for a line across the top of the 
Shroud (figure 7). Then the program prints out similar data plots for 
a line across the Shroud at every 1/8th of an inch. T hese height 
printouts are t hen pasted to cardboard and the cardboard pieces are 
cut along the printouts. When these cut pieces of card board are 
pasted together in order, they form a surface as in figure 8. If t he 
cardboard pieces torm a surface that looks like a body then the 
fu nction that relates cloth-body distance to image darkness is con
sistently accurate throughout the image. T his would provdiat the 
function relating cloth-body distance to image darkness is scient ifi
cally valid . 

data l:! n es u sed by computer 
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p hotograph 

f I 
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Fig. 7. Compuler Tesl or Experiment 

·11w llfl''"'u' M>rk dmw hy Dr .Jr11·k,,.1n 11ncl Dr .111111111·1 1mlt 
•·att"' 1h.11 lhl' l'>ql<'rimcnt will ,.,,tubl\:;h tlll' lunfl1on ri•htlm~ rluth 
body diNtnnce to i11111~c dnrktWl•-' 1v11 h1n urror hou ndR thut 11111k1• 1111' 
function usefu l for N<,lmitiric nnnlysis IJ I Lhl' Shroud. 'l'li ls fu111•11u11 
will demonstrate thnl the image was probuhly not hand 11p11lwd tu 
Lhe Shroud, and will aid scientists in their !;('Urch for llw prot't"'-~ th.ii 
made the image on the I loly Shroud of Turin. 

Errors 

Errors in the data and the results in tho experiment uri;(• rmm 
systematic errors and human errors. Systcmulic error n•sult.\ from 
imperfecl.ions in the experiment nnd human errors cause mistnkl'~ 111 
t he meusurement.s taken off tho photographs. l~rrors in tlw v11IU1'5 
for X 1. X2, X3, XO, the alignment or the camera, the equations ror 
cloth·body distance, and the runction relating cloth-body distance to 
image darkness are all sources of systematic error. The derivation or 
systematic errors (or the experiment are in Appendix A. 

lluman errors occur if the lines drawn on lhe phologrnphs for 
determining the y- and z-values arc not perfect or if the measure
ments off those lines are not perfect. Hunrnn errors resulting from 
inaccurate lines and measurements are rendered insignificant in thi.~ 
ex periment by projecting the photographs on a large screen. '!'here· 
fore, only systematic errors affect the data and results for this 
ex periment. Systematic errors arc listed in Table 1. 
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Results 

TABLE1 
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

value error (mm) 

Xo 2.0 
X1 3.5 
X2 3.5 
X3 3.5 
y 1.0 

Z1 1.76 

cloth-body 2.52 
distance 

Table 1 Syst.ematic Errois 

To date, only trial photographs of the cloth and body exist. 
However, they are encourabring because they show thal it is feasible 
to make the accurate measurements required in the experiment. 

Since actual data is not available for this experiment as yet, the 
only results arc for error analysis of the experiment. In general, the 
errors in the data and l:he resulting errors for cloth-body distance arc 
less than 103 and, therefore, lie well within the acceptable error 
bounds for this experiment. An interesting fact about this experi
ment is that it does not matter if the body surface generated by the 
experiment is that of Jesus Christ. It has been argued that the ex
periment will merely recreate the body surfuce of the person used 
in the experiment. Consider this; even if the experiment does just 
recreate that person's body, the experiment has still demonstrated 
that image darkness is consistently related to cloth-body distance 
throughout the Shroud. The consistent accuracy of the function re
lating cloth·body distance to image darkness would establish the 
validity of the function. 

Cuntlu&inn 

The 1•x11crlmcnt hM 8Urricicnlly smull orrom in ii thnt IL will 
yield an uccurule runction rolnlinu cloth-body dlstunc1• lo 1111111111 
darknes.~. 

Recommcndnlion 

The cxperimenL should be continued because the rcsulLs of tlui 
experiment will be helprul in determining the nature of the proct•"5 
that formed the image on the Holy Shroud or Turin. 



!Reverend Edward Wuensche!, The Holy Shroud, revised ed., Holy 
Shroud Cui ld (Rcdcmptorist Fathers, New York, 1976), pp. 
49- 56. 

2Wuenschel, center-fold. 

3J. P. Jackson, E. J. Jumper, and B. Mottern, The Three Dimension 
Image on Jesus' Burial Cloth, ed. by K. E. Stevenson, 1977, p.2. 

4Jackson and Jumper, p. 1 

5Jackson and Jumper, p. 1 

6co111puter program is courtesy o[ Jackson and Jumper. 

Al'l'l•:NUIX /\ 

Error In X (orror 111 mch•r·stirk m1·uNuromunbl) 

error in XO due to oquipmenl 2.0 mm 
error in x 1. x2. and xa due to equipment 3.5 mm 

Error in Y (error in alignment or y• O line) 

' -v error in y due to equipment • LO mm 

Error in Z 

The following error analysis is based on concepts round in 
PhiJ(jp R. Bevington's Data Reduction and Error Analysis. From tht• 
equation for Z1, 

z1 - cx1txo) z-0 

The error in Zo is 1.0 mm and is due to error in the alignment or the 
apparatus. When the calculation for Z1 is perfom1ed, the error in 
Z1 is found to be l. 76 mm. 

Error in Cloth-Body Distance 

Since tho cloth-body distance is the difference of two values for 
Z1, the error in cloth-body distance is tw ice the error for Z1. There
fore, the error in Z.t is 2.52 111 111. 

Percentage Errors 

Because or the size or the experiment, the only significant per
centage is in tho cloth-body distance. Since the average cloth-body 
distance is more than 3 cm on the percentage error (ave.) is 10% for 
each measurement for cloth-body distance. 



X·HAY l"t,UOllESCENChl ANALYSIS Wl'l't I Al'l1LlCATlONS 
TO '!'RE SHROUD 01" 'l'UIUN 

By J. S. Accetta 

Air Force Weapons Laboratory 

l. 'l'hcory of X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis 

X-Rny Fluorescence Analysis is a subset ol' a general category of 
experimental teclmiques known as spectroscopy which has been 
fundamental to advances in physics for several hundred years. A 
number of experimental techniques are available to tbe investigator 
interested in identification of constituent elements in an unknown 
sample by examination of the characteristic emission spectra under 
suitable excitation. A series of characteristic emission lines exists in 
the x-ray region of the spectrum and is the subject to which this 
paper is addressed. 

Figure 1 shows a typical energy level diagram of an atom with 
some of the possible transitions so labeled. Standard spectroscopic 
notation is used. 
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Pig. 1. Energy level diagram of an atom with transitions. 

Tlw rcmovul of 11 I< Hlwll t•lt'l•lron fur l•x1111111h• i111•fi•11M·~ llw 
1•1wr~y or lho utom. 'l'ho "holt•" 1•r1•11t1•d run ht• fillt!d by nn t•lt•1•1m11 
Lrionsition from one or lhc othor shells. In gc1wral the most 1m1buhlt• 
tra11sition will be from the L shell who:.c hole can be filled in turn hy 
one of the M shell electrons etc., resullini: in a "cascade" of tl'lin• 
ilions giving rise to a characteristic spectra. 
X The particular technique, suggested by Delorenzi,l which 
• aJ>pears to be most amenable to investigation or the Shroud is based 
upon the x-ray photoelectric effect whereby an atomic eleclron 
bound to its parent nucleus may be ejected by an incident x-ray 
photon whose energy hv is comparable to the electrons binding 
energy l~b· \ [n contrast lo I.he optical photoelectric e£fcct whil' h 
leads to ejection or electrons with small binding energies, the x-ray 
photoelectric effect [or largo hv cun lead to th~ ejection ci( 1111y 
electron. The incident photon is completely absorbed by the atom 
and since the electron is bound Lo lhe nucleus by electrostatic rorv<•k, 
the nucleus participates in such a way as to conserve momentum. 

The probability or a given 1>hoton inducing photoeloctrit• 
ejection, measured in terms of cross-section, is a runction of the in 
cident photon energy and atomic number of the target atom. 

An expression for the K shell probability, which is derivablu 
from quantum electrodynamics is given as:2 

where UT= classical Thomson cross-section of the electron 
Z = atomic number of the target atom 
Ee = rest mass energy or the electron 
l\u = energy or the incident photon 

The general trend is that the photoelectric absorption proba
bility increases with decreasing photon energy. This comes about be
cause the electron, in a relative sense, is more tightly bound for lower 
energy photons and hence it is somewhat easier for the nucleus to ab
sorb the required momentum. When the energy of the photon falls 
below the binding energy of an electron, the probability of absorp
tion drops abruptly to zero simply because there is insufficient 
energy for ejection. Typical variation or this cross section for K-shell 
ejection is shown in Figure 2 for hu • 22 KeV. 
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fig. 2. K·shell ejecllon croo;s-section variation. 

The onseL of photoelectric absorption for a particular e1ectron 
shell is denoted as the "edge" and is ofLen expressed as "K edge," 
"L edge" etc. The approximate K and L edge energies are given in 
Figure 3 as a function of atomic number.3 .. 

Ejection of a K or L electron results in a cascade of trans1t1ons 
giving rise to the characteristic x-ray spectrum. 
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Fig. 3. K and I, edge energies a< a function of atomic number. 

11 1•:xporl1111111111l ('onllgurutJou 

l\llhouuh conventional x·ray sources may be uood, 11 1111rtll'l1h11 
method thnt lends it!llllr well to field work is the utiii1.nlin11 of 
radioisotopes us x·ray oxciLation sources. L~olopll!l tlrnt nre commu11 
ly used for this purpose nrc listed in 'I'11ble t.4 

Radioisotope 

55Fe 
109Cd 
145sm 

Table I 

Hale Lire 

2.7 y 
470d 
1.9 y 

X-Ray Energy (KcV) 

5.9 
22 
39 

Some or these sources also emit )' radiation or higher energy. One 
possible field experiment.al configuration is shown in Figure 4. 

RADIOI SOTOPE OR 
CONVENT IONAL 
X-RAY SOURCE 

COLLl lUTORS 

_ /).._ DETECTOR 

t SAMPLE 

Fig.4. Pos.~ible neld conngurntion for experiment. 

PULSE 
HEIGHT 

ANALY ZER 

Complete systems or th is kind are available commercially. A typical 
arrangement might consist or a 109Cd excitation source, a cooled 
Ce(Li) detector, a 4096 channel analyzer and display unit. 1'he 
sensitivity or the technique is dependent on a number of variables 
such as the energy and rtux or the excilation source, 1tnknown con
centration, counting Lime, background levels and sample thickness. 
A typical spectra using an arrangement or I.his kind is shown in 
Figure 55, 

Sensitivities or 50 parts per million or better corresponding to a 
few µ gJcm2 in concentration levels are not uncommon. 
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Ill lnvc•llHnlion ol thu Shroud 

'l'hc ubjeclivc of U10 OJllJlicullon or this L.ochniquu 1$ l(J C'l111ruc·· 
torize tho Shw ud in t.crms or trncc clomonl conconlrnlion M 11 

function or some spatial coordinates. Ir we presume u counting tl111 n 
or 10 min for each 10 cm2 or cloth, one might be able to churuc · 
tcrize some 40 cm2 per hr of efforL. Since time wottld bo somowhnl 
limited, only certain preselected portions would bo investi~nlcd . As 
pointed out before, the probability of absorption is dcpcndo11t on 
source excitation energy for a given atom so Lhe sensitivity can bo 
optimized to some extent by choosing the proper excitation sourc11; 
however, in this instance, since there is little apriori reason to suspcut 
the presence of any particular clement, the options are : (1) choose 11 

source that will exci.te the widest possible range of elements wilh 
some sacrifice of sensitivity. (2) do several characterizations wi th 
different sources, considerably lenthening the time required. 

An experimental configuration that appears feasible for lhis 
investigat ion is shown in Figure 6 . 

SOURCE SAMPLE DETECTOR 
Fig. 6. Source Sample Detector. 

~The Shroud is hung vertically Sllspended on a framework. 1'wo 
. identical frameworks are positioned directly in front of and behind 

the Shroud. Each framewor);: would be equipped with a positioning 
system such that source and detector are always axially coincident 

~
r" examinations of any segment of cloth. 

An alternate approach is to position both source and detector 
n one side of tbe sample on)y. The optimum experimental 

approach should be the subject of a preliminary investigation. 
Some questions to be answered with this technique. 

1. Does the image have a characteristically higher concen
tration of one or more elements? 



2. Does the Shroud in general have an abnormal concen
tration of any trace clement? 

3. What is the e(fect of the backing material on the measure
ment? 

4. Can trace elements or blood be identified? 

'l'ho nuthor wbhcs lo 11t'knowll'<IK•' tlw t·nnlribut1on• ur II J 
Fullbri~hl, R. Morris, and It. llo~ors of the l,oN Alnmos Sl'it•nl1fir 
Luboratorie.~. 
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tNFRAltL.;D 'l'I ti..;RMOCltAf'l IY Wl'l'l I Al1l11.ICA'l'IONS 
TO Tl IE SI IROUD Of" 1rUHIN 

By J. S. Accetta 

Air Force Weapons Laboratory 

I. Theory or Infrared Tbermography 

All objects whose absolute temperatures exceed o°K emit 
radiation over some portion or the electromagnetic spectrum. Tbe 
infrared region of the spectrum roughly encompasses the wavelength 
range of l·lOOOµm. An entire distinct technology has evolved over 
the years as a result of the need ror information in this region. 

The total energy of a molecule can he subdivided into 
electronic, translational, rotational and vibrational energies. In the 
region oC 2·30µm, the emission spectra of a radiating object consists 
principally of vibrational trnnsitions between states induced by ran
dom thermal energy. Thermal radiators are sources whose spectra 
consists of a distribution or very closely spaced emission lines 
forming an apparent continua when observed with instruments of 
moderate resolution. Most solids and liquids can be classed as 
thermal radiators at reason11ble temperatures. 

Pl11nck showed thnt the distribution of radiation from a perfect 
radiator termed "blackbody," could be described by the following 
expression.1 

where W ~ spectral radiant emittance in watts cm·2 µm·l radiated in
to a hemisphere, and T • absolute temperature in OK. The other 
symbols have their usual meaning. W).. is shown in figure 12 for 
various temperatures of the radiating object. 
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Pig.1. Dist.rlbuUon of Radiation. 

The total radiated flux of any subset or the region can be found 
by integration of the above expression over the appropriate wuve
length limits. 

w f "2 w( >. )d >. (wcm-2) 
>-1 

If the integration is carried out over all wavelengths, the result is the 
total radiated flux. 

w - f: W( >.)d >. = u T4 

where C1 = constant 
This classic result is the Stephan-Bol~man law. 

A correction term to describe non-blackbody radiators, te.rmed 
"greybodies" is derined as emissivity f and is given by the ratio of 



radiant cmill8nce W' or lhe source lo Lhit r••h•lll cmjttance or a 
blackbody nt the same temperature. 

E =.::!L 
w 

'l'he spectral distribution of an ideal grey body is identical to that of a 
blackbody at a given temperat1tre with exception of a reduced 
nmpliludc. 

In general, emissivity turns out to be a complicated function of 
source material, surface finish, temperature, wavelength and 
geometry. Sources can be crudely distinguished by the way in wbich 
the emissivity varies. 

Blackbody Radiator 
Greybody Radiator 
Selective Radiator 

E • l 
E < 1 
E • f ( )... , T ... ) 

Some tot.al normal emissivities are given in Table 18. 

Material 

Aluminum (polished) 
Aluminum (anodized) 
Gold (highly polished) 
Steel (oxidized) 
Brick (red common) 
Glass (polished) 
Lacquer (white) 
Nickel 

Table 1 

Oil on Nickel base (.001 inch layer) 
Oil on Nickel base (thick) 
Paint (oil average) 
Skin (human) 
Soil (average) 
Water 
Snow 

Emissivity 

.05 

.55 

.03 

.79 

.93 

.94 

.92 

.05 

.27 

.82 

.94 

.98 

.92 

.96 

.85 

From the l8ble we may conclude that emissivity cannot be estimated 
from visual appearances. 

Tho Sll•phnn·Uoll1111nn l.11w muy hi' n•wrhtf'l1 to ronmll'r 
omissivily 115 follows . 

n. Experimenlal Tcchnigue 

'rhcre are a large number of techniques and devices avrtllablo t.o 
measure the energy radiated Crom a so1trce in the inCrared region. Of 
particular interest arc thermal imaging devices operating in the 3.5 
µ m and 8-14 µm region of the spectrum. These devices, known a.~ 
t.hermographs or scanning radiometers, convert the radiant emission 
rrom a source u1 the infrared region to a visual image. The brighlnes.~ 
of any scene element in the image may be radiometrically related t.o 
Lhe energy emitted by the corresponding source element which is in 
turn related to the temperature and emissivity of that source 
clement. Resolution is dependent of the instantaneous field or view 
of the device and is typically on the order of a few milliradinns. 

Ir the entire scene is at a constant temperature then changes in 
scene brightness are directly attributable to changes in average 
emissivity integrated over the spectral response of the device. For 
precise work, the visual acwty of the observer is unreliable and the 
instrument response must be converted to absolute units of measure· 
menl. Sophisticated imaging devices have n number of built-in 
features that enable quantitative measurement of a thermally 
radiating object. )< 
!II. Application to the Shroud 

Some relevant questions arc: 

1. Does an image exist in the infrared? 

2. Since the image would depend on surface emissivity, can 
something or the surface properties be deduced? 

3. Can the emissivity changes, if any, be related to a chemical 
change in the cloth? 

To answer the foregoing questions, the CoUowing experiments are 
suggested: 

a) The simplest method to obtain infrated information is con
trolled photography using commercial infrared film. Properly 
handled, Lhc spectral response of this film is extendable to about 1.2 



µm, Tho purpose or this procodurti la tCI Jlt>Mlhly mvv11I soml! here· 
torore undis<!ovored gross roatures in thu Shroud nnd 61.icondly to 
contribute further spectral informntion to tho imogc analysis effort. 

b) To further the oxtent or spectral image information, it 
is recommended that the Shroud be scanned in the 3-5 µm and/or 
the 8-14µm regions of the spectrum using scanning thermographs. 
The purpose or this effort is identical to the above. 

c) Lastly, it is recommended that spectral image data be ob
tained to identify variations in spectral emissivity across the image. 
This information is crucial in any attempt to identify the chemical 
composition of the image forming material. 

The experimental implementation of these techniques are quite 
straightforward. The only precaution necessary is to enclose the 
Shroud in a small chamber to prevent changes in temperature due to 
convection. Data may be digitized and recorded for subsequent 
quantitative reduction. For calibration, a passive blackbody cavity at 
the same temperature of the Shroud would be inserted into the scene 
measurement. The entire procedure should take no longer than 4 to 
6 hours. 

1 It. D. lludson, ,Jr., lnfrnrcd System EngincerillR, New York 
Wlley·lntorscioncc l 969, p. 35. 

2. W. L. Wolfe od, Mnndbook or Military Infrared Technology, 
Wash. D.C., Office of Naval Research, 1965. 

3 R. D. Hudson, Jr., Op. Cit., pp. 4344. 



ACJTIIBN1'1CA1'10N 01" 1'1 IB TURIN SI IROUD 

By Walter C. McCrone 

. Sh d h been a holy relic of the 
For centuries the Tu°::e I~~n H~use of Savoy. The Shroud 

Catholic Church o~ed byCt thed al !Turin Italy. The provenance 
rests in a silver case m the a .r 0 for mdre than 600 years with 
of the Shroud .1s known dep_enda~ d~te back to the time of Christ. 
considerable evidence exte~dmg t lishment if the Shroud could 

It would be a tremen ous a~com~ Christ would certainly lend 
be dated, and a. date near th~ b~: ~hat it is indeed the Shroud or 
considerable weight. to th~ ev1d~t to determine the nature of the 
Christ Himself-. It IS also imp~~hanism or image formation and ~he 
image on the lmen. If ~he m can be determined and if the stams 
chemical nature of the tm.age be shown to have been caused 
which form a. part o! that ':;;at: cfi:rtber authentication. F!nally, 
by bod~ fluids, this wou Id lend strong credence to the cV1dence 
success m these .areas ~~~f It ould then be very difficult not to 
gained from the image J • • :"ed that of Christ. 
conclude that the Shro~d was '"11 nt chance that the Shroud can be 

We believe there IS an e:-:ce e d that tho chemical nature of 
dated, using ve'?" new ~·m~u:i~~:d We further believe thi~ can 
the visible markmgs c~ e ~sd~f al ~mples from the Shroud. We 
be done without removing a 1 

.'
0 n blems in tum beginning with 

will discuss each o~ these analyt111c:l~pr~s of organic ~aterials such as the problem of datmg very sma s 
linen. 

Carbon Dating . t.h 
. n established techmque for e 

Carbon datmg has beco~e.tahas been used to date art objects b I "'•t To a lesser exten. • . ed b W F arc eo ob- · . 'l'h edure was pioneer Y · · 
and other historical materials. . ethproc unt of residual c14 and re
Libby who was able to det.enume e amo 

l11Lo Lhl~ tu tht• 11ui1111 ur cnrhu11..cnntAlnl11w mnt..rinl•. Iii~ rnt•lho<I 
usc.>d scvcrul Krnm~ o( t"llrbon 11loccd i11 11 C11i11or 1•011111.11r lo runml 
beta trucks from tho rndlooctlvc Cl I prrsc11t in 1111 c1trbon sam11l1•• 

This method originally required 20-25 11rnm Sllmplos or wnttd, 
paper, oloLh, oLc., but this hos bocn progresslvcly reduced. Prof. 
Codegone in his report did not reflect this pro1,'l:css. Even thou~h hill 
report is dated April 1971, a variety or laboratories wt•ru ablCI In 
1971 to analyze 5.0 gram samples. This figure wa.~ further reduced 
to 2-3 grams, then to 0.5-1.0 grams and now at least two laborntnrieff 
in the U. S. are building equipment able to date 0.05 i: (50 mg) samples. 

Expressing these figures in terms of weight of I.he Shroud linen, 
1 m2 or wbich weighs 234 g, we find the area of linen required per test: 

Date -1950 
1970 
1971 
1973 
1974 
1977 

Sample weight 

40grams 
20 grams 
5 grams 
2.5 grams 
600mg 

Sample nron 
40 x 40 cm (1600 cm2) 
30 x 30 cm (900 cm2) 
14 x 14 cm (196 cm2) 
10 x 10 cm (100 cm2) 
5 x 5 cm (25 cm2) 
1.4 x 1.4 cm (2.0 cm2) 50mg 

'I'hese improvements can be attributed to steady improvemenL~ in 
both equipment and techniques. The rapid progress in the past ton 
years has been due to the art conservationists who wish to date art 
objects hut cannot spare more than slivers or wood, paper or canvas. 
The project now nearing fruition with the listed 1977 area require
ment of 1.4 x 1.4 = 2.0 cm2 is sponsored by the Smithsonian lnstitu
tion. As a Fellow or the International Institute of Conservators l 
have followed this work with interest. We know very well the 
scientists involved. We would be able to arrange to have the Shroud 
samples dated probably during the summer of 1977 under conditions 
or the highest security, and our closest supervision to ensure a secure 
"chain of evidence" and utmost secrecy. 

Note that the smaller of the two Shroud linen samples pre
viously examined by Prof. Raes (pp. 78-83 of the Commission's 
report "La S. Sindone") (70 mg, 3 cm2) more than meets in area and 
weight the minimum required and the larger (110 mg, 5 cm2) ex
ct.'Cds the minimum by more than a factor or two. Several analyses 
for date can, therefore, be determined on these two samples. 
Identification of the Stains and Image 

A second phase of an ultramicroanalytical program would in-



volvo the stam& t1nd lh~ image. Thero is ovidence from the Com· 
mis.~ion 's reporL thal. tho ~Lnins, nl Jeasl, arc visible 011 only onosicle 
of individual ribers and the cellulose riber itself is white. The 
signiricance or this lies in the palpability of the stains; they are 
physically tangible. The ion microprobe is an ideal tool for this tusk. 
It identifies all elements and even organic compounds. It is able to 
identify samples invis.ible even with the light microscope. It detects, 
on oric tiny spot on one of my scalp hairs, for example, more than 
30 trace elements attesting to the fact that such a hair can only have 
come from my bead, the calcium level ensures good cell membrane 
equilibria, the iron level that I am not anaemic, the potassium level 
that my hypernctivity is under reasonably good control, the zinc that 
I need not fear schizophrenis and the lithium is protection against 
manic depressive behavior. Finally, the vanadium and chromium 
levels announce that I am 60 + 2-3 years. Only three years ago 
such analyses were impossible and no othe.r analytical method can 
make such analyses. It will enable us to tell which of all the 104 
chemical elements are present in blood stains, in any other stained 
area and in the image and quaHtatively, at least, the amount of each. 
We have ready access to blood-stained linen from Egyptian mummies 
and even from other burials in the Middle East for comparison. The 
trace elements in blood are similar to those in hair since, or course, 
the trace elements in the hair came from the blood stream. We feel 
that there is a good chance of success in relating the apparent stains 
to blood by means of the trace elements found. 

The organic components of blood are also distinctive in com· 
position and some are particularly stable chemically, e.g., porphyrins. 
The ion microprobe shows molecular organic fragments as well as in· 
organic ions and molecular fragments, hence the organic components 
of blood should also be identifiab!P. in blood-stained areas. There is 
yet another ultramicroanalytical tool capable or characterizing and 
identifying organic and inorganic molecules - micro Raman spect. 
roscopy. This instrument which became available commercially only 
in March 1977 yields information equivalent to infrared absorption, 
but on samples nearly 1,000,000 times smaller, i.e., 10·12 g. It 
should also be able to identify blood and other stains, image, etc. 

We feel confident that no more sensitive or appropriate analyti
cal instruments could be found for this project. We are also con· 
!ident that the results wiU answer the question of blood and give us 
new and useful, hopefully definitive, information on the image. We 
are pleased that only single fibers are required. The actual portion 
analyzed will be 10 times smaller than the human eye can see. 

VI' ~n•lllVt• 111k rodll'll1ll' ftl 14,.lo Cur blun<\ 
There are ot.hcr . ry 1 l . ied rllw r lnl!•rt••lin11IY \lllOUllh, ul1I 

often canied ouL on n smg 0 8 11~1 ni;)y 11;80 rn•~h wllh 8()1110 or lh1• 
blood stains o(ten react mor\~ ro blood tests mvolve cnllllytic rulor 
reagents used. The most sensi 1~e oxidation or certain subs1unr1•K 
or luminescence devclopmbent .. d. r ll11n'1nol is caLalyzo<l by h l•lllti• 

h I 1 thalein enz1 me o 
such as p eno P 1 . ' r blood contain enough h1•11rn· 
globin. The most mmute "'!1ounts ~l deal of reaction proclucl ' l'ht• 
globin to ~1'.°duce by catal~sis. a ~~bably the phcno\phlhnlein tcsl. 
most sens1llve . of thhse ~e~ts ~~r~uc meeting I have decided lo 11dd 

As a !esult otef ~ le Al':.::ough somewhat repetitious it is mon• 
the following ma na · · 'bil'f 
general with respect to chemical analytical poss1 I ies. 

Suggestions with respect to ru1alysis - . . 
. . Th e have been many deve\opments.111 micro· 

l~~oduction. er nd indeed, they are continumg todnr. 
analysis m the past ~-5 y~ars a .' . nalytical tools are only now an 
In ract, two highly s1g~1f1can t ;u~roCarbon-dating of 50 mg (3 cm2) 
the final stages of d~ve oRampmen . ec. troscopy on picogram samples. 

1 nd 2 Micro an sp . d , 
samp es a . d d· Some analytical tests can be came ou. on 

Samples nee e · 
the Shroud as a whole: 

reflection x-ray fluorescence 
photography at different wavelengths 
ic-ray radiography (soft x-rays) 
infrared thennography 
. . . . 1 i e carbon dating (50· tOO 

Other tests require milligram sdamp :J bl· (60 and 110 mg) und 
mg). Two such samples are ~ea Y av a e 
should be used for carbon dating. micro in terms of sensitivity, 

Finally, some ~es~ a~~b cxtr.e1;?~~ include light and electron 
i.e. , poUens ~d sang e I ef. tron and ion microprobes. Again, a 
microscopy' micro Raman, c ec ken already (p. 23-25 of Sindone). 
number of threads have ~een ~ts is single particle identificution. 

Among the very micro 11 d and characterized. 
"Oust" from the Shroud should be co e~l~ be sampled individu· 
Specific areas _su.ch as f~l~s :~~ec~:~r:; the entire Shroud should 
11lly. Once this is comp e e . Jd b d ne with a "micro 
be collected. B~.th ~ampl~n)g 1t~at~l~~1~0~hus r:c:vcred will inc~ude 
vacuum cleaner . (f1~re · . P ral substances as well as particles 
2000. years of1b1olo~cal a~~:Ci~cactivities: flyash, industrial, etc. 
illliKlCIOLCd .wit l peop e .and' 'd ally identified and many (biological 
'l'hese part1cles can be m 1v1 u . . . 
nnd mineral) are characteristic of specific locations. 
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Fie. 1. A small particle collector made up or a small vacuum pump 
and • probe tip holding a 6 mm membrane filter (from Particle 
Allu 'rwo, Ann Arbor Science Publishers, 1973). 

Analyses t.o be recommended: 
Reflection x-ray fluorescence - At least three different areas ~ 

should be examined: background, body image area with staills ab
sont; blood stained area. Tliis examination will show elements above 
about sodium if the amount of the clement is high enough. 

X-ray radiopaphy* - This should cover the full Shroud using 
soft x-rays. 

Infrared thermography* - As usually used this is a method of 
t.cmpcrature mapping. For example, breast tumors can be located by 
a slightly higher skin temperature over the tumor itself. This makes 
the tumor site visible on an infrared thermogram. The Shroud would 
normally show a uniform temperature over the entire surface but if 
irradiated for a minute or two with m radiation some areas due to 
absorption of m would become warm compared with other areas 
that do not absorb m. The absorption is composition dependent. 
Although the resulting image would not be very helpful in telling 

whut rlw ch~mlcel rom11()ll[LlC1n l" In dittcront oreru1 IL r.!l!Jl!.il 11lv11 1•11• 

b~111 "'' eonlrML 1n thr· Shroud lm11110. 
l'hologrnphy nl cllfrorcnL wovtJlcngths' Cood pho1011ra11h• 

11h11111cl be taken in UV, vlsibhi ond IR, prcrcrably to be nl 1umrl1·111ly 
fl,,... wavelength intervals lo show variations in UghL abaorpllon. 
I lunrr~rence (UV) should be recorded separately. 

C11rbon dalint '!'his is n destructive mcLhod. The samplo mu•t 
'"' 11uririCd, then urned to C02 ror {3-counting in a small propur 
11u11aI counter. This equipment becomes available durlnw thu 
umrnnr I977. The counting time is 2-3 months. 

Mkro R11mpn -This is n very micro meLhod (picogrnm; I 111n2) 
' . 1rnhlc or identifying organic and inorganic compounds. IL slu,iultl 
loh•ntlry blood components, !!.:16 porphyrins; compounds in dlrforcnt 
•nmml areas and tho 11rcsonco of aloes, other spices, incenS(), otc. Ir 
'nuu~h is present. 

Microprobes - The electron microprobe will detect 1()-lfig; or 
mr l clements with atomic numbers above beryllium. The 10· lfig 
11111 t be in 50-100 ppm concentration. Spot size or size or nnaly&ls 
••I•• lS O.Olµm2. The results are quantitative. 

The ion microprobe is much more sensitive: l0-20g and ppb
p11111 All elements in Lhe periodic table can be detected although 
111antitntion is dillicult. Recently, the ion probe has been showing 

< on•1dcrable success for the identification oC organic compounds. IL 
1 1lill best considered a ringer-print method with comparison or 
1••lttorns obtained Crom the Shroud fibers with patterns Crom known 
ul .. tnnces. 

LI ht and electron microsco PLM & SE - The principal 
11rr•u t>r application for PLM and EM is for sample site selection, tM 
rhoosing Ute areas (or microprobe and/or micro Raman study. I' 
hna, however, been very successfully applied by Dr. Max Frei to tho 
hlt•nltrication of pollens obtained by applying sticky tape to tho 
'lhroud surface. This study should be continued and extended to in-
• lu1fo SEM by Dr. Frei with dust removed Crom the Shroud by 

rn1rro-vacuum cleaner" or equivalent (figure 1). He should attempt 
10 rt•lnte the types or pollen observed to the portion or the Shroud 
rrom which it was taken, i.e., race area ~other areas. This mighL 
.how that the face area has pollens characteristic of the Edcssn 
1wnod when it was thought to have been folded for showing only the 
lwnd. 

'I' '!'hew nrc lower priority rccommondntlons. 



'l'he light mltrosco11u wlll Al"u ldt111tlfy any dust padicles 
whether mineral, industrial or tlyn11h . 'l'hC!lo i;amples should be tak~n 
cooperatively with Dr. Max L"rcl who ls nn acknowledged expert Ill 
the identification of plnnt materials (fibers, pollens, seed and leaf 
hairs etc.). A density separation would give Dr. Frei the biological 
particles in the lighter fraction and Mccrone Associates the heavier 
mineral, industrial and flyash fraction. 

Conclusion 

The interest of McCrone Associates personnel lies in two areas 
and we would hope to participate actively, or cooperatively, in these 
areas: 

1. Carbon dating 
2. Untramicroanalysis 

a. Shroud image 
b. stains 
c. extraneous organic substances, i.e., aloes, in

cense, myrrh, etc. 
d. particle analysis 

Some samples are already available, ~ carbon dating and 
blood stains but, if future events prove propitious, it would be highly 
desirable to obtain additional samples under each of the above 
categories especially of fibers showing the Shroud image, background 
fibers (no obvious stains or image) and particles vacuumed from the 
linen fibers. 

Any scientist working on this project will be aware of his own 
personal emotional involvement. Although still a scientist commit
ted to elucidating the truth, he will feel impelled to do bis utmost 
to learn the final answer. At the i;ame time, we must all be aware of 
the sensitive nature of the information we may learn. The protection 
of this information and its transmission through proper channels 
must remain uppermost in our minds. 

(' lll•iMICAI , CONSIDl•:ltA'l'IONS CONC:l.;HNINU 
'1'111·: SI lllOUI) OF 'l'UlllN 

13y R. N. Rogers 

I believe Lh aL Lhe excellent work and observations of the Turin 
c 0 1111niwion and tho fact that Lhe Shroud bas been through n fire 
111ak1• 11 possible to propose what may be nearly definitive experi-
1111 1111 for the future. However, in order to make a truly scientific 
'1111ly, we should start by applying Scientific Method. \Ve should 
"" ltlc r nll possible hypotheses; all of the hypotheses should be ex· 

111• "~I OJI clearly and concisely as possible; each should be given an 
11l1~1 unlr lc>st, and no preconceived ideas should be defended. Three 
I'" Ihle• hypotheses are considered below. 

( I ) llypothesis: the image was painted on the cloth. What 
I 1 t• clu we hove or lack to prove or disprove this hypothesis? Tho ~ 
l111luw111u observations can be mentioned: the coloration appears on 
""'' ~ld11 of tho cloth only, the cloth does not appear within the fiber 
hu11dle1 (il wus not absorbed by the fibers), and no direct test for 
h1·mo11lobln was positive. 

Jlciwcvor, if the image were painted, it had to be painted with 11 

1 ulurod mutcrinl; otherwise the artist could not observe the progress 
ul hiM work. What colored materials could have been used prior to the 
known history or the Shroud? Most would have been inorganic in an 
or1111nlc vehicle or water, ~bcher in oil or egg white. More unlikely 
w1111ld have been natural organic pigments or stains; however, many 
ul them would have been phmt or animal porphyrins, all of which 
rnntain characteristic metals. Purely organic materials can be re-
1nl'lt•cl on obvious grounds. Purely inorganic pigments may not have 
h•·!•n changed by the heating received at the time or the fire, but all 
nrKnnic colors should have suffered a change in proportion to the 
•IV<'rlty or the heating they received. The closer the organic vehicle 
ur dye to a heated area, the greater should be its change of color or 



density. No variation of color with position bl obsorvod on thu 
Shroud: shading is accomplished by variation or density not color. 
Tone remains constant with position. I believe that the obvious 
thermal gradient that existed at the time of the rite :limina~es t~e 
possibility that any organic vehicle was used for an morgaruc pig
ment, that any organic pigment, dye, or stain was used, or t hat a~y 
common porphyrin pigment was used. T he lack or observed c~pil
lary flow or absorption seems to eliminate most water-based (mk-
like) inorganic systems from consideration. . . . 

'l'he only conclusion that can be reached ts that, 1r the image 
were painted, a stable, particulate inorganic pigment in a water base 
had to have been used. Painting could not conclusively be proved by 
detection of one or more of the expected pigment metals; however, 
the hypothesis could be conclusively disproved by demonstration or 
the absence of any inorganic pigment. 

' I believe that the best way to test nondestructively (or the 
presence or absence of inorganic pigments would be by x-ray 
Oourescence and I consider this analysis to be the most important 
nondestructive test that can be run during the 1978 viewing. 

Multiple x-ray fluorescence analyses should be made, including 
analyses of the base cloth, charred areas, blood stains, and image 
areas. A somewhat variable background concentration of heavy 
metals can be expected as a result of the fire and the heating or the 
silver cask used to store the Shroud ; however, it should be possible to 
detec t discontinuous distributions or specific metals, i( they are 
there. Note that it should be possible simultaneously to detect 
sodium depositions at zones of expected body Cluid or tear deposits. 

It is unlikely that much sodium would be contributed by the 
cask and 1 doubt that the area of the image has been handled 
suCCi~iently to mask a heavy sweat impregnation. Therefore, a dis
continuous distribution or salt on the Shroud, without a concom
itant distribution of pigment metals, would serve to indicate a 
natural cause for the image. The colorless crystals observed by the 
Commission suggest the possibility that salt is present; they should 
b,_ identified. 

""1--- (2) Hypothesis: the image was produced naturally by re
actions between volatile products Crom a body and the cellulose of 
the Shroud or spices or by direct absorption of vapors or fluids pro
duced by the body by a combination of processes involving organic 
•reactions and/or materials. 

No capillary flow evidence has been observed microscopically, 
the image is largely on the Croot surface oC the material, and shading 

1111wur11 to ••lln11n1111• dirot'l imprintinu by body ~ontnrt AN11i11, how 
c-•M, tlw nxpN•tcd Uwmrnl grndi11nt durln11 tho firu 0111H•11111 to 
• hnunntt• conclusi_vcly the p<h.-lh11ity that any l'lq>ccted orgam1 
• ulurnnts or ro1w1ton products could bo responsible for tit" 1n111111• 

l'url! c1•llu lose begins til produce gnsoo~1s 1>rodut•l.ft 111 1111 
11•11rt•rloblc rate shortly before 5900F (310oC); unproceswd rotu111 
h~t11n11 11nd newsprint begin Lo pyrolyze mpidly nt obout 4460F 
1'~:10°.C). Pnrtl! of tho S hroud were, then, subjected t<> tcm1i<'rnl11roR 
urrtc·H•nL to produce darkening for some unspqcificd lime. 'flw 

'hnmnl conductivity or flax fiber is about 1 X t0-3 cal cm·l 6• l oe· I. 
Not 1111 or tho Sh~oud was darkened by the l'ire; t horcfore, 11 rnU1~r 
l•·••p thcr!"al ~rad1ent had to exist. llowever, 11arts or the image thal 
rr t'!IM•nt~ally m contact with darkened areas have as nearly a~ cnn b<• 

11l11i1lrvod 1dentieal color tone und density as parts Of the imnge nt 
in1uomum distance fr?m a discolored area. Ir large, complicated, 
1111turnl·product organic molecules were responsible for the image, 
lhcy should have decomposed, chanced color, or volalilizod at 
1llrfoml1. rates depend inc on _their distance from a high-temperaturo 
"'"" durm~ ~he fire. There 1s no evidence for any variations at all. 

h1 11dd1t1on lo basic, simple thermal stability, we must consider 
rl'Urllons between ?rganic deposits (or, indeed any deposits) in the 
111111u•• nod pyrolysis products or the cloth in a closed (or nearly 
•• lui;cd) cnsk. 

At 200 to 300°C, cellulose and residual hemicellulose pyrolyzes 
lo produt·~ hydro~cth_yl furfural, water, furfmal, Connaldehyde, 
formic nc1d, levuhmc acid, 3-peutenoic- y -anhydride, and many 
Ii "'' 1iroducts. Oxygen would be quickly depleted wiU1io the cask 
11lnwin11. ~e co!° bustioo. to occur only at a zone open t~ 

• 11111111un1cahon with the air. Pyrolysis products wou ld however 
11111ckly perm.cate the cloth. Most of the major produ~ts nrc ox'. 
tr1•n1ely rcacl1~e - they could, rot example, quickly reduce the iron 
·~t 1111 ocher Plb'lllent to black iron oxide (a reaction used by potters). 
hirmnldol~yde denat~res proteins, reacts with ammonia and amines, 
ruuples w1Lh phenoltc compounds, reacts with alcohols and sterols 
nnd :tels as ;1 potent. reducing agent. Some relatively simpl~ 
11urphyrlns ought survive the heat and reactive products, but it 
J1uuld be absolutely useless to look for characterisitic reactive body 
•·~udntos, eg, I would not expect to observe any of the nonnal con
lltuonl& of scbu1n . The sulrur of any suirur organics should be gone 

ll2S. 
'l'hc. Cire seems to preclude _the possibility t hat the original image 

Wiili composed of natural organic materials or react:ion products, be-



cause the present image does not vary in color tone or density as n 
function of the thermal gradient during the !ire. 

Note also that, if the present image were tho result or a 
catalyzed thennal degradation of the cellulose during the fire, it 
should vary in color tone and density as a function or position: it 
does not. 

Absence of hemoglobin is not surprising: it would have been 
badly degraded by beat and reactive pyrolysis products of the cloth 
during the tire. Fluorescence observed in the .!!.!traviolent photo- ~ 
graphs may indicate derivative porphyrins from blood, however. X-
ray fluorescence should still detect iron in blood-stain areas. Ion 
microprobe analysis may detect parent peaks or blood-derived 
porphyrins, because they are very stable molecules. Similar ion 
microprobe rragmentation patterns Crom charred and image areas or 
absence of any expected natural organic compounds would help dis
prove this hypothesis; however, I believe it is largely disproved by 
absence of expected variations in color as a result of the fire. 

(3) Hypothesis: the similarity of color between the image and 
heat-damaged areas, the existence or the image on one side of the 
cloth only, and the roughly 1/r2 dependence of image density with 
expected separation between body and cloth suggest rapid heating as 
the cause of the image. 

An image originally formed by thermal discoloration of the 
cloth would not change color or density significantly with any 
additional heating that did not discolor the surrounding cloth. If x
ray Cluorescence does not identify any pigment on the cloth and no 
thermally stable organic pigment can be suggested, this appears to be 
the only hypothesis left. 

An ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical anlysis) study of 
the image compared with control cloth and thermally darkened cloth 
might yield some information; however, such analysis would require 
removing a sample of cloth from the image area, and I doubt that re
sults would ever be definitive. Reflectance spectrometry might prove 
identity of the image and thermally darkened cloth, but photographs 
taken with different filters may provide the required data as well. It 
may not be possible to prove conclusively that the image is the result 
of thermal degradation of the cloth, but a very stTong circumstantial 
case could be made. 

The following additional observations may be made. 
(a) The crimson, mentioned in the Commission report as pro

bably being the result of painting, could be an iron derivative pro
duced during the fire. 

(h) ' l'hu purphyrinK could hc•ttl '"' th•IU<'l••d hy fhturt'M'flllrt• 
111..-1rumctry, but •urh lc•tinw would prubnbly rM1uirc• 11nm11l1t1R tlw 

'>hroud. Por11hyrln w•olution should ho conhiduwll in 11lnnnl11~ 
1•l11Jt1111ro1>hie offurls. 

(r) . L4c dntin.g.should be dono; howcvor, llfeat cnrc•hould hi• 
uhi;•rvcd in Lhe pur1f1cn.Llon of the sample. Simple wu11hinu rind l'X 
tr t'lwn may be surcicmnt, but control samples should Ix: savt•d. 



PHOTOGRAPHY 01!' THE TURIN SI IROUD 
FOR USE IN IMAGE ANALYSIS EXPERJMENTS 

By Don Devan 

Introduction 

In this paper, the problem is addressed of designing a photo
graphic experiment for the Shroud of Turin Crom the point of view 
of the ultimate use or those photographs as elements of a multi
faceted structure of physical evidence, historical record, conjecture 
and deduction which has been under construction by secular and 
theological scholars, over the years, to establish the true place of this 
relic in church history. The paper is written with the realization that 
many excellent and carefully conceived photographs have been taken 
in the past for the purpose of documenting the physical appearance 
of the Shroud and for the purpose of making accurate records of the 
Shroud's visual presence available to the scholars who pursue its 
understanding. 

It is not intended, in suggesting that a new set of photographic 
images is necessary, to in any way detract from the value o( the 
exi5ting images or the diligence and expertise of previous photo
graphers. On the contrary, the expertness, care and consideration 
which was indicated (for example) by the documentation supporting 
the photography performed during the most recent scientific 
examination Of the shroud in 1973 was both gratifyjng and impres
sive. Instead, what will be outlined below are the guid~lines for a set 
of Shroud photographic images specifically oriented toward sub· 
sequent image analysis, evaluation and enhancement techniques, 
many of which involve the use of digital somputer tec"~-

The nature of such images, and in particular the supporting in
fonnation describing the conditions under which the images were 
obtained and developed, is in most particulars different (and more 

d1•111nndinM) for imnMt'S with thb llll\•ndl'(l UM• thun It I• for lllln~1,. 
whollll lntondcd us1• Iii for h1111111n vlnu111i1.nlltln. ' f'huft, "lvun thn brand 
rnllKtl or llOliSibililil'I for lho n•nJizntion or nl•W fnformutfon nbuut th~ 
•hrourl by lhc use or contemporary image processing tcchni11ut .. (111 

lurmntion such M thot rclnting lho intensity or st11inl111< lo duth/ 
body so1111ralion ns reported in several papers by John Jut•kson 1111d 
I r11 Jumper), il would seem that there is high polcnllal ror lh1• con 
111111od renliiation or factual "building blocks" for the structure ut 
!lhroud scholarship through the use or such image n111~ysis conto1il.ll 
11111 capnbilities. Further, this potcnlial can be mado manifest by tho 
vn1lnbility of photographic images of the Shroud which were 
lll'Ciricnlly created in the light or the requirements pre-imposud by 

thu c?ncoptual and mathematical nature or the image procci;slnu 
• chn1ques and by the operational requirements or devices which aro 

u 1•11 lo convert the Shroud images from visual rorm to n rorm 
ullublc for computer input and manipulation. 

In lhe light of the above principle, the body of thls paper will 
ru .. 1 oulline the basic requirements for images intended for sob
••c111ont manipulation by image processing techniques. FollowinR 
llila, in 11 more or less "1rrab bag" fashion, the nature or sovornl 
· 111.-cts or the Shroud image will be sketched out, where imago en
hnn~cmcnl and. ~n~ysis pr?cesses might be. of value in the crystru
l\1.11llon of spcc1f1c information or tho resolution of speci(ic questions 
houl the Shroud. 

Creating Photographs for Subsequent Image Analysis 

In the design or a photographic experiment whose results will 
lw Rubsequontly analyzed by various image analysis techniques, three 
h11~fc chnrnctcristics or the obtained photographic negatives must be 
ronsidercd in the light of the functional requirements of the con
lmnpl~ted analysis concepts: (1) The spatial resolution must be 
n11Llnuzed; (2) the photographic (silver) density vs. intensity or re
lll'c.te<! light contrast resolution of the developed image must be 
<>pllmized; and (3) there must be a reliable, accurate and consistent 
wny to quontitat~vely. relate. the P?int-by-point photographic donsi~ 
lo the reClccted light mtens1ty - ideally as a (unction or the spoctr 
content of the reflected energy. 

Wit? regard to the first factor listed above, (spatial resolution), 
tho m~mum resolution possible, in principle, to obtain from the 
Shroud nnage can be considered to be limited by the diameter (about 
0.01 inches) of the threads used lo weave the Shroud cloth. For 
Image enhancement techniques which seek to filter out or mitigate 



the interference and di~torlioos or fine detail• """""'" by the weave 
pattem, on the order of ten samples of tho sr111th1l n•llcctivity pro~ile 
across a single thread will be required in order to 11d..,quntely describe 
this profile (so that its light modulation pattern can be eliminated). 
A reasonable value for the sampling aperture size or a device used to 

~ convert the photographic image into computer compatible Corm is 
0.001 inches; noise problems due to rilm grain begin to arise for 
apertures smaller than this. Thus, it would appear, that one-to-~>ne 
closeups should be optimum for resolving the maximum p0SS1bl~ 
detail present in the Shroud image; i.e., at thjs one-to-One magm
fication an aperture 0.001 inches in diameter, sampled every 0.001 
inches ~cross the film, will resolve 11 single thread of 0 .01 inches in 
diameter into the required ten discrete measurements across its 
diameter. 

The second factor (contrast resolution) listed above involves the 
ability to quantitatively distinguish small changes in the reflectivity 
of the Shroud's surface. Two major areas are involved in optimizing 
this factor. The first involves the spectral characteristics of the light 
reflected, point-by-point, by the Shroud itself; while the second. in
volves the response of the film to that ligh t in terms of the formation 
or photographic (silver grain) density, as governed by tho exposure 
and processing (development) of the exposed photographic emulsion. 
It is recommended that the Shwud be photographed with black and 
white film, using filters for spectral differentiation, rather than with 
color Cilm. 'l'he reasons for this have to do with the dicriculty of 
determining density/reflected light intensfty relationships from color 
Cilm; they will not be discussed in this paper. 

To optimize the inherent contrast-quality of the light spectrum 
reflected by the Shroud image, it is very useful to perform a spectral
radiometric analysis of the light reflected by the Shroud from various 
regions of interest, given that the light incident on the Shroud is that 
light under which it will be photograpbedJThis analysis will indicate 
the spectral content of the light reflectedfby the Shroud - i.e., the 
intensity of reflected energy as a function of wavelength from the 
background (unstained cloth), Crom regions containing the body 
image, and from bloodstain regions. With this information, the 
characteristics can be inferred for spectral bandpass filters which will 
selectively block or attenuate light from the body image or blood· 
stain regions while passing light reflected from the background. (In 
essence, the required filters will transmit primarily the spectral 
complements, or "opposites" of the spectra of the regions under in
vestigation. This technique is akin to using a yellow filter (the com
plement or blue} when attempting to enhance the contrast of whitish 

cloud• a~nin•t • bh11• 'ky h.ickamuntl, the· hm·i!Kmund halu la 
ullc>nunte•d re•lutivu to liwht from lhf' duud re•11ionH, t hua 1nrrc"'""'ll 
tilt' l'lnud/bncki:round contrnHt In a blnck nncl white phul0Mrrt11h). 

'l'o aJislsl proc~>11.qinM lhc cxp()ll(!d films, it would lw Utk•ful to 
lea-. r~ftdini:s of the maximum and minimum omount or li11hl, ofln 
11 ... rtlwrs, from t.hc region in tho camera field of view. 1'hl~ infur 
m~tion, coupled with sonsitomctric step wedges, will oxpeditu the• 
ofc•t,,rminulion of film development pnrnmulen; which ploUt• llH' 
•l•·n•itlrs created by film response lo light reflected by the imago in 
11> 0 11ptimnl (linear) portion of the film densitylloR (expo.~ure•) 
" -11m1St> rnnge. 

'rite third factor listed above (density/reflected light intensity 
· 11lbrntion) is in some respects the most important in that no Rlt•p~ 
••·11 taken in previous photographic coverages oC t.he Shroud tu 
, unit recovery of t.his very important kind or information. It is 11 
ro·lut 1vcly straight forward process to obtain tho required calibrntion 
111rormntion, and it is an essential ingredient ror many subsequent 
1111.~1· 11n11lyses, including t.he determination of the existence or 11 

oat i1Wnt relationship between the intensity of body image or 
hloodsluin coloration (as manifest by the in tensity of light rerlcctcd 
rrom thl' imnge) and the cloth/body separation or a shroud presumed 
lo 111' draped over a prone body - per the initial research of John 
1•1 k"'l-On and Eric Jumper, for example. 

•ro nccomplish the required calibration, with a reasonable 
1h•11roe of pl'(lcision, it is simply required to focus the camera, with 
111v fillers in place, on a background region of the cloth that is rroc 
from spots, stains, blemishes, etc., and to make an exposure that is 
lcfe•nlical to the exposure which has been determined ror the image il
oolr. The (high) film density created by this exposure corresponds 

tu l 00% Lrnnsmission - i.e., no attenuation due to body image or 
bloodstain. Following thjs exposure, a series of known shorter ex
"" ures (varying either exposure Lime, f-stop or both) should be 
1.1kon, dividing the dynamic range (of reflected light intensity) of the 
·•lucted im11gc region into 10-20 increments on a logarithmic scu lo. 
l'ht• (lower) film densities (after development) corresponding to 
1he se exposures thus determine the reflection of an image point or 
th< same density: The reflection ratio is simply the ratio of the 
1•rroctive exposure time to achieve the same calibration density as the 
unufle point density, divided by the exposure time for the actuul 
unoi:e (which was also the time for the 100% transmission calibration 
• xposure). It should be noted that this simple calibration technique 
d11pcnds, in principle, on the assumption that the body image or 
bloodstain image is everywhere t he same "color" in tho sense thut 



relative spectral light proCilcs nre consLlmL from onu point to onothor. 
Thus, the visually observed shad ing:; are due cssen~hilly to ~ari.a~ions 
in intensity of staining which are not accompanted by s1gniL1cant 
changes in the spectral content. 

It should be reiterated that the parameter resulting Crom the 
calibration process described above is related to the intensi~ o~ light 
(energy/area) r~flected by the (cloth) hackgroun~ itself. '!'hlS kind o[ 
information must ultimately be related to the microscopic character
istics of the image (concentration of light absorbing substance, etc.) 
which actually determine the point-b:'{-point reflectivity of .the 
Shroud material. Thus, the reflectivity calibration process pr~v1des 
an important means to link the visually observable macro-scale image 
to the micro-scale structure which determines the observed 
appearance. It is through the very process of relating the .observed 
image to the physical characteristics of a contemplated m1cro«ale 
staining or coloration mechanism that the actual nature of the 
formation of the image on the Shroud may perhaps be unde.rstood. 
From this point of view, the overall process of u!lderstandmg the 
formation of the Shroud image bas three basic elements: a 
mechanism for modifying the light reflecting properties of the clot~ 
fibers; a means for creating a spatial-intensity pattern of su~h ~od1-
fication· and the response of this spatial-intensity pattern to mcident 
light (i.~., the visually observed or photographically recorded image). 

Image Analysis Possibilities 

Photographic images obtained as described above will admit to a 
wide variety of subsequent image processing techni.ques designed ~o 
extract or enhance various aspects of the Shroud image. To begm 
with, comparison of film density measured (by digital micro
densitometric systems) between points on the Shroud image and 
equivalent density measured on a calibration exposure will permit 
direct conversion from photographic density to the physically mean
ingful parameter, cloth image reflectivity. A quantitative trans
formation of the point-by-point photographic density of the Shroud, 
to the point-by-point reflectivity should be a valuable data base for 
researches {such as those of Jackson and Jumper) seeking to under
stand the mechanism by which the Shroud imprint occurred. 

On another level the photographic data shou Id facilitate 
attempts to enhance the most fine detail of the Shroud image by 
making possible the use of techniques which will elimina~e the weave 
pattern from close up images, while leaving intact other mformation 
now distorted by the reflected light modulation introduced by the 

w1•nv1•. 'l'vchnlqu o~ to nr.hlov<• lh1n onh11nru11111nt lnvolv11 n 111111111 
111.11knl 111111rnnoh known :is di11itnl rillurin". 'l'hu m()Hl comnum Im 
pl t•mtonlnLion or lhis uppronoh involves lllJCrutlun~ ()n I h11 two 
1lln1t111Rlonnl P'ourier (rnnsrorm of lhu imn110. (1"nr those not knnw 
1. tl~1111blc or l~ourier lrnnsrom1 leohniciues, tho 11·ourior lrnnsrorrn in 
• ••nro lronts 1111 imuge as though il wore oompoood or n ~up1•r· 
unrionud soquencc of spatiul waves or different fr11quonuie$ wh111M.• 
• 11·•1~ 11nd troughs oil.her augment or counternct each olhcr nt ouch 
lmn11l' 11oint, in such a way that the net wave amplitude (ll~ht int.on· 
11y) nL ooch point is Lhat seen by the eye or measured by an in 
1rumont).\ To achieve elimination or the weave pattern modulutlon , 

11111 Fourier transform of this pattern is obtained (irom a phologr1111h 
nl 11 ncm-imaged portion oC the Shroud) and the spatial freciucn1•y 
11.111 1•rn due to the weave is then eliminated rrom the Fourier t ronR- l 
form or the image region whose enhancement is desired~Tho riltcrcd j 
I nurior transform of the image can then he converted bnck to tho 
nornllll spatial representation result ing in an image wi th the wcnvo 
•·rtl•cts eliminated or diminished. · 

Ono candidate region for the enhancement operation is I ho 
1••11ion around the eyes. According to Jackson, the eye region shows 
1 lw imnge o( what may perhaps be coins placed over the closed eyCll 
11r~ording to ancient J ewish burial custom. H this region oould be 
l'lnrlfiod, perhaps surricient detail could be seen to permit a (lnttem 
r1•l'<>l!llition experiment to be performed to determine ir the disc· 
•h ;m~d objects over the eyes were indeed similar to coins known to 
h11vo existed during the time of Christ's life. At the very least, if 
llw od~os of the disc-like objects over the eyes can be clarified by re
moval or the weave distort ion, it may be possible to determine 
whether tl1ey are smoothly round (suggesting coins) or more irtegular 
(Huugesting potsherds perhaps) . 

In addition to Uie technique described above, there are a variety 
or other methods for "sharpening" images which can act either In 
<'tmjunction with or independently from digital filtering methods. -
l•'or example, a powerful class of edge enhancement processes involve 
Hu per-imposing the so-called Laplacian* of the image on the original 
111111gc. The Laplacian is a measure o"f bow quickly the spati1d inten· 
Nity b'fadient of the image changes; thus it has a sudden eJCtremc 
IVherever the image has a local minimum or maximum in intensity. 
Physiological research on the eye indicates that its response to image 
fields is similar to the Luplacian response; thus images processed by 

"' a"R + a"R ax""" arr- , where R is the imago tcOcctivity. 



the Laplaclan operation tend to huv~ n v~,11 .1llv 111'1' but nntur.11 
appearance, particularly when the La1>lacinn 1mnw1· •• huper-imposcd 
011 the original. 

There are obviously many portions of tho image which would 
benefit from removal of the visual "interference" of the weave 
texture and from edge enhancement or sharpening operations. Thus, 
it would appear that a serious eCfort along th is line would have 
potentially high value if it could be brought to fruition. 

Another large class of image enhancement techniques involves 
the enhancement of contrast in regions where intensity variations are 
subtle. Previously reported work by Devan, Jackson and Jumper has 
shown some examples of' contrast enhancement designed to improve 
the visual information quality of the image. An interesting 
opportunity for another Corm of contrast manipulation exists in the 
light of establishment of a relationship between image intensity and 
cloth/body separation. lf s1tch a relationship can be quantitatively 
established,_ it will then be possible to systematically modify the 
measured Shroud reflectivities so that they visually highlight any 
existing sculptural quality or the image in a manner similar to the 
natural reflection of light from a thi:ee-dimensional surface. 

Still another type of analysis would seem to be interesting in 
the light of questions about the mechanism of image formation on 
Lhe Shroud. This analysis is termed texture analysis since it is related 
to what the eye generally calls texture. More technically, texture 
analysis involves the determination of certain statistics or an image in 
terms of the spatial arrangement of different levels of re!lectivity. 
To compute these statistics, the image is thresholded (each point on 
the image is assigned either a " yes" or a "no" value depending on 
whether its intcn~ty is above or below the threshold level) at various 
levels. The thresholded image is then analyzed to determine tho 
statistical distribution or "run lengths" - i.e., of the total image, 
how many "yes" values occur one in a row, two in a row, three in a 
row, etc. T he statistics or these run length distributions then permit 
subtle distinct ions to be made between surface texture qualities such 
as roughness/smoothness, regularity/irregularity, etc. 

Texture analysis can be used to shed light on such questions as: 
Were the bloodstained regions formed by the same process that 
formed the body image? How does the side image relate to the front 
and back images? Are the textural distinctions between hair, beard 
and rtesh regions consistent with true characteristics, or are the tex
tures "artifical" (implying some Conn of imprinting)? As in the case 
of Fourier transform techniques, the texture analysis must be pe.r
fonned independently of the overrid ing texl;ure imposed by the 

.,.,.,, • .,. Tiu, •• r1•nilih 11r.-11111plhh1'tl by ur.inw thv tc·~tu1" 1t• tl ll<1 
or 11 l1111·kuround porllun of llw doth u- u 111~"" from wh l!' h tu 
nwrumru lhooo stntistlcfi ror tho imn111: rc11inn u mlor Nlutly, 

' l'lw "grob bug" or imouc unhoncomcnl technl<11w~ ~11rn m11rl~1·<1 
•hove r1•11rt•S('nl~. or coul'liC, only o "enewl indknllon or lhl' rnn~·· of 
fH>!ISibilitil>s for the l'll traction of new visual clues lo Lhr tru1• nntun• 
nl the Shroud or Turin. This paper has nllcm11Led to outline sonw or 
lh11 desinn criteria ftlr n phoLoi.rrnphlc experiment whooo results will 
rudlilntc the search for such clues through the use of imugc nnnh•1I• 
h•l'hniqucs. It is intended that the thoughts and concepts di.o;c1u• ... '<I 
obovc serve as a skeleton - one which will be " fleshed out" by tlll' 
ln lorn<:tion of these ideas and those of others interested In continn ln11 
11rourcss toward the solu tion or the puzzle of the Shroud or 'l'urin. 



l'ost Conreruncu Not« 

By way of assistllnce to Shroud rescarch~ns contemplating Lhe 
ways in which improved knowledge or the vi.~ual properties of the 
Shrou..: might be related lo their hypotheses, it may be beneficial to 
establish the conceptual distinction between two terms sometimes 
used (imprecisely) synonymously within the image processing 
vocabu lary. Th6se two terms are image enhancement {often referred 
to as image processing), and image analysis. 

The operational differences between the two phrases are 
actually considerable: Image enhancement rerers to the creation of a 
new image, following operations on the original image, which is in 
some respect more suitable for human visualization - typically 
through the removal of distracting, non-informative features 
(generically referred to as "noise"), the sharpening of blurred or in
distinct edges, or the exaggeration of subtle dirrerences in grey shade 
or color value. The digital filtering (Fourier transform) process and 
the Laplacian edge sharpening process discussed above are examples 
of image enhancement operations. Image analysis, on the other 
hand, involves the measurement of some property of the image, 
often in relationship to the physical process which created that 
property. The result of an image-analytic operation is therefore 
generally a measurement or number. In some ca.<;CS, this number may 
quantize an image feature which has a qualitative visual counterpart. 
For example, the eye distinguishes between sharp or blurred edges; 
image analysis measures how sharp an edge is in terms of how 
quickly the grey shade or color value which defines the "visual" 
edge changes over a given spatial distance on the photograph. 
Similarly, as discussed above, the eye qualirics textures as rough or 
smooth, regular or irreb'lllar, etc; image analysis permits comparative 
measurement of how rough, regular, etc. one image region is with re
spect to another region. 

It would perhaps be beneficial in terms of clarifying the 
communication between scholars of other disciplines and those in
volved in image processing and analysis to keep the above distinction 
in mind. Thus, as hypotheses are developed which have possible 
manifestations in the visual properties of the Shroud image, it would 
be helpful for the author of such a hypothesis to ask the self-directed 
question, "would it help me to see something in the image more 
clearly, and/or do I require that some characteristic or the image be 
in some manner established quantitatively (oven though I'm not sure 
what form that quantization might take)?" It is this author's 
opinion that the image processing scientists will be better able to 

""'" lhtt Shroud rt·.,,·nrch communlly Ir llw ronccptA 11utlh11'<I """v" 
"' .1ppli;•d whrn tho rrprodudlon5 or tlw Shroud lmoi:l· lo Ill' k11111ly 

11rov11l1'<l by M5gr. Ricci ond \is Pntrizi nre revicw1•d to ;·~tahh-11 
,,..,·irir nrcas o_r interest ror high resolution photo111nphy inwnd1'tl 

Cur •Ubscqucnt image enhancement and/or nnolysis. 



COMPU'rER-AIDED IMAGE ENllANCEMl·:NT AND ANALYSIS 

By D. 11. Janney 

The entire world has been fascinated by the photographs re
turned to earth from the unmanned landing on Mars. In clarity these 
pictures rival those obtainable by conventional photography of 
terrestrial landscapes. The casual viewer may not realize that the 
photographic data as originally returned to earth lacked this clarity. 
T he clarity was restored on earth by the use of digital image pro
cessing. This processing operati~n can include many ~pes of ~~ni
pulations of the photographic image, all performed m the digital 
computer. Some of the simpler operations produce results similar to 
those obtainable with standard darkroom techniques; others require 
a detailed analysis or the image data in order to determine a suitable 
processing routine. 

Figure 1 shows the fundamental components or a digital image 
processing system. An input image must be reduced to digital form, 
i.e., a series or numbers within the computer, and finally redisplayed 
as a picture for visual perception. Figure 1 shows the initial 
reduction of an image to a series of numbers being performed with a 
densitometer. This device measures the photographic darkness, or 
density, or the image at a very large number of points spaced on a 
rectangu lar grid in the manner of a checkerboard. The density value 
of each checkerboard square is often known as a pixel (picture 
element). The pixels which cover the entire image become the series 
or numbers which are manipulated within the computer during 
digital image processing. The series may be transported to the com
puter by any convenient method, but is shown here as being carried 
on a magnetic tape. Once the data series is .in the computer, the 
possible operations on it are limited only by the imagination of the 
computer programmer. Following the numerical operations a new 
series of pix els is written on a second magnetic tape. Th is new series 

11•111 .... ..,11.1thr11r11<·1 ... ~·d nnn111• whirh n1n tlwn b" tliiiplny1'<l Cur viounl 
rwr~upllun. The dL~pluy, or n·~1u1-~trurtlun, mny t.1k1• plucc un nny ur 
11 number or dirrercnl typcK or h11rtlw11rc. ' l'lw h1111u1·~ to h11 1•1111 
•ltlt•rt•d In this report were 1111 dillplnycd using tl1c grnytont! 011tl1111 or 
• computer output microfilm device. ThMC devices ncl.'cpt nutnl'lirnl 
dula (pixels in this instance) and display the dnt.i n.s n piclun• on • 
tulw similnr to n te levision picture Lube. This picture L~ phntn· 
11r11phcd in order Lo obtain a permanent record or the r>rorc~ul 
l111a11c. 

.... ,.. - -... --- -,.,. 
Figure 1. Schematic or data (low In dJgltal Image pro· 

cessmg. 

·... 

It is to be noted that tl1e hypothetical image being processed in 
~'igure 1 begins as a ghost-like shape with rounded comers ond 
becomes a stick figure with sharp features. At one time this typo or 
operation w~ c~n~idered universally useful for m11king ohscul'C 
features readily v1s1ble. A qualitative description of this procci;s, 
often known as a "high-Crequency boost" can be found elsewhoro.l 

Unfortunately, virtu,ally all practical experience tells us thnt 
though there are some drnmatic successes with a simple high
frequcncy boost._ more often it is necessary to control image noise in 
some manner prior to the boost or possibly simultaneously with it. 
The term "noise" is used here to mean any of several undesirable 
im~ge Coatures. . In t he case or the Shroud, two obvious typos or 
nolS~ from the viewpoint of t he image processor ai:e the image of tho 
fabric weave and the prominent "scars" such as the line across the 
bottom of the chin. Since these features are extraneous to the 
de~ired informati?n content or the image, we consider them to bo 
noise. Further, since they are of the same general size as the obscure 



details which we might wish to make visible (or to "onhnnce"), it 1s 
known both theoretically and from experience that a high-frequency 
boost will accentuate them along with any obscure features which 
are being sought. This accentuation or noise is not only undesirable 
from an aesthetic viewpoint, it may totally obscure desired features. 
There are standard methods for preferentially enhancing desired 
features while attempting to suppress noise structure. These have yet 
to be tried extensively 11t LASL on the Shroud images. 

The work by this writer at the Los Alamos Scientific Labora· 
tory has been devoted primarily to nonstandard methods or re
moving the most gross noise reaturcs from the image, in the belief 
that this removal by preprocessing would be required before the 
more standaro methods could be used successfully for control of 
residual noise. It is known that a sharp change in adjacent pixel 
values such as occur along the edge of the chin "scar" will severely 
corrupt any enhancement process. This writer's immediate objective 
thus became the task of filling in the scar regions by a procedure of 
smearing into it typical pixel values from adjacent regions. Note that 
this process does not add any new information to the image, it only 
smooths disturbingly abrupt changes in pixel values so that subse
quent processing can proceed more satisfactorily. 

One can think of many ways or performing the smearing into 
the scar region. It was desired to develop a method which would re
quire no modification for use on different parts of the Shroud, but 
which would not excessively smear the desired image at any position. 

The method reported here involved first smearing the entire 
image. Note that this can be done as the reverse of a high-frequency 
boost; that is, it can be done as a high-frequency suppression. The 
smeared image is then compared pixel by pixel with the original 
image. If the pixel values differ by more than an empirically selected 
factor, the pixel of tho original is defined as belonging to the scar and 
is replaced with a pixel from the smeared image. If the difference is 
less than this factor, the original pixel is left unaltered. Thus it was 
believed that much of the image would not be changed, but that the 
regions of scars and similar appearing image defects would be filled 
in with pixels representative of a small surrounding region. This 
procedure has not been entirely successful. Either a new procedure 
is needed, or "smarter" tests to difierentiate acceptable image 
regions from defective image regions are needed. If the criterion of 
pixel-by-pixel similarity is made too stringent, aU pixels look like 
noise to this procedure and the entire original image is replaced by 
the smeared image. If the criterion is relaxed, the acceptable 
portions of the original image are preserved, but the boundaries of 

•hr· M'hrll nl't' 11l110 rrn-.crvod. t•:xamplt•• 11r work w1lh thla 111un11l11nt 
'" •hown In Flr.uroR 2 lhrou"h '1. Spuc fi~• cQnct•minM thu nunwrlunl 
11 '1y•11 or thLw fi11un.'tl Collow. 

Figure 2. Image after Tukey Oltering and histogram 
equalization. 

Figure 3. Blurred version or imac•· 



Figure 4. hnngc with Limited Nonstandard Noise 
Control. 

Figure 2 differs only slightly from the original. Standard 
methods only of noise control and contrast enhancement have b~n 
applied. Noise control at this point. was w!th a Tukey ~ o~ me~hal 
value, filter. In this fi lter, each pixel ts examined along with its e1~ht 
nearest neighbor pixels. The median value from the to~ of n!ne 
pixels is assigned to the pixel position being processed. Th ts ~ou bne 
is sometimes useful for removing isolated noisey pixels, but did very 
little for this image. Next., the Tukey-filtered image has had its con
trast stretched with a routine of histogram equalfaation. This routine 
is based on a statistical analysis of the distribution of pixel values 
from the entire image. For an image of the type considered here, it 
is sufficient to note that this procedure stretches most or the range of 
photographic densities, but compresses the extremely high and ex· 
tremely low densities into very narrow ranges. Thus, most of the 
image is contrast-stretched, but at the expense of the extremes ?f t!1e 
original. For the Shroud image this procedure has served to give m· 
creased contrast to image and noise alike. Figure 2 is the result of 
Tu key filtering followed by histogram equalization. 

Figure 3 is a blurred image created from Figure 2. Fo~ creating 
the blur, each pixel of Figure 2 was replaced by the sum of 1ts~lf and 
a fraction of each of many neighborhood pixels. As each neighbor· 
hood pixel is further removed from the pixel being replaced, a 
smaller fraction of the neighborhood pixel is added into the 
summation. The reader versed in optics will recognize thi.> operation 
as being similar to photographing Figure 2 wit.ha camera whlch bas a 
large point spread function. For convenience, the fraction of each 
... : ..... 1 ..... t..- _..1..1.~1 ... .... ~ftr: ....... ..1 h~· ... r ......... ; ..... th ... 11 ,.\., ,,.,..,..\ ... "' .......... _..,.. ,. . 

lhu 11ixcl b11lnK ro11lur1·d A1111in, thu cn111t1r11·orfonted r11Hdur will 11nt11 
that this operation ia equivalunt to 111111umin11 that tho cnmt•ra hM a 
Gaut.Sinn point spread function. For Fi1111ro 3, the Oauflllnn WH 
..... ..urned to h11vo n standard deviation or npproximately 1/4 mm. In 
considering tho meaning of this number, note that the entire ac1nn!•d 
image was 15.4 mm square on 35 mm film. 

Figure 4 is the image formed from tho pixel-to-pixel compnrlaon 
nf Figures 2 nnd 3. Where the two Images differed by more thnn 
30%, the pixel or Figure 2 was replaced by a pixel from 1rib'Uro 3. 
Otherwise it was not altered. As noted previously, this procedure 
needs substantial improvement as a preprocessor to image onhnnco· 
mont. 

It is of interest to speculate upon the Cu tu re of image procetiSlna 
tor work on the Shroud images. Previous work by Jumpcr2 hl\s 
demonstrated that computer image enhancement can be used to 
make obscure features or the image more readily visible. The present 
work was directed toward noise reduction in the empirically rounded 
belief that further enhancement without a major noise control effort 
wou ld be doomed to failure. Though the present work wus only 
partially successful, it is certain that more clever schemes could bu 
devised. Some schemes would be intuitive, based on plausibility 
arguments, others would be based on statistical analyses or lhc 
image. Following succesful noise control, it is believed that further 
enhancement for the finding of faint details would be possible. 

Any new photography or the Shroud should be done with 
photographic materials of very wide latitude; i.e., a wide range of 
brightness values should be recorded, even though the entire image 
then sometimes appeatS "flat." Once the wide range is on Cilm the 
information can be extracted by computer-aided techniques or by 
clever darkroom techniques. This statement leads to ideas con· 
cerning data extraction from the image which are not related to 
classical enhancement. Once the complete brightness information is 
in the computer it is possible not only to process it for purposes or 
enhancement, it is also possible to extract quantitative measurements 
at selected points, or along selected lines. This information obtained 
at various positiorts relative to the anatomical features of the image 
would be added data with which various hypotheses concerning 
initial image formation could be tested. 

Lastly, it must be noted that color image analysis may have a 
useful role in any investigation of the Shroud image. One extreme of 
color analysis would req uire obtaining data in a number of carefully 
chosen narrow color bands from which it would be possible to 
deduce the molecu lar properties oC the image material. ll this study 



were lo be undertaken, considerable care tihould be exercised in 
measuring the spectral characteristics or both tho illuminating light 
and the reflected light. Another potentially useful Conn of color 
photography would use colored filters for photography on black and 
white film. This family or photographs would have a more limited 
potential for use in molecular analyses, but it is known from other 
work that sometimes appropriate combinations of images taken with 
different colors or light can be useful for making obscure details 
more readily visible. These combinations can be fonned in the com
puter Crom the individual photographs. 

Conventional colored photography, though of great value as a 
popular record of the Shroud image, is probably of limited utility in 
the scientific extraction or image data. A notable exception to this 
statement might be possible if the colored film were to have spectral 
characteristics matched to the light reflected by the Shroud image. 
For th is reason, it could he useful to photograph the Shroud with a 
large number of commcrically available color films during its 
exposure to view. Except for the value of such images for public 
appreciation, this study should be given lower priority than the 
others noted above. 

In summary, computer treatment of photographs of the Shroud 
image can be expected to yield added image detail. Unfortunately, 
the image defects arising from the weave of the Shroud itself, as well 
as centuries of abuse, will limit the gains in image quality which can 
be made. Simply photographing the image under carefully con
trolled conditions of lighting and photographic technique will give 
images from which much potentially useful data can be extracted, 
aside Crom any consideration of enhancement possibilities. 

lo. H. Janney, B. It. llunL nnd R. K. Zeigler, "Conccpia of ltndin 
graphic Image BnhanccmenL," Materials !::valuation. Vol. 30, p11. l 91> 
ff, September, 1972. 

2Eric Jumper, private communication. 



DIGITAL ENllANCEMt;N'l'OF IMAGES 
OF T llE S HROUD OF TURlN 

By J. J. Lorre and D. J. Lynn 

I. Background 

In the Spring or 1976, we were approached by Tom Dolle or 
the Chtist Brotherhood of Santa Fe, New Mexico and introduced to 
the subject ol' the Shroud of 'l'urin. He was wondering whether some 
or the same techniques which had been used here at the Image Pro
cessing Laboratory of the Jct Propulsion Laboratory to enhance and 
analyze images of Earth, Mars, Venus, Mercury and other celestial 
objects might be successfully applied to images of the S hroud. We 
were interested and expressed a desire to see if there was something 
we might do. 

Subsequent correspondence with Father Pel.er Rinaldi of the 
Holy Shroud Guild and Dr. John J ackson resulted in a visit with us 
by Dr. Jackson. After discussions regarding the availability or data 
and what might be done, Dr. Jackson provided us with photographic 
negatives and slides of the Shroud. These photographs were scanned 
and put into digital form for subsequent computer enhancement and 
analysis. 

It should be noted that this was an effort undertaken by the 
authors in their spare time and was not supported or endorsed by the 
J et Propulsion Laboratory or NASA. However, because of the 
potential scientific and historic significance of the Shroud, we were 
able to use existing facilities on a non-interference basis. This effort 
was also undertaken at a time when we were deeply involved in the 
Viking Mission to Mars, so there was not much spare time available. 
Thus, the resul ts presented here represent a very limited investi
gation. 

II l11trodu<t1011 

ll1~11nl 1mufll' nrncussinu duals with llw 11111ni1111l11ti011 by l'tim 
11u1"r nf two dimcnslonul nrrny8 <ir dntn. Vlsu11l lmu11ory, lwr11u~· It 

· 11m11riood of s11utiully orgunizcd inronnollon, is ideally ~uitcd for 
n• 1•1111·nl in a computer. Tl11s docs nol mean how~vcr, that th1• 

m1111wr npprcciales the subiect in question or lhut it ., nble to 
· 11w1111.1• un event or characteristic which 11 person, for u vurmty or 

onM, mlghL conRidcr sii,'Tlificant. It is LIH1fi important to roalizo 
"ot llw human eye-brain processor L~ tJ1e key ingredient in tlw 
"· qm•llve process and t.hal the computer is merely an aid in 11n> 
•llln~ lnrom1ation to the eye. 

J'lw nbove is noted to point out thnt the computer invcsti
ll•llnn descri bed heroin was in no way concerned with tho nuthon-
11 •h origin or even the subject of the Shroud. Our cffurts were 

1. I~ uimed al extracting and displaying as much infonnation aboul 
II 111111uc on the Shroud as we could. 

SpPrirically t he objectives or t he investigution can bo divided in
'" lwo 1·utegorics: 

I\. To enhance various characteristics of the image in order tu 
present to the eye as much detailed structure of lhe imugo 
on the Shroud as possible, and 

11. •ro reveal any information about the intrinsic structure or 
the image which might ind icate the way in whit·h it wus 
formed. 

Ill l'rm•essing Environment 

'l'hore were three distinct steps in producing the pk•turcs pre· 
ntt•d here. The first step consisted of transfonning the phol~>-
111hic images to an array of numbers which could be read and mani-

11lnt1•d by the digital computer. This transformation was accom
•llhl11•1I by scanning each film using a Boller and Ch ivcns PDS 
• 11111i11u microdensitometer, and recording the resulting dii:itul image 
•II 11111i:nctic tape. 'l' he scans produced images up to 2000x2000 

, • turo clements (pixels) with the transmittance or density of the 
Im di"itized to 8 bits (256 discreet levels). 

'l'he second step consisted of processing the images on the IBM 
1110/66 computer o r the Image Processing Labora tory (IPL). T his 

1 umputc1· hardware 1111d software system was developed by 'IPL to 
u1111ort the Planetary Exploration Program of NASA, and is totally 

cl1•dit·uwd to digital image processing. In this system, a digital image 
111n be modified serially by any number of different algorithms at 



the experimenter's discretion until the cumulative desired orrect on 
the image is achieved. 

The third step consisted or recording the output digital image 
on film. In this process, each display element on the Cilm is exposed 
in proportion to the digital value or the corresponding digital picture 
element. This Cilm image is then developed and printed in standard 
photographic fashion. Color images req uired a fourth step wherein 
black and white separation transparencies were combined with 
colored ligh t to produce an additive color image. 

Each picture is bordered by tic marks which represent five 
pixels. Large marks indicate 100 pixel intervals. At the bottom or 
each picture is a descriptive label wh ich indicates what the image 
represents, something about the way it was scanned and the various 
algorithms used to produce the output image. 

The algorithms chosen for the various enhancements presented 
here were spatially invariant, i.e., they were impartial algorithms 
which performed the same logical process on the data irrespective of 
location in the image. Using these types or algorithms, certain 
regions of an image might he modified more than other picture re
gions, hut this would he due solely to the local nature or the data 
and not to any bias on the part of the analyst. This constraint was 
applied in order to prevent the analyst from biasing the results based 
on a prejudgement as to what structure was important and what was 
not. 

Each of the algorithms used is described in the Appendix. 
'l'hose who wish a more technical description of a process may refer 
to that section. 

IV. Results 

A. Simple Enhancements 

Figure 1 shows the entire body impression on the Shroud. 
The left half of the picture shows the back of the figure and the right 
half shows the front of the figure. In an attempt to bring out floe 
detail, the image of Figure 1 was high pass filtered to enhance 
features smaller than about 31 picture elements. The resulting 
version can be seen as Figure 2. 

Only fine detail is enhanced by this filter. Especially noticeable 
nre short linear marks, often with small spots along them which 
appear on the back of the figure and long linear features which run 
the entire length of the Shroud. These latter appear to follow the 
weave of the cloth and are evident both on and oCf the figure. 

Slightly contrast enhanced vetsion of the scanned and dlf1IU1ed 
image or lhe Shroud. 



Figure 2. High pass filtered and contrast enhanced •ersion or the image in 
figure 1. This enhancement brings out featu~ or th• dimensions 
or the niter (31x31 pixels) or smalfer. 

In addition, it appears that the massive blemishes due to burn 
marks have a soft density fall-orr. This is import.ant because the 
many dense, small features in the water marks and the figure are 
well-defined and <!_o !!.OJ haye sort cd~is would lend to indicate 
a different mechanism Cir formation. 

Figures 3 and 4 show a false relief map which is produced by 
replacing the image with its directional derivative. This type or 
directional fil ter displays the gradients in intensity in one direction 
and 1:ives Lhe illusion of side-lighting. The two figures differ in that 
the orientation or the derivative is 45° clockwise from horizontal in 
Figure 3 and 45° counterclockwise from horizontal in Figure 4. 
Thus, each image can be expected to contain detail which the other 
does not have, as can be seen by the image of the hands in each. 

W n \\ These two figures probably contain the best display of rine structure 
J\ • t? \ produced in this investigation. 1 t is interesting to note that except 

for structure such as the hands, Figures 3 and 4 contain about the 
same amount of information. Thus, the data does not appear to be 
directionally oriented. 

t• I 

t \If• I 

l'lw result or opplying n Derivative F'llle r 111 a direction <lf>U cl<>c k 
WI'"' rrom horlionlal ; 01e magnitudQ or U1c gtt1dicnt ls dl~plny••d M 
hu:irl•u..ci lng lnL~nslt-y. In lbis version, (Cotures \\•hich U111d to bt:1 
nominl to the diro•ction or U!C gradient are displayed; reatu"'• whlth 
•n! parallel to lhe direction or U1e gradient are suppressed. 

The same as ngurc 3 except U1e dlrcctlon or 010 derivative WRS 1 GO 
count.crclockw&c.1 rron1 horizonlal (I.e., perpendicular to lhe 
din-cLion or the mwr or figure S). 



Figure 5. A magnlncd and sllghUy enhanced version or the racial rngion or 
Oguro 1. The vertical and horizontal structure oC tho weave oC the 
cloth can be seen. 

13. Jtilntwl uJ /lrtlf11rt111111l U111li·~lrNl l!!J.h!. 
Tho folluwinK d(•iwrlhcs 1>r'occS11ln~ which wns directed 

towards onhrmccmcnL or tho race by the removal of arlifucls mul 
duLn which dislruct Lhc eye from more relevant structure. This ty1>1• 
of enhancement is potentially dangerous because some data mu•l bo 
discarded in order to emphasize other dat.a. The danger lies in thnt 
good information may also be discarded, or that the dat.a which n~ 
mains is improperly biased and subject t.o misinterpretation. liow
cvcr, it was felt that as long as most of the information removed wns 
not directly associated with facial structure, the result was an im
provemenl 

Figure 5 is the image of the facial region which was used . 
Figure 6 is a picture of the log amplitude of the Fourier Transform 
of the image in Fii,'llre 5. Ficure 6 reveals a smooth transform with 
two bars in the shape of a cross passing through the cent.er of the 
Lransform. The bars are caused by parallel, nonperiodic, linear 
features in the original image. Close inspection of Figure 5 shows the 
cause to be due to the fabric weave which introduced lines horizon
tally nnd vertically in the image. These lines in the image are normnl 
to the bars in the transform. 

I l ""' 6. Tit• log amplitude or U1e Fourier Transfonn of the ~e in figure 5. 
111is ploturo displays lhe spatial frequency distribution or infor
mation In lhe Image or lhe racial region. Zero Creauency is at lhe 
.....,."t"'"' .,,..,. k .. - •- ,...,.,_ .,. ..,., th" ..40 ........ 1,.n .. Uh..- nf t\,,. r1nth \\ff'l!tV.,. 
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Because these lines were considered lo not bl• pnrt or th~ focc it
self, they were suppressed by reducing the amplitude or those 
frequency components lying along tho bars in tho Fourier Transform. 
The modified Fourier Transform is shown in. Figure 7. To obtain the 
modified image of the face, the inverse Fourier Transform was com
puted. 

Flgute 7. The log amplltudc of the Fourl~r ' l'ransfonn nFtor being modified by 
suppressing the ha.rs caused by U1c cloth weave. 

Figure 8 contains the image or the face with most of the cloth 
weave removed. Figure 9 contains the information which was re
moved from Figure 5; it is the difference between the image of 
Figure 5 and the image of Figure 8. A very sHght resemblance to the 
face can be seen in Figure 9 indicating that some true facial infor
mation was removed as well. Fortunately however, the majority of 
Figure 9 appears to be unwelcome artifact. 

Figure 8. The lnvcrnc transfonn of figure 7. The clotb wenvc hos been •up. 
pressed. 



Figure 9. The dirrerenoe bctw""n the images in ngure 5 and figure 8 . It dis
plays the data which was removed by the step shown in figure 7. 
The lack o r recognizable racial detail in this picture indicates that 
veey little or the facial Image information was removed in this 
process. 

An additional operation which was applied was the removal of 
the large jagged crease marks above and below the face. This was 
done because they interfered with removal or the cloth weave. 

H should be noted at this stage that the uniform nature of the 
Fourier Transfonn is another indication that whatever the 
mechanism was which caused the impression upon the Shroud, it was 
not directionally orien ted, Le., there was no preference for applying 
the impression from any direction. 

The previous description dealt with removal or structured linear 
features from the image. It was also desired to remove random 
structure from the inrnge. 'L'his step of the enhancement used the 
image shown in Figure 8 as the input. It is very diflicult to say what 
is artifact and what is true information. All of the structure in 
Figure 8 is on the Shroud but much of it is visually distracting. Be· 
cause we are faced with an ambiguous problem, two Median Filters 
(sec Appendix for definition) were run on Figure 8, each having 
different properties. The Med ian Filters were used to suppress non
monotonic structure in t he image. 

l•'lwun'fl I 0 and 12 show tho rt•sul!J< uf two M1-dlsrn 1"1114'1'11 whoM• 
11 lyhlmrhoods were 7x7 picture clements and I 7x 17 pk tun• 
~lr·mrnlll rei.t>ll<'livcly. Fil(Ul'Cll 11 and 13 show the infonnnhon fl" 
1110v1>tl from ~·i1111re 8 by thl'SC fillers. In Figure 11 it np1wnr1 that 
"""'' or tho information removed is noL significant in nn 1w11luntinn 
of thu human characteristics of tho fncc. In the ca.~ of tl1c 17 
~1.,rncnt rillcr, some facial dntn hos bcon removed becnui;e c leurly It 
11 llflPllnlllL In Figure 13. However, lnrgor sen.le re11turos 811Ch II~ lho 
11vt<tn ll bone structure and foclnl proportions nre more ovido1tt In 
I· i"urc 12. 'rhis indicates that low spatial frequencies nro primnrlly 
" •11011siblo for the recognizable racial feature!<. 

• 1run- J 0. The rosull of applying a M~dlan Filter or dimensions 7x7. Only 
rcatures which are smaller than U1is and which differ gteaUy from 
the sunouoding pixels are alU>n!d. 



Figu"' 11. The difference between Cigure 10 and figure 8. It displays the data 
which wns removed by the 7x7 Median Filter. 

Figure 12. The result of applying a 17xl 7 Median Filter. This operation IA?nded 
to remove luger features and artifacts than the 7x7 fil!A?r. 

c. 

'!'he difference between Cigure 12 and ngure 8. This shows I.hat d~· 
Lolled facial chornct.erlstlcs have been removed by the larger McdlBn 
l"lltor, but the overall facial structure was retained. 

Color Composition 

Several of the rilm products provided by Dr. Jackson were 
· tkcn either on color film or through color filters. Two color trans-
11oruncies were scanned through the red and the blue filters on the 

·.mncr and digitzied to generate separate color images. Because the 
Jtdes were of limited quality, it was felt that more than two colors 
would not provide additional information. 

In addition, infrared and ultraviolet pictures were provided. 
l'hl'SC were not of suitable quality to be useful, but they are included 
h"'e for completeness. Figures 14 and 15 are pictures made from 
«ans of the ult:raviolet and infrared pictures. Figure 16 shows the 
r.1tio of infrared/ultraviolet images but the quality or these pictures 
L• such that Lhe noise level predominates. 



.. 

Fi&Un! 14. St.rongly contrast enhanced version or the image produced by 
scanning and digitizing the ultraviolet photograph. 

Figure 15. Stron~ly contra&( c11hon~'ild version of the Image produced hy 
scanning and diglllilng the infrared photograph . 



Figure 16. The ratio or lhc Infrared to the ullnviolct images. 

More success was achieved with the color film scans. Figures 17 
and 18 show images from the blue and the red scans of the facial 

Figure 17. The blue com1><>ncnL or lhc SCAnncd and digitiud image from color 
I ranc.n:.Mn,,..u Piln 1 

1•1bfll<C 18. 'l'hc red component or the imago Crom color transparency No. l. 

region. The data was adjusted so that each picture would have the 
srune dynamic range in the area of most interest. Two ratios were 
produced, one red/blue and the other blue/red. The red/blue ratio 
image is illustrated in Figure 19 (high values are shown as white, low 
values as black). A color ratio map was produced by recording the 
rod/ blue ratio image with red light and the blue/red ratio image with 
blue light. The results arc presented in Figure 20. This figure 
illustrates that most of the features on the cloth are predominantly 
redder whereas tJie unmarked cloth is relative bluer. 



Figure 19. The ratio o{ the red component shown in figure 18 to the blue 
component shown in figure 17. 

A pscuClocOlor exaggeration of U1e ratio or the l!ld and blue com
ponents fro111 color transparency No. 1. Jn this picture the red-to. 
blue ratio is displayed as red and the blu<>-to-red ratio is displayed 
as blue. This picture indicates that the unmodiOed cloth appenrs to 
be unifoanly bluer and the modified cloth rodder. 



The same proct'<lure was run on the color images of the overall 
figure. Figures 21-24 illustrate the same sequence as Figures 17-20, 
and show the same trend in the result for most of the body 
impression. 

Figure 21. The bluo component Crom U1e scanned ond digitized imnge rrom 
color tl1lnsparency No. 2. 

Figure 22. The red component rtom color tl1ln&parency No. 2. 

Plgurc 23. 1'hc ratio or tho red compouenl shown Jn figure 22 Lo the blue corn· 
poncnt shown In ngure 2L 



~he f"" as figudro 20, except tho images Crom color troosparency 
o. _wero use . The results obtained from the racial region as 

shown m figure 20 appears to be consistent over the entire Shroud. 

V, Comm~nta •n•t ("'"tu Ion• 
1. The walur mnrkw and tho numerous small intense 

'' 1tures on the body h11vc nbrupt edges, whereas the lnrgo bum 
mnrks have smoothly decaying edges. This suggests n different 
nwdrnnism of formation for the two types of features. 

2. The short linear muks with small spots along them, 
hlch appear on the back of the figure, could be attributed to 
ourgc marks. 

3. The image of the facial region is composed or a wide 
1.m11e ol' spatial frequencies which are oriented in a random fashion. 
l'hiB indicates that the feature-generating mechanism was probnbly 
•ltrcctionless (a characteristic which would not be consistent wilh 
h~nd application). 

4. The informat ion which causes the eye lo recognize 
r.winl structure lies at very low spatial frequencies. Little pbysio· 
louical data is contained in small structure. 

5. All impressions on t he Shroud tend to be redder than 
tho unmodified cloth itself. 

6. The amount or information obtainable from these 
unages is limited by the lack of quality photographic materia l and by 
the lack or a color and/or refieclance standard to relate color 
~·11arations. 

V 1. Recommendations 

It appears that more cou ld be learned about the nature or the 
image on the Shroud if more detailed and comprehensive data could 
Ill' obtained. The following are some suggestions as to what 
111Jd itional photographic data would be useful, and what might be 
11ccomplished with such data. 

1. The Shroud should be photographed with high resolution 
rrlm of at least 4 by 5 inches format. Each photograph should con
tain within it the simultaneous exposure or a grey reClectance target 
containing at least a dozen patches or different, known reflectance. 

2. Photographs shou ld be taken through several different 
Kpec tral filters; standard Wratten rilters would be satisfactory. The 
filters and the films should be chosen lo cover as broad a wavelength 
&pectrum as possible. A standard set or color control pal.ches should 
be included in each photograph. Color film produces pretty pictures, 
but it does not have the resolution or range or high quality black and 
white film. 

3. Ultraviolet flouresccnce photographs could be taken if it 
was determined that UV radiation would noL damage the Shroud. 



These mcnsurcmcnu. could help to scpnrnl~ the existence ()( foreign 
substances {and pos.~ibly the nature or them) from tho base material. 

4. Thermographs, or infrared imagery, might also be used to 
diUerentiat.e between the base material and material which had been 
modified by tho adsorption or absorption of foreign substances. 

5. Tests should be run to determine whether the spectral re· 
flectance characteristics of the burned areas and water marks arc 
difference from those of the figure impression. If they are, creation 
of the appropriate images would permit removal of all bum and 
water marks from the images. 

6. Although it has nothing lo do with imagery, some of the 
newer age dating techniques might be utilized to determine the age 
of the cloth. 

Given any or all o( the above data, the following computer 
analyses could be undertaken: 

1. The first generation negatives recommended above would 
be scanned and digitized. Using the reflectivity charts, each image 
could then be related to a standard scale. This would permit 
quantitative comparison of the image reflectance in various spectral 
regions. 

2. Using the various spectral images, multi-spectral classi· 
Cication could be performed to identify those areas on the Shroud 
which have common spectral reflectance characteristics. This could 
identify image areas which were formed by common physical 
processes. 

3. Laboratory experiments could be conducted in an attempt 
to duplicate the chemical processes involved in the creation or tbe 
Shroud image. Similar cloth materials could be exposed lo various 
compounds and processes and the resulting impressions photo
graphed and analyzed in the same manner as the Shroud photo
graphs. 
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APPENDIX 

Description of Image Processing Algorithms 

A. Hjgh Pass Filter (figure 2) 

The particular digital high pass filter used in these analyses is 
called a "DC-Notch Filter," (see reference 4) and is designed for 
computational speed. This type of fil ter basically consists of com
puting a low frequency component and subtracting it from the actual 
value, i.e., at each pixel, the mean of all pixels in a specified neigh
borhood around a pixel is subtracted rrom the ON value of that 
pixel. The resulting value is then added to some specified uniform 
bias. It can be shown that this process is equivalent to high pass 
filtering in the Fourier domain with a transfer runct.ion of the 
following form: . ( ) 

s in 1T<!xfx 
T(fx, fy) = I - 1Tfilx 

In the above expression f is a spatial frequency in units of 
cycles/pixel and a is the width of the "neighborhood" over which the 
mean was computed. The effect of this Cilter is to suppress features 
in the image which are larger than the dimension a but to pass 
smaller features. However, this algorithm often has the negative 
affect of creating an alternately dark/light border at the edges of 
large gradients in the image. This effect is termed ringing and is 
purely artifact; it should be ignored. 

B. Derivative Filters (figures 3 and 4) 

Derivative filters arc computed by creating an image which at 
every point contains the difference between neighboring pixels. This 
procedure is equivalent to shifting an image with respect to it.self a 
specified number of pixels and taking the difference between the two 
images. The orien~ation of the displacement governs the direction
ality of the derivative. This algorithm allows one to display local 
gradients in intensity as opposed to displaying intensity itself. 

C. Fourier Transforms (figures 6 and 7) 

Fourier transform images are displays of the amplitude of 
spatial frequency components. In figures 6 and 7 the lowest spatial 
frequencies are at the center and the highest are at the edges. 'rhe 
Fourier transform formula is of the form: 

J'J -211 i (f X tf y) 
F T (fx ,fy)c l'(x,y )e x Y dxdy 

-· -· 
ll'herc P(x,y) is the function whose transform is being compu ted. 

In the suppression of the fabric weave, those complex values 
wh ich lay along the path of the bright bases in figure 6 wero reduced 
In umplitude until their contribution to the image was negligible. Be· 
.. 1use the fabric weave was aligned in a generally vertical or horizon-
1.1! fashion only spatial frequencies in these orientations in the trans
form contained this information; thus a suppression of these 
rroquency components was achieved. When tho suppression step was 
1iorformcd, only a small percentage of the real signal was dumnged as 
11ttested to by the absence or non-coherent information in the 
difference pictures. 

IJ. Median Filter (figures 10-13) 
The Median Filter is a nonlinear filter which is used to suppress 

local non-monotonic structure in an image. At each pixel the 
po1>ulation or DN values is assembled (histogram) from a neighbor
hood symmetrically about it on the same picture line. The central 
1>h<cl is replaced by that DN value which lies midway up the dis
tribution. Features wh ich are smaller tbru1 hall: the filter width and 
which are non-monotonic within this interval tend to be replaced 
by the local background. In figures 10 and 12, the Median Filter was 
run both horizontally and vertically. 



C~NSIDJ:~tA'J'IONS OF MQLgCULAR DIFFUSION AND 
ADlA I !ON AS AN IMAGE FORMATION PROCESS 

ON TllE SHROUD 

By Eric J. Jumper 

lntroduction 

For years I was convinced th t y· , 
responsible for forming the imaga e lfn~n s vaporgraph process was 
Turin 1 The the 0 e man on the Shroud of 
obse~ation that ;~ "'.as rather a believable one based on Vignon's 

even where the cloth 
1::~~s ~~/he S?~~u~ appeared to be present 

body. This could I d possi Y . ave been touching the 
image forming proc:~ ,:~only on~ conc.lus1on and th at is that the 
idea of molecules being transo~~t::ih:~~ acted thr?ugh sp_ace . . So the 
cess and staining the cloth d~d t r· ough space by a diffusion pro-

. . 1 a 1rst seem to explain v· ' b 
servat1on. Vignon's suggested che . 1 . · 1gnon s o -

. mica constituents of blood s t 
ammonia, and aloes also seemed b r bl · . ' wea , 
have Com1cd a "go d" · e ieva e srnce V1gnon claimed to 

0 image of ah ·md usin · · . 
these constituents Th" h d . ' g various combinations of 
. • · · 1s an image I m t d · · mfamous since neither 1 no ' us a m1t is now rather 
pict.ure of it. Be thnt as it ~~ny~~~ I _have contacted has ever seen a 
(l) A prerequisite C . y, I is. important to note two points. 
Vignon reported thac°[ii~~:;;df~~~a~ion IVilS a da~~ cloth2 and (2) 
of his test cloth as well as on the Cr;;t.was clearly vmble on the back 

Doubts about t he validity of 
responsible for the image began to~ vap~r transport me~h:inism being 
the results of our three-d· . a~ a me. af!Jllr exammmg some of 
doubt came with the discovunens;~n studies . The first hint of 
to be coins. It. is hard lo i:i'.oe rn1ages.o~er th_eeyes wh~ch appear 
to. form not only images of th:i::odan b~';:t1c stai_n mech~m acting 
coms. Another question is "wh dJ th h ~.of mert obiects such as 
same law or intensity versus dd'tance e d:i; images fo~ow the exact 
another interesting charact.cristic of t1:: ! thebbody IIDage?" Still 

e unage egan to plague me 

11111 1 lrnt WIL~ I he fnct Lhut nowhuro on the body image was lhe imuRO 
turutcd (thut is to say nowhere did the inrnge intensity reach n 

11l11h•11u und remain al that intensity). 'l'bis last characteristic can be 
t•luinly seen in the three·dimensional pictures in reference 3. The 

111111 problem, which sets my doubt.~ running wild was the important 
li'>l·ovcry of the 1969 Scientific Commission that the image was on ly 
•urfllcc phenomenon."-. 

In the remainder of this paper I will present some of the 
1••SS11Res from the Commission report and the results of our three-
1limcnsional work which caused me to try to explore the problem 
lurther; describe a rather crude experiment I perfonned; present my 
•llcmpt to quantify a diffusion process for molecules being trans
ported through space from a body to a cloth; draw some conclusions 
h,1!;Cd upon my analysis and the results of this paper; and finally 
mention briefly some observations on radiation as a possible cause of 
the image on the Shroud. 

Character or the Stain on the Shroud 

As I implied rrom the above, I was always under the impression 
thot the image on the Shroud was present on the back of the cloth as 
well as on the front. This impressiun was caused by the often quoted 
.1ccount of the Sisters or Poor Clare.5 The following passages quoted 
here from the commission report clearly contradict not only this im-
11rcssion but further state that the image does not even penetrate the 
•Urface fibers on the front side of the Shroud: 

" In the past the fabric was strengthened by sewing it at the 
~·dgcs und in several other points all over the back surface against 
unoLher cloth; during our recent examination a small area of the 
more recent piece of cloth WM unstitched and it was found that the 
image appears only on t he top side of the original cloth, i.e. it does 
not ~o through the fabric. Recent laboratory tests or samples of the 
fnbric taken from several spots where the colour is deeper prove with 
sufficient cerr..ainity the 11bscnce of any substance which might have 
been absorbed by t he threads ...... Therefore, in all likelihood, Lhe 
image is completely superficial." (Page 65) 

"At the moment of (the t.hread) snapping witb a relatively slight 
amount of fraying, it could be observed t hat the reddish tint of the 
thread was limited to the surface, while the inside appeared to be 
perfectly white." (Page 24) 

"This coloring is found only on the surface fibers, so much so 
that the above-mentioned coloring(sic) was only observed on U1e re. 
verse of the thread at the level of the underlying fibers by 
transparency." (Page 50) 



So we l'UO s11y wllh some !'erlulnly that lhc imnge is « surface 
phenomenon. 

Results or our three·dimcnsional work show lhat Lhe Shroud 
image has at least two furlher characteristics which leave doubts in 
my mind aboul lhe image being the result of molecular transport.3 
The first, was the possible discovery of jmages of coins over t he eyes. 
If these images are images of coins, it is hard to imagine the image of 
the coins1orming in exactly the same way as that of the body. The 
second bothersome characteristic is rather more subtle. Nowhere on 
the Shroud is the imnge saturated. The significance of this obser
vation cannot be explained in such simple terms as those of the 
coins, and will be withheld until later in this paper. 

Experiment 

It was not clear to me how linen would react to staining, so a 
simple experiment was performed. It consisted of making a solution 
or water and green food coloring and then placing one end of a linen 
fiber into the solution. Two types or fibers were used, one dry and 
one damp. This of course did not simulate some sort of dry transfer 
stain but it did simulate in my mind the kind or conditions Vignon 
seemed to suggest in his vaporgrapb Lheory. The results of these tests 
were rather surprising. In the case ot the dry linen thread tho stain 
progressed at about 1 cm. in 4 seconds against gravity. It should be 
added that the stain spread "without limit" as long as there was fluid 
and thread available, that is to say the stajn front seemed to progress 
at a constant velocity rather than at a continually slowing rate as is 
characteristic of a diffusion process. The dry spread velocity, VoRv , 
was: 

V 0Rv •d/t • 1/4 = .25 cm/s ( 1) 

When the experiment was repeated with a damp linen thread 
(the condition suggested by Vignon) the stain spread about half the 
distance in the same lime and slowed as it spread. This rate was 
more in keeping with what would be expected by a diffusion process. 
The diffusion coefficient could then be crudely determined assuming 
Fich's Jaw of diffusion as:6 

DoAM P ow d 2f4t = (.5)
2 
/(4)( 4) • .016 cm2/s ( 2) 

Crude as the experiment was it provided me with a measure of 
how a stain acts on a linen cloth. J think that the reader will find in 
the conclusions, as I did, that even errors to factors of 10 in these 
numbers will seem insignificant when times required for molecules 
leaving the body to arrive at the c.loth are determined. It is impor-

t:ull to nolc that Lhc nhovt• ~x111•rimonl yielded nurnl~~~:::,~,:.~1~1 I~·~ 
iction of the stain in tho rlolh. It t> now necessary b d lo tho 
lwhavior or the molecules being trnnsporled from the o Y 
doth through the intervening space. 

A I . r the Molecular Trnnsport of Ammonia •rhrouch Air 
no ys1s o · ' · h • 

I hou •h il is rather presumplious lo assum~ that if t e image 
was ~;med G by molecular transport ~he fl'.spon~1hhlc mot~cc~ le ;~: 

. · · h ·n keeping with V1gnon s ypo ests. 
nmmoma, 1t is~ owever, 1 

1 
d 1 and will yield results not 

use of ammonia serves as at east a mo e •L 

. 
1 

Id be expected Cot many molecules 1.uol 
loo different t inn wou . . 

Id be postulated as will be pointed out ID th~ equations. . 
cou The diffusion coefficient for ammoma t~irough ai; was 
calculated according lo the equation suggested by Hirsch,Celder. 

D(NH3, Air) = .001853VT3 (1/M Air+ l/MNH3l_ ( 3) 

p qiJ QD . . 
Where T is the temperature in OK, Mis the molecular. '."eight tn 
mole p the pressure in atmospheres, q ii tbe ~olhs1on cro~

:~~~n in 'A and Q 0 the reduced collision integral. Sm~1M /o\~r is about 17 i:m it can be seen that any mol~cule respo;~9 e mlr wi~ 
stain with a larger M than that or. ammomala (MN)13 . ta~le 1 the 
have only a minute effect on D. Usmg the v ues gtven ID 

diffusion coef£icient turned out to be: 

D(NHa, Air) ar,::.5~cm.::.2..:.l::..s -:::-:-;=:-;----, 
TABLE I 

Values of terms in Equ. 3. 

T 300 °K 
p l Atm 

M A I R l 7. 03 gm 

MN,.
3 

28-97 gm 
0 

q.. 2 .9 A 
lJ 

!20" 2 . 3 

Conclusions based on the figures arrived at for a Molecular Stain 

Under the assumptions that: (1) the stain wa~ n?t a dry 
r (2) the molecule responsible for the stam either was 

trans er. process, d . ·1· to it in its transport and (3) 2.5 cm is a 
ammonia or acte sum ar d d. ta (This 

bl d·stance to use as an average cloth bo y is nee, 
::si-::;~o ~e j~stified by our three-dimensional work) let's take a look 

"S2o is a function of k1'/• the value used for • /k was 555_30 K 



;!t"~~n~d~~ ~~cth'~1~:~~~~t:~~1~1 ~!dt~1~ .:1~~~;:::~:g ;n11lys~~{· Jn orde.r to 
the supposition that the process t 'k h rocess, 1rst consider 
has been suggested b y· 1 °0 ours - say as many as 30 as 
of the image on the ~Jo:f.i0~ ·thWh~·t· w~uld tl1is .me~n .to the clarity 
mental samples, this would mean e s a.111 ,1cted a~ it dtd m my experi
present, for to move lOO cm w [;~t no clear image would even be 
6. 7 minutes in the . . ou ia~e taken only 400 seconds or 
(100 cm/.25 cm/sec)~ase of a damp stam on an otherwise dry cloth 

In the case of a damp cloth th ti 
approximately 43 hours. Calculated eby~e to move 100 cm would be 

"' d'72 D - I; t OR d ;,- V It D t I 

ANO d) 
t ':! I 40 

( 4 ) 

but after only one m · t th 
cm., and in say 5 ~con~~ee sp~:~r;~~l;~~~ b~e0 ~prox~1ately 2 

~I t~e~s~p~~~~:~~ryancr~s are to
1 

taUy incompatible ~it~:hatf ~o~~~ 
Th 

Ille reso ut1on image of the Shroud 
e answer seem t r . . 

However how h rt · s 0 Je m a very short molecular "burst." 
' · s 0 IS a reasona)Jly short r ? T h I 

question I examined the time it would tak ~me . h . o. e p ~nswer this 
sudd7n prese~ce of ammonia particles toe bzrf!lte .J1~st ev1;ence of.a 
lo~at1on. This again can be calculated usin .. cm rom their 
usmg dth3e diffusion coefficient for transport thgr:~~~~~n) ~~:uti~ no~ 
<11'0Un sec' We could t' . · me 1s 
the Fick's l~w diffusio:omn omduel cbutt~ng the time back bu t as we do 

1 1 e egms to break down A th 
:o hcu ar bu~st beco':11es shorter and shorter the tendency for thse e 

definj~~~~1:n~: i!~;~n~vh:~s!~~~minate which would cause ~~ 
So then from time co ·d t' 1 f . ns1 era ions a one - Vignon 's d 

ormation process seems doubtful Wh propose 
phenomena characteristic of the Shr~ud imaa~? a~out the s~rface 
on .threads there was no question that th .t · h ~my experiment 
entire thread. Again I had mote doubt e. s ai"u a 8~enetr?ted tb.e 
only a surface phenomenon Als st~ce le . roud image 1s 
tendency fo.r the stain to ~tur ~ aptfiare~t ID my expetiments was a 
intensity and not a ' . at is, come to a certain stain 
Cind this phenom::!1:ny Sdark~r. Nowhere on the Shroud did we 
pictures. In no case d~es ~~· . or example, the three·dimensional 
occur if saturat ion had taken p~a~mai~ .realach a plateau, which would 

e. is so apparent that the image 

was noL flf<?ssurc sensitive, that is, tho imago 011 tho bal'k n11111mn. lo 
11ossess lhe s1;me full-off characteristics ns Lhe l'ronl inlllKO 11v1•n 
rhough the pressure differed greatly the front associat.od with only 
the weight of the cloth on the top (front image) ond on tho bacl1 
(back image) associated with the weight of the body. (Those 11re or 
rourse assumptions which seem fully justified by the Shroud itsolr). 
'fhis also has a profound influence in and of itself on the assumi>t.ion 
or n molecular stain, since one would expect that the responsible 
chemical would be more abundantly present when the cloLh wns in 
c•ontact with the body and even more so under pressure. SaturnLion 
would certainly be apparent in either of these conditions. 

These facts significantly inauence my doubts about a mpleculnr 
~lain even if the stain was a dry transfer. In (act, one would expect 
nt a minimum that the points where the cloth contacted the body 
would have shown saturation (as was the case when we tluee-dimen
sionally analyzed images formed by contact experiments). 3 

Observations on Radiation 

Som·e very simple radiation experiments were perfonned by 
John Jackson and myself prior to this conference and the following 
was found: 

1. Images could be formed Of varying intensities up to at least 
lhe .intensity of those found on the Shroud without saturation. 

2. U'nless actual ignition took place only slight spreading of 
Lhc image occurred. 

3. It appeared that if the image was ranned by a radiation 
process the intensity of the radiation would have to have been very 
high. This conclusion was based on the fact that while the actual 
laser flux used was not quantified in every case, in the short time of 
cloth exposure to the laser there was an image on the reverse side of 
the cloth almost as dark as the one which appeared on the front. 

Post Conference Note: Dr. Rogers showed me a piece of cloth 
which he exposed to a rapidly moving torch which clearly exhibited 
an image which was present only on the front of the cloth.'i' 

* This point also cleared up some doubt about one way I thoug11t a forger 
may have made the Shroud. rr he heated a Bron7Al Statue say until i t was 
glowing hot I thought he might be able to throw the linen over it for a short 
time and remove it, leaving a scorched image. These temperab1.res (lo~1er than 
melt temperature) would give oU radiation wllh wo row an intensity to Coon 
only a surface image. Our expe.r1ence sho\\•s that tho image \You)d a1$0 be prc
senL on the back. '!'his work lhcn proves that it could not be a forged image of 
th is type. 



C'lu'.!.!!J! llo·mnrkl nnd Summ!!L 

While iL doos lndL'<ld scum po.-;i,ible lhal n molecular trnnsport 
process over reasonably long periods or time (a minute or longer) 
would set up a molecu lar concentration gradient which could form 
some sorL of intensity pattern interpretable as an image, it seems very 
unlikely in my mind that molecular transport could have formed the 
image we find on the Shroud. This opinion is based on the obser
vations of stain spreading I made in Lhe simple experiment, t he fact 
that t:he stain on the Shroud does not penetrate even the surface 
fibers or the cloth and t:he fact t:hat the Shroud image is nowhere 
saturated. While it cannot be concluded that radiation caused the 
Shroud image, in the specific areas or stain spreading and saLuration, 
radiation cannot be ruled out. 
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C'OLO!t ANAl,YSIS OF 'l'lm 'l'URIN SllROUD: 
A PRJ::LIMINARY STUDY 

By John P. Jackson 

Color photographs of the Shroud were taken for the first time 
in 1973 by a Scientific Commission appointed to study the Shroud 
and by some who viewed the relic during an Exposition that year. 
One participant of the Exposition, Father Otterbein, was kind 
enough to loan me an original color transparency he took of the 
facial image or the Shroud. Since this transparency wns not taken 
for scientific reasons, information regarding illumination, exposure 
time, etc. was not available; but it seemed to me that a study or re
lative color variations could nevertheless be perfouned. In particular, 
it seemed possible to study relative colors of the body and hair 
images, possible objects atop the eyes, beard and blood images, and 
1532 scorch patterns. l In this paper, the results of my study will be 
presented. 

The approach was to scan selected regions of the image with a 
microdensitometer probe beam as shown in Figure 1, four passes for 
each scan path. During three of these passes, Wratten Filters {No. 
92-red, No. 93-grecn, No. 94-blue) were consecutively inserted into 
the probe bean1 so that only red, green, and blue colors of t.he image 
would be detected. On the fourth pass, no filter was inserted in 
order to standardize the color measurements. Tracings of image 
density* in each color band were automatically recorded onto graph 
paper by the microdensitometer. 

• "Density" is used in this paper and figures to rorer to the degree or Image 
darkening as sensed by the microdensitometer operatinc on a lineaz ocate or 0-
100. Though related to pholOgl'aphic density and tnmsmittance, this quantity is 
not equal to either. 'l'he mlcrodensltomewr scale, however, was Identical ror all 
scan passes. 

• 

---1'3 

--=~~---1 

• 

Col r Slide scanned. Each line In· 
lllack and White 1ieproduct~o orgh the right side blood Image is not 
dicales scan paths. Scan 5 th rf~ur separate pa&S<?s were made wlLh 
shown. Over each scandna .tl1y with no mter. 
green, blue, red mt.ers an n 



Tho collcctod dot11 wero plotlod nncl thon inlcrprotccl according 
lo the following nssumption: that generally dlrfercnl kinds of image 
stains show different mixes of red, green, and blue ut the same value 
of overall (neutral) density and that the continuous variation of this 
mix with neutral density would be different for dicrcrenl image 
types. 

87 samplings of the image, each with four color measurements, 
were selected from the microdensitometer scan plots. These data are 
displayed in Figures 2 through 4. Each data point is plotted in 
symbol according to where on the image it refers. Figure 2-Green 
and 3-blue show that, within slight data scatter, all of the afore· 
mentioned image types tend to fall along the same curve. Figure 4-
Red, however, docs not display such uniformity. Noteably, data 
points from the bum patterns fall significantly below the Shroud 
image data points for neutral densities less than 60 while they fall 
significantly above for neutral densities greater than 60. According 
to the given assumption, this behavior would signal that the scorch 
areas and the body image are probably different kinds of stains. 
However, bel"ore such a conclusion is drawn, it should be noted that 
the bum points below neutral density 60 do not extrapolate con
t inuously to those higher than neutral density 60 as might be anti· 
cipated since all these points refer to the same process (i.e. 
scorching). Furthermore, it should be noted that all the data points 
below neutral density 60 were taken Crom the scorched area Lo the 
right of the facial image (i.e. at the start of scan path 1- see Figure 1) 
while all the others were collected from the left (i.e. at the end or 
scan paths 1 and 6· see Figure 1). A visual inspection oC the entire 
image shows a gradient in overall density from right to lert, probably 
caused by uneven illumination during exposure (made by a simple 
flash). Thus, it would seem probable that a combination of uneven 
shading on the image and microdensitometer detector response is 
responsible for the apparent discontinuous shiJ't in burn pattern (red) 
color densities. Had the burn pattern data points all fallen along a 
continuous line, as in the blue and green plots, the effect of the right. 
left gradient would probably be fairly judged insigniricanl. 

This effect of the gradient also seems to have affected other 
parts of the image. For instance, hair data points or neutral density 
less than 40 (taken from the right side) appear to extrapolate below 
those of hair or neutral density 70.3 and 72.2 (taken from the left 
side). Other hair data points reCcr to the top oC the head, are there· 
fore midway between the right and left sides, and lie somewhat 
below the left hair data points (where the darkening due to the right: 
left gradient is noticeably greater). 
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Red Fil!A!r Density versus Neutral Density. All Image tyJ)<ls fall on 
same lino if scorch data samplings (solid stars) are correc!A!d (see 
IA!xt). 

If this interpretation of the red filter scan is correct, then the 
tendency for shifting the data points by the right-left gradient would 
have to he removed Crom the Figure 4 plot in order to correctly 
assess the results. I would suggest that the below 60 data points be 
shifted upwards while the above 60 equally downwards until they 
Call along the same line to approximate the data plot which would re
sult had a scorched area been scanned in the center of the photo
graph where the data from the facial image were collected. With this 
correction, the observations from Figure 2 and a would follow, 
namely that an independence of all image features sampled with re
spect to color composition and variation with neutral density exists 
within the resolution of the analytic technique used. 

This conclusion, however, should be regarded as preliminary 
and has been presented so as to provide guidance to those who are 
actively researching the Shroud or who may do so in the future. Ob
viously, a high quality color photograph (without anamolous density 
gradients) or, better, a series of photographs taken with narrow band 
filters would aid in distinguishing various image stains, it indeed more 
than one type exist on the Shroud. 

Thus, the result of this work is that I have failed to detect with 
certainty any difference between the color composition and variation 

• 1 ·r blood imago (on rore· 
wilh neutral density or tho bo•IY 1~:;11~ i~,s~ite or the fact that the 
hcnd-" lhree mark")*• and burn P\ : enough lo sense the rlghl-tert 
moLhod use~ apparently was sens1 h7c transparency. Because of this 
density gradient on the ph~~gr~~ investigations into the composi
n.'Wlt, l would recom!°en u if an subtle differences exist 
Lion or the_ Shr?ud image tto ~f the Sfuoud, specifically those of 
between various image struc ures 
Lho body, blood, and scorch areas. 

. d hich roduced the oeutnl den· 
• I sampled alJo lh• blood stain at lhe ~~:wear i:at the side stain mlghl be 
lily values 87 .G and 92 in the pl~ts. bit ;~u the r.~ter ls extrapolated lo the lower 
t.llahUY redder than that of the ore ea I t-left dlent ls taken lnlo account, 
density values. And If the e[fect 0~1th~gbld be ~d higher than as plotted 
the right side blood data presumn J: .~u ls Cuodamentally "tedder" than that 
•uccesllog that the blood image or eb~~:d data samples were taken. However, 
ur I.he forehead where the other our r I ary until more precise and com· 
0111 observation should be regarded as pre llJI n 
prehcnsive measurements can be taken. 
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Cf)MflU'l'l.:Jl It t-a,A'l't1:n INVt1;sr1r IA'l'IONS cw '1'111·: 
JIOliY SllROUD 

By li:ric ,Jumper, .John ,Juckson, n11d Don Uovnn 

lnLToduction 

Ever since Secunda Pia captured the image of the Holy Shroud 
with his camera, photographs of the Shroud have been used almost 
• 1•lusively as the basis for scientific research into the myst.erios of 
thl~ precious relic. Much has been learned from these Shroud photo. 
KtHphs by scholars who t irelessly studied them using the unaided eyo. 
Undoubtedly there is still much which can be learned through in· 
••·•ligations of this type. Wh.at we intend to discuss here i$ an ul
l• 1guther differei;it approach to studying photographs of Holy 
%roud, this approach involves the use of computers. 

Before entering into our discussions of computer techniques for 
111vusligation of the Holy Shroud, it is well to address the topic of 
llftcctations. To many people, the very mention of computer 

1 ~hniques for such a sL'Udy suggests aesthetic enhancement. In 
"'ntity, this is only a small portion of what can be done using com
ttUlors. In fact, the work we have done to present does not even 
irldress the question of aesthetic enhancement. 

Jn what follows, we discuss our initial investigations ·into the use 
111 compute~ techniques to st'Udy the Holy Shroud. We will first 
01ldcess our effort in scientifically enhancing Shroud photographs 
mtl comment on some of our findings. We will then discuss some or 
lht• work we have done in examining the density patterns of the 
lhroud image and how this migl:\t relate to the cloth-body position-

11111 and understanding of how t!ie image wa.s fanned on the Shroud 
I Lhe time of Jesus' burial. 

Finally, we will discuss some of the things we believe are 
1mssible using computer techniques. It is not until this last section 
I h nt we will even address the question of aesthetic enhancement. 



I, Sc1onlif1c l~nh an~t uf lht• Shroud l'holu~al!)1 s 

By scientific cnhancemcnl of the Shroud 1 the enhancement ol' · . f 1 P io toi:raphs, wo meun 
informalioo T lmdages or l 1e pur!>?se of ex lructing scienti(ic 

. · ? coo uct our scient1f1c enhancement ·t d 
commercially available Cilmstrip of the 1931 photogr• h ~ uE Y: t 
was used The Shroud h t h •1P s o nrie 
transpare~cies f p o ograp son the rilrnstrip served as source 
formation of theo~. a ~~n;.puter .process which involved the trans
the . 1 

15u m urination contained in the grey shades of 
im.age on eac 1 photograph into a set of numerical values o 

numerical representation of each image was obtained .t . nee a 
puter processed and a new 1 • , 1 was com
on a viewing screen. The ei~~~puJ~r en l~nced image was recreated 
graphs of these recreated image~e F1f~~sfn;sented l~cre ar~ photo
sentation of tlie enhancement · r . grve~ a SC ematic. repre
wh.ich is contained in our article :u~d ~n ~~~~- explanation or 

Figure 1. 
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Schematic or optical scanning d • LI .. 
fleets off rotating prison 13 lnl~~~~i. r-f"t on~alo3 at point A, ro· 
light unattcnuat.cd by the him is de!A!c!o~ ~t band U1e. ~ount or 
System components H throu Y P otomull1pher at G. 
to a numerical value which Is~ ~?!:vert the Ph?tomuJtiplier signal 

r '"" on magnetic tape at M .. 

Somo or the results or I.his 1•ll11r1 nre presented in FigurC11 2 
through 7 ond 12 through 15, the even numbered figures being the 
originals scanned and the odd being the enhanced version or tho 
prt>vious figures. 

Examination of Figures 2 and a shows how some of lhe fain ter 
11orllons or the image have been exaggerated so that the outline o r 
llw hair and shoulders are more noticeable. It should be noted that 
tho edges of the image arc not dis tinct but somewhat hazy. This is in 
'"inlrast to what can be noticed from Figures 4 and 5 of the face. 
1 lne, even under enhancement, the edges of the face are quite d is
tinct. It is our opinion that this indicates an obstruct ion of some 
11url which hindered the normal process by which the image was 
formed, perhaps a chin bandage as proposed by Barbet2 or a fold us 
proposed by Ricci3. 

F igures 6 and 7 reveal a feature not previously noticed by in 
vustigators of the Shroud4, the possible existence of a thumb posi
tioned as indicated in Figure 7a. 

This observation wou ld tend to discount Barbet's speculation 
thul lhe thumb remained drawn into the palm or the hand at the 
11mc of burial. In as much as the absence or the thumb oo the 
Shroud has generated significant medical discussion in the past, we 
lhought that an independent experiment ought to be performed to 
•'C if the thumblike feat.ore appearing on the computer picture could 
l"Operly be identified as a thumb. We constructed a full-sized un
hlN1ched muslin model or the Shroud upon which we drew to exact 
111·olc the actual image or the body. Using the model, we enshrouded 
volunteer subjects of heights varying Crom 5 Ceet 10 inches Lo 5 feel 
11-7/8 inches so I.hat the appropriate features on their bodies 

1 uincided as much as possible with those indicated on the cloth. 
With the subject's t humbs placed rirst under the palms t hen along 
their right arm as indicated in Figure 7a, measurements were made Lo 
locate the point of contact of the Shroud with the right arm. In 
.. very case, the placement of the thumb under the palm caused the 
knuckles of the left hand to raise, shifting the contact point of the 
nulurally draped Shroud further up the i-ight arm then t he actual 
ont:1cl point indicated by the onset of blood stains on the Shroud 

(ngain see Figure 7a). Photographs demonstrating this result are 
~lwwn in Figures 8 through 11. 

Additional work (detailed in Section II) indicates that the den
•ity or the thumblike image is consistent with that density which 
would be produced by an object about 3 cm beneath the cloth, the 
dislance a thumb would be from the naturally draped cloth if it were 
11s shown in Fi1,'Ure 7a. It is, therefore, ollr opinion that the new 
1muge is a thumb. 



Figure 2. Unenhanced picture or back or head. 

Figure 4. Unenbanced picture or face. 

Figure 3. Compuwr enhanced version of bock of bead. 
Figure 5. Computer enhanced version or !nee. 



Figure 6. Uncnhanced picture of hands. 

version or hands. Arrow points to thumblilto 

Position or the thumb as it appears in Figure 7. Also indicated II\' 
experimental points or contact of our cloth model with lower fore· 
ann (as discussed In text) wiU1 thumb under tbe palm (point A) and 
to the side or the foreann (point B). The true contact point is deter· 
mined by the onset or blood Oow (point C). The thumb on the side 
and not under the palm best explains the J>O$ition of the onset or 
blood now on the forearm according to the Shroud. 

' ' ·~ -

Figure 8. 

' 

Enshrouded subject with thumb under palm. Pointed out is the 
initial contact point or shroud model with forearm. 



Figure 9. ~ndraped subject indicating lhumb location for experiment of figure 

Figure 10. Enshrouded subject with lhumb along arm. Pointed oul is tbe initial 
contact point or shroud model with forearm. 

Figure 11. Undraped subject Indicating thumb location for experiment or figuro 
10. 

Figure 12. Unenhanced calf and ankle area. 



Figure 13. Computer enhan~ calf and ankle area. 

Figures 12 and 13 show how the computer was able to fill in 
the calf and ankle areas of the legs. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the most interesting result, the appear
ance of faint images :tloog lower portions of both legs. These images 
had not bcoa noticed previously as attested to by Bulst5. As ex
plained in more detail in Sindon, we feel that these images are in fact 
side images of the legs of Jesus. The CJdstencc of these side images is 
significant because it suggests that the image fanning process on the 
Shroud had to be a horizontal as well as vertical one. 

Finally, Figure 16 shows the result or :1 computer technique 
called gamma enhancement which presents on the viewing system 
only the highest density portions of the original image. lo the case 
oC the Shroud, this became a map of the blood stains, nnd thus con
tact points of the Shroud on the body. 

Figure 14. Unenhanced (ull front Image. 

Flirure 15. Computer enhanced full front image. Arrows indieale faint side 
images. 



Figure 16. Gamma enhancement of full front iml&". 

II. Image Density vs. Cloth-Body Separation 

Vignoo was among many who have noticed how the image on 
the Shroud varied with separation of the cloth from the body of 
Jesus. Even a casual inspection of the Shroud reveals that the 
strength of the image decreases with cloth-body distance. But to 
make precise how this variation occurs, more than just unaided eye 
techniques are required; such analysis requires a careful character
ization of the intensity of the Shroud image as well as some 
applicable measurement of cloth-body separation. Having access to 
instrumeuts capable of performing the density measurement, we per
formed a study to determine how image intensity on the Shroud de· 
pended 011 cloth-body separation as depicted on ~he Shroud. 

We began our study by determining the cloth-body separation 
distances. To do this, we constructed a cloth model of the Shroud to 
actual size by projecting a photographic image of the Shroud on 
cloth and the body, blood, water, and burn marks, were each drawn 
in its own distinctive color. This model, shown in Figure 17, was 
draped over reclining subjects (Figure 18) in such a way that all 
image features were aligned over the corresponding body parts 
(Figu~e 19). Under the assumption Lhut all blood marks indicated a 

Figuni 17. Model or Shroud. 

...... - ... -
' 

Figure 18. Draped reclining subjecL 



_., 
' ' 

--- - - - --

Figure 19. Undraped reclining subject. 

direct body contact point, we required that all such marks touch the 
subject. Care was also taken to assure that all body images were over 
the appropriate body features though not necessarily in contact. 

We then photographed the enshrouded subject with the cloth in 
place and removed to obtain Figures 18 and 19. 

From these photographs, we constructed a drawing similar to 
Figure 20 which indicated relative positions of the ridge of the cloth 
and the body profile below it. This drawing permitted the accurate 
measurement of body~loth separation distances along this ridge line 
which we assumed would give an estimation of the actual distances 
which must have been present in the case or Jesus' burial configur
ation. 

After completing the body-cloth distance measurements, we 
proceded to determine the intensity or the body image along the pro
jection or the ridgeline on the Shroud image shown in Figure 21, (the 
line from which we measured cloth-body separation). 

An original lantern slide given to Father Peter Rinaldi by Enrie, 
the official 1931 exposition photographer, was graciously made 
available to us by Father Rinaldi for these measurements. 
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Ficure 21. Ridge line intensity scan and comllation to cloth-body separstion. 



Pieure 22. Lantern slide being scanned by microdensitometer. 

!~:~an~ed ~he ~age contained on the lantern slide (see Figure 22) 
chan~ m.icr? e11S1~me~r, a precision instrument able to read minute 
light a~t:'t:1ba;e mten~ty. It does this ~Y measuring the amount of 
The result or t~=i:d through the 1?1ag~ from point to point. 
20. ' er some proce:ssmg, 1s also shown in Figure 

the !:~~ ~::J!~: it . can be seen that, ~s expected, the intensity of 
b d d Y mcreases as the dJStance of the cloth to the 
thoata di:;:::;: irn Inag facft,J this variation is ~ predictable and regular 

e o esus can be seen m the im e inte ·ty 
file of the microdensitometer. Indeed a detailed ag . 6°51 pro. 
that the varia.tion of image intensity wilh cloth-bod and8!YSIS revealed 

Pri;~aessrkabolfy.s1milarffor al! locations over the body ~m:i~~~t~aet~~~ 
image onnat1on was i d d 1 propertios. n epen ent o( ocal body surface 

. T?e fact that the image on the Shroud varies . 

:! :~ta~~~~~i~:e u~~u:!o~!!;:~~~t ~~: d?finit:p~;:1~~~!;'. 
Shroud. And because this is so th e 1mag~ ~n the Holy 
appropriately be an ob ·ect .• . e. study or th.is 11Dage must 
rather than a metapbysic!t ph~~o:~:~i::.ic, mathematical principles, 

We believe that lho ability to characterize a Call-off reluUon of 
image intensity provides sludents or lhe Shroud with a l~chniquo lo 
help answer some crit ical questions regarding the mysterious Shroud 
image. For example, the problem as to how the cloth lay over the 
body o r Christ can be addressed by using the applicable cloth-body 
disLnnces indicated by euch theory of how the body was draped. 
1'hus, questions such as whether or not the sides of the cloth were 
held away from the body by the walls or a possible burial enclosure 7 
or if the body was wrapped by a series of tucks and folds proposed 
by Ricci8 can be addressed. 

Ill. The Potential or Computer Processing 

Over the po.st several years, a rather remarkable fusion or 
scicntiCic disciplines has been occurring. Physicists, mathematiciims, 
engineers, computer experts, doctors and psychologists have com
bined their skills and techniques to create the "new" field or visual 
image enhancement and pattern recognition. Although a new field, 
iL is a rich one ... perhaps necessarily so, since vision is by Car the 
most complex and comprehensive human means for perception of 
the physical universe. 

Already, the developing techniques of the science of computcr
ossistcd image enhancement have been used to extend man's ability 
lo clarify visual images which are often unclear or distorted when 
first photographed or seen by eye. Such techniques are being used 
more ond more, for example, to improve medical diagnostic images 
obtained with X-rays, or 'vith the new nuclear medicine and ultra
sound devices. Similarly, the recent advances in analysis of earth 
resources information contained in Satellite observations would not 
be possible but for visual pattern recogniLion techniques (to dis
tingu ish cultivated land from unplanted land, and healthy crops from 
diseased, etc.) developed in the past few years. 

As a visual object, the "problems" or the Shroud are several
fold: the visual "contrast," that is, the dark/light relationships 
between recognizable features and their surro1mdings are distorted 
(with respect to the image of an undraped human form) by the drape 
or the cloth and the process which created the gradations or staining 
which convey the image. Similarly, tho edges of such features are 
blurred; this simultaneously reduces overall visual, clarity and im
pact, and disguises or obliterates small physical and anatomical 
features. Finally, the drape of the cloth itselC, and the interaction of 
this drape with the image-forming process, introduce geometric size 
and shape distortions which combine with the contrast and edge
sharpness distortions in a somewhat symbiotic manner. 



All of these "problems" or the imn11c on tho Shroud huvc al 
least potential solutions, or approaches toward solutions, in this 
"library" of image enhancement Lechniques. While, in general, there 
are no absolute prescriptions, "do this and that and the image will 
certainly improve," it is well established that the chances for success
ful enhancement are directly related to the quality or the initial 
photographic imago and to the care and knowledge which went into 
the preparation for obtaining that image. 

Ideally, a photographic "experiment" should be designed Crom 
a definite plan as to the image enhancement techniques whose 
application is anticipated. In this light, the film should be exposed 
under carefully controlled conditions which permit the opacity (the 
so-called photographic density) of each point on the film image to 
be associated with the amount or light energy which was actually 
reflected from the real object. Similarly, the intensity or light 
shining onto the Shroud should be measured so that the Shroud's 
reflectance properties can be determined. Large format cameras 
should be used to permit "scanning" devices wltich convert the rilm 
image into a form suitable for computer processing to retain the 
highest possible degree of geometric resolution - to "see" the details 
of the weave of the cloth so that, if desired, this weave can be 
eliminated, filtered out, of the enhanced image. 

Further, if new photographs of the Shroud could be made 
under scientific conditions such that the image intensity could be 
calibr~ted in terms of the spectral reflectivity of the image, then this 
quantity could be determined as a function of cloth-body distance as 
described in Section IL The implications or this could be far 
reaching, ror then, the spectral reflectivity variation on the Shroud 
could be tested against those predicted by various theories ranging 
from Vignon's vaporograph to Ashe's scorch9 hypothesis and in so 
doing, inconsistent theories can be eliminated. This would involve 
nondestructive testing of the Shroud since all that would be required 
of it is a special photograph. Perhaps one day this can be done and 
we will be 6ne step closer in understanding the origin of the ras
cinating image on the Shroud, an image which might even be a key in 
understanding the phenomenal aspects of Resunection. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, comparison experi
ments similar to those discussed in Section ll should be performed to 
permit point by point distances to be measured between a cloth (of 
similar fabric to the Shroud) and a human form over which the cloth 
is draped or closely wrapped according to hypothesis being tested as 
to the true manner in which the Shroud lay on Christ's body. These 
experiments, coupled with a known light-intensity/film-opacity 

cCJm.'llpondcncc, would 11 .. r1111l a lllO!IL import.nnl reluLiomhip to l.111 
rumied - the relationship between the intensity or staining of Uw 
Shroud (as manifested by the amount of light reflected) anrl tho dif;. 
tnnce between the surface of the Shroud and the physiologicnl 
features bencatl1 that surface. 

Having established this relationship - which embodies spatial 
light value distortions from the corresponding pattern of light re
flection from an undraped human form, it would be possible, to 
some extent, to compensate the Shroud image for these "grey. 
shade" distortions and thus create a more natural "photograph-like" 
representation of the form which lay beneath the Shroud. Similarly, 
those geometric "prorile" distortions brought nbout by the drape of 
the Shroud can be corrected by a process sirn ilar to one used to 
eliminate wid&-angle lens distortions Crom satellite mapping camera 
images. In this process, a known object (the photograph of an un
draped human form) is imaged through the distorting system (the 
photograph or the draped form) and then the changes needed to pro
duce the true image from the distorted image are measured over 
many small regions which comprise the total image. These connec
t ions are then applied to the experimental images (the actual Shroud 
image) to produce the true image (the "reconstructed" undraped 
rorm). 

Given the darknight gray-shade pattern of the Shroud image or 
or a reconstructed "true human form" image, other patterns can be 
emphasized by image enhancement techniques. Tht>Se 11atterns l 1 • -.... -may yield new insights into the process which formed the image on 
the Shroud, or to provide evidence in support of hypotheses con
cerning the irn age. For example, it is possible to create contour 
patterns showing clearly all regions of equal light reflection inten
sity, a process which we have already tried (sec Figure 23). Or, it is 
possible to isolate one range of reflected light intensity values and to 
highlight this range. t 

On a smaller-scale level, it is possible to "zoom in" on selected 
ro~ions of the image and to greatly expand the light/dark gray-shade 
contrast oC such regions to permit tbe eye to perceive otherwise in
visible subtle gray level distinctions. Very often such subtle low 
contrast rellions are additionally degraded by edge blurring, perhaps 
caused by the inherent edge-blurring properties of the process which 
rormed the Shroud image. If the distorted "softened" edge of a 
region on the image which is known a-priori to actually have a sharp 
edge can be measured with good resolution, it is possible to recreate 
an image with the edge blurring distortion removed or reduced. 



Figure 23. Density contour map of face. 

Still nnothor 11roup •it hn~11u cnbnncemont tcohnlquC!I uro 
ovuiloble whfoh involve lhu c<incopl of "spatial frequency" muni· 
pulalion. These techniques make use of the mathematical fact lhnl 
:my image pattern of dark and tight film areas can be created by \he 
nu per-position of a series of overlapping regular "weavelike" patterns 
("reference to weave is in a general sense and not specifically lhe 
th rend weave of the cloth which of course has a characteristic pattern 
contributing to the total image.") Each such "weave" consists or n 
repetitive sequence of dark peaks merging into light troughs which 
In turn build back to dark peaks. Different weave have different 
"Crequencies," that is, different distances between adjacent peaks -
ns well as different "amplitudes," that is, different peak film opacity 
or density. 

It is mathematically possible, in the computer, to determine the 
weavelike structure which represents the Shroud image and to then 
modify this structure so as to produce certain results in the visual 
Shroud image which would be recreated from the modified weave 
pattern. By this means, for example, it would be possible to 
eliminate the perhaps distracting texture introduced, in enlarged 
im<iges of Shroud features, by the weave of the cloth. Since the 
weave itself is very close to a weave pattern (with a quite small dis· 
lance between adjacent peaks), the degree of elimination could be 
qu ite high. Similarly, the visual impact of large-area blemishes due to 
wnter or fire staining could be reduced since such features ad like 
weave pattern with a relatively large cfu.i:ance between peaks. 

The above ate but a very few of the techniques which could be 
brought to bear on the enhancement of the Shroud images for both 
aesthetic and "technical" purposes. They are presented primarily to 
indicate the potential of this new area of the technology in aug
menting the body of detailed knowledge as well as enhancing the 
visual presence of this most fascinating and awesome relic. 
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'l'ONAL DISTOH'l'IUN!l IN NllllOUO IMAGE PllCYI'OCllAl'llS 

By Robert U. LaRue, Jr. 

Giuseppe Enrie's photographs of the Turin Shroud taken in 
1931 have long been standard references for shroud related research. 
l~nrie's photographs, however, are inadequate for today's advanced 
research techniques. This paper will present the errors that exist in 
the reproduction of tones in bis photos, why they ex ist, and impli· 
cations to current research. 

In March of 1977, I first saw color transparencies of the 
Shroud. Having previously seen only reproductions of black and 
white prints, I was surprised at how faint the image on the cloth 
uppeared. Initially, I thought that the slides may have been over
exposed or poorly duplicated. Closer examination revealed detail in 
the cloth weave that would have been lost by overexposure or 
washed out by repeated duplication. Why then did the black and 
white prints show the image in such bold contrast to the cloth? If 
this effect was due to a tonal distortion of the image by the photo· 
sensitive materials employed, how would current shroud research 
projects be affected? 

Since the image appeared to be a reddish-brown color, it seemed 
possible that Giuseppe Enrie had used orthochromatically sensitive 
emulsions for the black and w bite photographs taken in 1931. 
Orthochromatic emulsions are not sensitive to the color red, so areas 
of the emulsion exposed to .red light will record no exposure. The 
rust-colored image on the light colored cloth would record on an 
orthochromatic negative as an almost tnnsparent image against a 
black background. Prints from this negative would show the image 
as black against a nearly white cloth background: exactly the 
appearance of Enrie's photographs. 

Enrie's own writings confirmed my deduction that ortho
chromatic emulsions were used for his 1931 photosession.l· Enrie 



WM f11mili,1r with Ille hundlutK llntl photOKrlljlhll' r~hPl!nMl d111ructur• 
istics. ln nddillon, Pnnchromatic emulsions sensitive lo all visible 
colors - were not yeL readily available in J 931, nnd perhaps unob· 
tainable by Enric. To further enhance the conLrnst between the of(. 
white cloth and the image, Enric used a yellow filter for some of his 
exposures. Such a filter would increare the contrast between the 
stain and the cloth while eliminating yellows and some browns. 

In the official report of the 1969 Turin Commission on the 
Holy Shroud, the photographer Gian Battista Judica Cordiglia re
ports that he was surprised to see that his photographs were quite 
different from Enrie's; "We were astonished to find that the develop
ed picture did not look as if it had been 'engraved' as with Enric's 
pictures, but faint.er and more diaphanous."2 Cordiglia's photos did 
not have the inherent contrast or Enrie's plates because the 1969 
photos were taken with panc11tomatic emulsions, which much more 
accurately reproduced the full range o! tones of the image. Only by 
contact printing his black and white panchromatic negative on to 
high contrast photomecbanical film was he able to approximate 
Enrie's results. Cordiglia's original negatives contain far more 
valuable information for analysis than bis enhanced contrast repro
ductions. 

Enrie's use of orthochromatic emulsions produced boldly de
tailed photos which, for general use and analysis, were extremely 
valuable. However, the emulsions' inability to accurately reproduce 
the image's relative tones of red introduced tonal distortions in his 
negatives. The orthochromatic emulsions recorded the varying tones 
and densities of the image as essentially only one density on the 
negative - any red areas would be clear and indicate no density on 
the negative. Subtle variations of tone apparent in the 1969 color 
slides are therefore absent in the 1931 black and white photos. 

As the analysis methods applied to the sluoud become increas
ingly sophisticated, the tonal errors of Enrie's photos become in
creasingly significant. In the computer.generated three dimensional 
reconstructions o( John Jackson and Eric Jumper, these errors are 
particularly important. Using Vignon's hypothesis3 that the inten
sity of the image varies inversely with cloth·body distance, and 
microdensitometer intensity scans of Enrie's photos, Jackson and 
Jumper were able to quantify the cloth·body distance relationship 
and as a result construct a surface relief computer imago of the body 
once contained by the cloth. Errors in that relationship may well be 
present due to the tonal errors in Enrie's photographs. The presence 
o( these errors could greatly change any hypothesis one might make 
about the process which formed the image. 

Tho use or photnwuphs obu1lncd with punchromnlic cmulsl~ns 
. . . , le graduation of tones cont.nm mg 

~.,i~i1f.c~~~~;d~~r~n~~·t:i~~c i~cf~~~;ation for future intcnsity/cloLh· 
~ 1 · h · orrelat1ons 

hody dis~nce re ntions ip c d ccd w.ith the latest technology and 
Enrte's photos wc~e p.ro u ve served for nearly forty years IUI 

nrnlcrials available .to him, ai;d h~ . t'gators. Photographs from 
11nmc research ol?J~CLS for s irou mt,vets lb• taken will provide new 
the 'l'urin Commiss1on and those ye o c • 
<iurccs of information for further research. 
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A PROBLEM OF RESOLU'l'lON POSED BY 
THE EXISTENCE OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL 

IMAGE ON THE SHROUD 

By John P. Jackson 

Introduction 

If the image on the Turin Cloth was not three dimensional, the 
sharp detail which characterizes the image would present no diUi· 
culties.l For then, such high resolution could be easily explained as 
I he result of a simple point by point contact transfer between the 
cloth and body. But, as established in Reference 1, the image is 
three dimensional and therefore such a "direct contact" mechanism 
could not have been responsible for generating the Shroud image 
since (it would seem) the production of the image must bave 
occurred through the space between the cloth and body. This being 
Lile case, it now becomes a problem to explain the sharpness or the 
image. As I will show in this paper, many physical processes which 
could have discolored the Shroud from a distance (i.e. diffusion, 
thermal radiation, etc.) degrade resolution of the projected image 
much too severely to account for the sharpness of the image on the 
Shroud. 

I do not offer any specific theory as to how the Shroud image 
might have been formed. Rather, my purpose is to evaluate how 
various " three dimensional" image forming mechanisms affect image 
resolution. My approach is to examine a class of plausible image for· 
mation mechanisms (i.e. those which act through space) by a single, 
simple model characterized by parameters which can be adjusted to 
values corresponding to specific image formation mechanisms. I then 
derive restrictions upon these parameters which must be met in order 
to explain the observed degree of resolu tion of the Shroud image. ln 
so doing, those image Connation mechanisms corresponding to com· 
binations of parameters which do not meet the calculated criteria I 
discard from among the possible candidates of three dimensional 
image formation processes. 
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The class or imngc ger ti h . 
paper will be that in which P1:;~clon mec ~nrsm~ con~idercd in this 
from a Point A on Surface 1 . c~ are en~1ttc~ m various directions 
sorbed on Surface 2 at v .' as ~ iown m Figure 1, and then ab. 
corresponds to the hod su.:Pous ocations. Surface 1 obviously 
to the Shroud cloth if.serf Dace b~neath the Shroud and Surface 2 
ence of particles betwe~n t~~e~dmg .on the details of the transfer· 
Particles on Surface 2 will b wob surfaces, the distribution of 
will govern the resolution o~aiZintui to: ~~~abce: :.ensity on Surlace 2 

S!JlFACE 2 

d 

SlJlFACE 1 

Figure 1. 

r ~ DISTANCE FRa"1 Poi NI' A TO <I"?_ 

z 
~ 

Soun~ an 

x 
~~ri':,lili,~l=~e~g 0~• geometric relaii~nships which 1n the !ext 
area dA2 on Surface 2. Particles from point A on Surface 1 lo an 

As a generality the parti I . 
to be anisot.ropic that is th~ es emitted from Point A are allowed 
direction. It a t~tal of N t tt:fir d~gree 0~ em~ion. varies with 

4. t, the number of partic~p~~IC etsh~re ref.e,ised '~ a trme in terval 
taken to be ' l• at go rn l.o solid angle d.Q are 

dN1 ~ ( m + 1 ) ( 
2 " cosmo )NAd.Q (1) 

wlwr<' m is the mdt•x wh11 h .1djust.s the dC1Jrcc of nnit;ntm py .11111 
0 is t.he angle measur!'d rrom the vertic-.il of Surface I (O<'c FiRUn< 

I). Lurge m corresponds Lo most of the particles being emiltcd up
wards. m equal to zero, on Lhe othor hand , corrosponds to the dis· 
1>ersion of particles evenly in all directions.** If equation (1) is in
tegrated over the entire solid angle available for emission, a hcmi· 
sphere of acr~le 2 11 sterudians, then an integration over all solid 
unglcs, .J ('3fr)d n , will equal NA· 

As 'Ll1e particles travel to Surface 2, it might be possible that 
some are absorbed. To allow for this possibility, a parameter, k, 
which governs the degree of absorption (in units or inverse distance) 
is used. Then, the number of particles passing through the area dS or 
F'igure 1 is 

dNs • dN1 e·kr (2) 

where r is the direct distance between point. A and position x,y on 
Surfuce 2.*** If d is the separation distance between Surfaces 1 and 
2, Lhen 

(3) 

As particles are absorbed on Surface 2, it might be that the ab
sorption coefl'icient et (i.o. fraction of particles absorbed) is aniso· 
tropic and depends also on () This possibility is accounted for 
by assuming 

et • 012 cos0 () (4) 

where n is the index of absorption anisotropy and et 2 a constant 
which is less than or equal to unity. Note that high values of n tend 
lo sharpen the image (even though the emission from Surface 1 may 
have been totally isotropic, m--0.) 

Thus, the number or particles dN2 which pnss through area dS 
and arc absorbed on Surface 2 is 

(5) 

• The cos"' 8 £actor is used to express anisotropy since it is a fonn often 
round in physical problems. For Instance, I.he limb darkening of ~c Sun being 
the ruult or anisotropic emission or radiaUon is exp~d 1'ia a cos e tenn. 

•• ln a sense, molecular dif£usion comisponds to lh(l case m• O since, even 
though particles do not trove! in stral~ht line paths, dlrrusion of NA pnrticlt-s 
from a point source produ«s an isotropic dlsltibution or particles at all later 
tlmcs. 

*** This equalion is used lo express particle absorption since it ls used very 
oHen in physics, for example In attenuation of radiation. 



Now, IC n2(x,y) IA lho number or nbi;orbed particles per unit 
urea on Sua·racc 2, lhcn by doCinltlon 

n2 = dN2/dA2 (6) 
where dA2 is the projection or area dS onto Surface 2 given by 

dA2 a dS/cos 0 (7) 

Combining Equations (2), (4), (5), (6), (7) and the definition o( 
a solid angle, 

d n ~ dS/r2 (8) 

the following relation for nI(x,y) results, 
n2(x,y) = ( m

2 
+ir ) a 2{cosmon+l) NA e·kr1r2 (9) 

But Crom geometry, 

cos 9 - d/r (10) 
so, 

~ 
m+ n +l] -kr 

( ) 
_ ( m + 1) a 2 NA d e ( 

n2 x,y - 2 n r m+n+3 11) 
nnd t.he total number of particles, N2, found on Surface 2 must be 

N2 = f1~ ni(x,y) dxdy (12) 

Thus, the probability ofa particle absorbed on Surface 2 being found 
in the region x to x+dx and y to y+dy is 

f(x,y) dxdy • n2(x,y) dxdy/N2 (13) 

Thus, 
C(x,y) • C e·kr/rm+n+3 {14) 

where 

C = {m+l) a 2 NA dm+n+l/2 lf N2 {15) 

is a normalization constant. f{x,y), then, may be considered to be a 
sort of "probability image" of Point A or Surface 2. 

The Condjtion For Rc50J11tjnn 

Consider now two identically emitting points on Surface 1, 
Points A and B, which are separated by a distance D along the x-axis 
with their midpoint at x=O, y=O. The combined "probability image," 
f AB(x,y), of these two points on Surface 2 would be given as a super
position of two individual point probability functions f(x,y) each 
like that of Equation (14), 

CAB(x,y) = 1/2 [ f A(x,y) + fB(x,y)] (16) 

D/d » 1/3 

well Reaolvi::d 

(D• 4 unite) 

Dfd '; 1 /3 

Jus l 1.e.solved 

(O• Z unitl) 

Figure 2. 

• 

• 

O/d » 1(3 

Patrty Well R~..solved 

(n-l untu) 

No t l~salved 

(l) .. L units ) 

• 

Of d < 1(3 

• 



whure: 

and: 
f A(x,y) C(x t 0 /2,y) 

. fa(x,y) = f(x. D/2,y) (l 7) 
~AB(x,y) is the probability of an absorbed particle b . C d . 
mterval x to ~+dx and y lo y+dy. emg oun m the 

Now, usmg tbe function fAB(X 0) th f . 
the x-axis it is "bl d . ' • e unction fAB(x y) along 
• ' poss1 e to etennme the degree of re I r, . h 
image patterns on Surface 2 of Points A and B F' so(2) ~fn ot t e 
how fAB(x,0) changes with se ti d" · 1gure. 1 lust.rates 
that as D decreases it be para on i:i~ce D and 1t can be seen 
points. When D h b . com~. more difficult to discern the two 
beyond which it :coeen s~lf1c1en.tly decreased, a point is reached 
rormed the "probabili tymi~a:R~~i~e rto ~sot~~ that two points 
t~at Points A and B be resolved on Su~ ace 

2 
: ( us, tb.e con~ition 

Figure 2): 2 ur ace IS by COllSlderation of 
d fAB(x,o) / 

.. 0 dx• (18) 
X=O 

Thus, Equation (18) prov"d th d" . 
in order that t · 1 es e con it.ion which must be satisifed 

wo pomts on SUJ'.face :z a d" · 
another and not a blur or unintelligibl ppear . JStm~t Crom one 
(along the x-axjs). I t should b e una~e mten~1~ patterns 
similiar from that of 

0 
tics ~no~~ that this.analysis 1s not dis· 

resolution can be calculate: 2 m w uch the diffraction limit of 

d 
Skinceh_r AB(x,O) depends directly on the three paramete 

an w ich arc measures C . t h rs n, m, 
possible to determine via E 0 .aniso rop Y and attenuation, it is 
at the limit of rcsolv;bil ity ~uatf1.on (18h), the r~lation between them 

Aft h . ' i.e. rom t e equality of Equation (18) 
er muc straightforward J I · · · k ;;. 0), ca cu ation, 1t turns out that (for 

k • ·b + Vb2 · 4a c/2a 

where a = ( D )' b [ 2(m+n)+ 1 
2r· ro - ~· 

o (20) 4 ro - 1 (21) 

(19) 

c - fD'.r.11it3)r ~e+5> ~20 • _ 11 L1 ~ r.- v~2+a2 
(22) (23) , 

Tlw:.e l!(tllutoun, simplify under certain conditi11111< On tlw 
Shroud, as will be explained and quantified taler, I find cort.nin n~ 
solved reatures of separation D and distance d from the clolil whi1•h 
snlisfy the inequality d » D. In that limit, these equntions reduc" 
lo 

(24) 

with the additional restriction that 1 « 4 $•- 1
: , a vel'Y, largu 

vafue.• Equation (24) expresses the ract that k decrea.<;es as '£ in
creases because, as k decreases, there would be no need to attenunio 
the edges of the "probability image" of each point as much sin~<· 
with large J, not as many particles are emitted or absorbed ol 
angles to form those edges; and, of course, it is necessary to suppre"' 
the edges either by attenuation or anisotropy (or both) to allow 
high resolution (i.e. small D) of the two imago points. 

Discussion 

Up to this point, a general model for image formation on Lhc 
Shroud has been presented. [t is not the only one which may be en
visioned bu~ it has the advantugo of assessing what kinds of anisu· 
tropics and/or attenuations would be required for a process which 
acts through space, distributing "particles of information" in various 
directions. Further, various mechanisms can be selectively examined 
by choosing a specific combination or parnmet.ers. For example, re
solution by molec:u lar di[(usion can be estimated by considering 
values of (m,k,n) equal to (0,0,0), thermal radiation also by (0,0,0), 
thermal radiation with attenuat:on by (O,k,0) (k > 0), and so on. 

Now, to apply this model to the Shroud image, it must be deter
mined what ratio D/d is characteristic of it. For this purpose, I have 
chosen the lip area rrom which to estimate this ratio. A simple 
measurement of the distance between the two lips (which are easily 
resolved on the Shroud) gives a value of Dtipi° .4 cm. The fact that 
the lips lie well below other features on the Shroud's three dimen
sional facial image, for example the nose, implies that the lips could 
not have been touching the Shroud (reference 1). This fact was also 
confirmed by the placing of u cloth model of the Shroud over a 

* .i - m + n 



volunwer 1ubjccL 115 described m ner 
the resulting val~c or du to be 1 1 c;~ncc T~ andh then _measuring 
_ 118."' PS · • us t c ratio O/dlips 

Conclusions 

Given this value for Did it is "bl d . 
values of m n and I Th ' possi e to etermme the required 
(24). • • <. ese are plotted in Figure (8) via Equation 

... ~I 

lS 
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Figure 3. Panuneter space showing h t al .. 
explain resolution or Shro~d Tm~e'.'es or k and m + n are requln!d to 

For most of the curv th . . 
as high as 25 -1 f e, ea:;ttenuation k IS greater that 10 cm·l even 
and n. Such v~~es ;:~sS::her:i~ues of the ~nisotr<;>phy parametei:s m 
the degree Of r~solution of the S~ be J~ns!dere~ I~ order to explain 
the model presented in this Bu . image w1thm tho contex t of 
that my collegue, Eric Jum:~e!~d ~~~ w_oulhd seem, ~r~m ~e work 

' in c aractenzmg unage in-

• 1'his value Is probably an upper 11 It. Dii 
lhc .limit or resolution, which Is definite~ l iJlP• should rcal!Y be evaluated at 
dlslinct lips. Thus, Di· must actual! koo • case (or the images or the two 
Al'?, dllps is probably ~~n freater tha% th smaller than the .4 cm given above. 
subject tiad no beard which would have cl e ~edasuhred l.1 c~ since the volunteer 

cvaw t e cloth higher. 

t.onsiLy versus cloth-body distance (Reference 1), that k should not 
exceed 1 or 2 cm·l . T hus, I must conclude thaL models with little or 
no anisotropy, such as molecular dl(fusion or u nattenuatcd therm 111 
radiation, cannot be responsible for the image on the Shroud. In the 
small domain where k is acceptable, i.e. on the order of 1or2 cm·l, 
the anisotropy parameter m+n would have to be on the order of 25 
or greater. That is, the combined efrects of both emission and ab
sorp tion anisotropies would have to explain an extremely high 
anisotropy by a term cos25 B which appears in Equation (9) . 
Further, if the anisotropy of emission was Loo great, then other 
problems arise, for instance in the nasal region, since it would be 
then impossible to account for the production of an image directly 
above the "sides" of the nose which slant at relatively large angles 
from the hori7.ontal. It wo1dd seem that the image of the nose would 
then appear much too wide and deformed on the Shroud image. 

In view or the fact that actual required attenuations or aniso
tropies are probably even greater than those discussed above (because 
D/dJjps is probably smaller than 1/8).* I am forced to conclude that 

i"igure 4. 

• 

• a • .& .II 

Sensitivity to the ratio D/d or llne separatlng those values or k and 
m + n which nrc required to explain resolution or Shroud image 
from t11ose which do not. 

• Figure (4) shows gnphs or k V0'1US m+n for various values or D/d. It Is 
apparent that a given curve can be shifted upwards quite significantly Cor only 
modest decreases in UJO ralio 0/d. 



any reasonabll' physical nll't·hnnb:m which cnn hi' npproxirnately 
treated by a combination or parameters (m,k,11) or my model clossi· 
ficalion scheme cannot simultaneously produce n thrl'e dimensional 
image and an image or high clarity ns is the Shroud irnage.t This, l 
believe, el iminntes simple molecular diffusion and thermal radiation 
(as proposed by Ashe)3, as possibilities of Shroud image formation.* 

I am not prepared to orrer any alternative hypothesis al this 
writing, but it would seem that one significantly different than the 
category or those investigated here needs to be considered. But, to 
be successful in understanding how the Shroud image was formed, 
more research must first be conducted. Until then, its origin will 
probably remain a scientific puzzle. 

• However, Ashe's view that the Image Is the result or a scorch is not neces
sarily incompaUble with this result because mechanisms other than isotropic 
thennaJ radiation could scorch cloth. 

t Using Jnnn!!y's figure 3 (sec papor this proceedings) I have calculated that 
features smaller U1an .6cm arc blurred. Since molecular dlffusion/thcnnal 
radiation processes should not resolve image features smnllcr than cloth.body 
distance separation (sec figure 4} and that distance is roughly lcm, then Janney's 
blurred image approximates the best image of these image tonning processes. 
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AN !01, fo:C'l'ltONIC •n;cllNIQUB FOil CONS'I'ltUC'T'lNG AN 
ACCURJ\'I'~ 'l'l llrnl!:-DJMENSIONAL SHROUD IMAGE 

By John D. German, Jr. 

Burialnd1~~ P,DP~. e~titled, '"l'he Three-Dimensional Image on Jesus' 
and is includ°ed '~n 1~hes:as p~~ted ~ the Albuquerque conference 

t,::~g~~cv;~~o~i~~·~ss t~~~~~:C~~i~~ as:C~~~~:~;~:~eth:1~!~e~ 
telev· . . 1 8 c nique ror generating a three-dimensional 
I is10An iml age or lhe man or the shroud by using a Model VP-8 
mage na yzer manufactured b I · 

poratei! The second h. h YI nterpretahon Systems Incor
d. : . . • w IC resu ted from analysis of that three-

~~~:~~~p:~i!!~~~~~~~~m~~-F •~g~e~ell~~~n~~~e b~~:':~U:~h~~~ 
1 ure . 

Figure I. 
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Relative opacity or the ph •~ h' . cloth-body distance. O-•··P oc negative or the shroud versus 

1'hc nature of this relationship revealed an imporlanl sourco of 
error inherent in t.hc construction or the three-dimensional image or 
t.ho shroud. The image on the cloth was formed by a process that re
sulted in a non-linear relationship between the image intensity and 
tho cloth-body distance. The image analyzer system, however, 
creates a three-dimensional image for wh.ich the relief (analogous to 
cloth-body distance) varies linearly with tbe intensity. The practical 
result or this linear relationship is that the image is distorted. ll the 
gain (amount of relief) is reduced to produce an image with n 
realistic nose and forehead, the fainter portions of the image corrcs· 
ponding to large cloth-body distances have little or no relief. On the 
other hand, if the gain is increased to bring out these fainter portions 
of the image, the nose and forehead grow way out of proportion. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a technique for elimi
nating this distortion and thereby producing a more accurate three
dimensionnl image. The technique involves a system that electroni
cally transrorms the Hnear image intensity versus relief characteristic 
or the image analyzer to a non-linear characteristic that corresponds 
to the actual image inronsity versus cloth-body distance relationship. 
This system is called the transfer !unction generator. 

A diagram or the transfer function generator is shown in Figure 
2. It consists of two video-frequency operational amplifiers con
nected to a number of resistors, diodes and external bias voltages. 
The first amplifier, labeled op amp A, inverts the video signal coming 
directly from the television camera control system and multiplies it 
by a ruclor or ten to put it within the range of the adjustable diode 
bias volt11ges nt the input of the second amplifier. The gain charac· 
teristics of the second amplifier, called op amp B, can be adjusted to 
produce any desired transfer function by a technique called piece· 
wise lineorizaLion: npprox.imating a curve by a sel'.ies of straight lines, 
Before describing the details o[ circuit operat ion, let me discuss the 
transfer function thal is necessary in this case. 

The equation that best describes the image intensity versus 
cloth-body distance curve is 

Relative Opacity= 9 + 46 e-L03d Equation 1 

where d is the cloth-body distance in centimeters. Since the tele
vision camera produces maximum signal for maximum transmittance 
of the photographic negative, the equation of interest must relate 
transmittance, •r, to cloth-body distance, d. This equation is 

T • .91 .. 46 e·d Equation 2 
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When Lhis is comhlnud with lhu linear Intensity versus transmittnnv•• 
characteristics or the television camera, the required rrlalion&hip be
tween the input voltage to the transfer fu nction generator, Vin , and 

the output voltage, Vout, becomes 
Vout ,. 0.64 (l· e·23.2Vin) Equation 3 

'!'his relationship shown as the solid line in Figure 3 is the tran5rer 
Cunction that must be approximated by the piecewise lincarization 
technique. ln t.uitivcly, this c1trve seems to be of the correct shopc. 
For small values of input voltage, which represent tow image intcn 
sit.y levels, comparatively large values of output volt.age occur. For 
larger values of input volt.age, the Lesulting gain is much lower. 'fho 
effect of this transfer function will be to greatly increase the relief or 
the points with 11 low image intensity relative to the points having n 
high image intensity, i.e. increase the relief of the eyes and checks 
while suppressing the relief of the nose and forehead. This is exacUy 

what is needed. 
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Transfer functions ror a video signal or 0 ·0.7 volts. The stralghl 
dotted line is the original transfer function between the TV camera 
control unit and the image analyzer. 'l'he solid line is the trnnsfer 
function necessaIY t.o produce a correct 3-D shroud image as 
specified by Equation 3. The dashed line Is the actunl transfer 
funclion produced by the transfer function generalor. 



' rhe gcnorulion of n tl'llnsfcr function by plcccwlso llnearizoLlon 
with un oporutional amplifier is accomplished by causing the guin or 
the amplifier to change at certain selected values or input voltage. 
These values are calied break points and can be seen in Figure 3 as 
noticeable bends in the dashed line. The gain of an operational 
amplifier is simply the ratio of the feedback resistance lo the input 
resistance. Ir the input resistance can be increased as the input 
voltage increases, the gain will decrease. This is the function of the 
diodes shown in Figure 2. Each diode is forward-biased by a negative 
voltage applied through resistors RIB through R5B. With the input 
voltage to op amp B between 0 and -0.62 volts, all the diodes are for
ward biased, the effective input resistance is the parallel combination 
of Rl through R6, and the gain is a maximum. When the input 
voltage to op amp B is between -0.62 and -0.80 volts, diode Dl be
comes reverse-biased, Rl is removed from the parallel combination 
malling up the input resistance, and the gain decreases slightly. This 
process continues until, for op amp B input voltages greater than 
-2.76 volts, Lhe input resistance is simply R6 and the gain is 
minimum. Since all the resistors are adjustable, the gains and break 
point voltages can be set to any desired value. The "gain adjust" 
control is used to produce a maximum output voltage of 0.7 volts 
and the "offset compensation" control is used to remove a slight de 
offset voltage produced by the diodes. 

The preliminary results of correcting the image intensity distri
bution with the transfer function generator are shown in Figures 4 
and 5. Although there is a noticeable degradation in picture quality 
with the transfer function generator in operation due to some 
problems with the bandwidth oC the operational amplifiers, the 
photo1:raphs definjtely show that the generator is perfom1ing as de
signed. In Figure 4, notice that with the transfer function generator 
in operation, the relative height or the nose, brow and cheekbones 
are reduced while the hair, hollows or the cheeks and bridge or the 
nose are brought out more. Shown in Figure 5 are photographs of 
black and white television pictures of the phot.ographic negative of 
the shroud with and without the transfer function generator in 
operation. There is some loss of detail with the generator in 
operation because or the bandwidth problem, but the areas of low 
intensity have definitely been increased. The transfer function 
generator is essentially analog image enhancement in this case. 

In conclusion, the use of the transfer function generator to 
compensate ror cloth-body distance has enabled us t.o construct a 
much more accurate and realistic three-dimensional image or the man 
of the shroud. The reduction in image quality caused by the band· 
width problem should be easily corrected; we are currently working 
on solving this problem. 

Figure 4. 
t Th top photograph is the best 

ThJ"lc-dimeJ?Sional i~tg• o[ t~~ ~';!;,srer" funcLlon generator •• 1'he 
ima.g c obtainable w 1 iou 4 the preliminary results of unnge 
b It• m pbotogtaph repres<!n~ 
~O:ction with the tranSfer function generator. 



Figure S. Television picture of lhe fronl shroud . 
was taken without l ite lransfer runction'mago. tThe lop photogrnph 
bottom photograph Is the prer . genera or m operation. The 
hancement with the transfer runcf;:~n~~~. o[ analog image ••. 

By Kenneth E. SLtwcn,;on 

Normally every editor makes his glowing comments aboul a 
written work aL the beginning or that work; however, considering 
the very sensitive nature of these proceedings, 1 have purposefully 
held orr until the end. About ten years ago, I was introduced lo lhc 
Shroud of Turin at a Catholic Discussion group al the Air Force 
Academy. Since I did not really know the Lord al that lime, I 
mentally filed the interesting new information away for future re· 
ference. Some three years lat.er when I met the Lord, I immediately 
began looking for information on what was by Lhen only n dimly 
remembered lecture. I was appalled to rind that almost no onl' hnd 
ever heard of the Shroud other th an as some vague relic or tlw 
Catholic Church. It Is The Lord, by Peter Rinaldi, filled in lhc 1111p11 
somewhat and proved a useful vehicle for introducing the Shroud lo 
the uninitiated, bu t it was all that I could £ind. At no time did I QVUr 

dream that l would have the opportunity to study in detail the 
exciting resenrch in these proceedings, lel alone to help to compile 
them! lndeed lam forever indebted to Ors. Eric J. Jumper und .John 
P. Jackson for the privilege of editing these proceedings. IL is a 
singular honor that I' ll dearly cherish. But there is more. 

In the past six months l have without a doubt witnessed tho 
Hand of the Lord at work in a very real way. ln fact, just the way in 
which so many different papers from various authors complement 
each other is unusual to say the least. Men from several denomina· 
tions, myriad backgrounds and two different continents have com· 
bined their efforts in an attempt to bring the Shroud out of obscurity 
and into the public eye. Time, money, equipment and expertise have 
been volunteered in an unprecedented way. All along the way, 
people have responded with enthusiasm to the entire project 11s if it 

were their own. 



In racl, the pro1ecl has broken down mnny barriers. Non· 
believers have trod ernhusiastically in the foot.~t.eps of Delage seeking 
the truth of the Shroud. Protestants nnd Catholics have put aside 
their differences and stood together in awe before this Holy Relic. 
And as more people are blessed or troubled by the mysteries or 
Christ's passion, death and resurrection as displayed on a linen cloth, 
the words of the apostle Paul before King Agrippa become strikingly 
appropriate. 

"None of these things are hidden from him; for this thing 
[Christ's Passion, death and resurrection] was not done in a corner." 
(Acts 26 :26) Indeed the Gospel is not hidden in a comer, for the 
Shroud bears evidence which demands reflection for believer and 
non-believer alike! 

All has not been roses however, and I would be remiss it I didn't 
include both sides of the story. In the unfolding of the history of 
this relic, men have been overly pious or zealous, arbitrary, dogmatic, 
selfish, secretive and unfair. As a result, the Shroud and its suppor
ters have been maligned and ridiculed. 

Between the covers of this book authors have taken varying 
viewpoints but hopefully for the rirst time in its history none of 
these will become the be all and end all for the Shroud. We must not 
allow that to happen. But there is a dilemma here. How can we 
sanction !!!. viewpoints and yet arrive at the one truth? 

God's word gives us an answer: 
" ••• IC this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to 

nought: But it it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye be 
found even to fight against God." (Acts 5:38-39) 

In our study if we allow all the right to their opinions and 
theories - with an eye for the protection of the Shroud - and if we 
in prayerful faith allow those theories to be objectively, scientifically 
and faithfully carried out in non-destructive experimentation, God 
will take care of the rest. 
-- What then is my purpose? - To show that all of these papers 
have a common goal - To overcome the handicaps imposed by 2000 
years of obscurity and controversy -To bring tbe Shroud and with 
it the Gospel to tbe world! We already have seen the impact the 
Shroud has on all who are exposed to its mysteries. Authentic 
passion relic or exquisite forgery, the Shroud demonstrates to all 
" ... what is the breadth and length, and depth, and height; ... [of] 
the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge." (Eph. 3:18) 

Therefore, since the Gospel is not a belier in a cloth, but in the 
person of Jesus Christ and His vicarious sacririce, anything that lends 
evidence to or just sheds light on that sacrifice is powerful indeed. 

St. Paul also sti~~~ 3::1n~:t ~:;i ~ l~~e?;s~~~ 0[h~~~~it~1~~~~.i.~ 
t(hRe powelr · lo6) "'e like Paul must be hold; wo must hold up ror 1·lrn 

omans . n • • Cl · t' 
Id to see the evidence or the God-man, Jesus ms · d 

wor Even ir the outcome of our research !~av~ unanswere 
cstions or gives unwanLed answers, the world, [see!ng ourJ bold· 

qu , d ' erceiv[ ing] that [we arc J unlearned and 1gnorunL men, 
[~il11anm~el; and ... [take] knowledge of [usl that [wc J havo 
been with Jesus." (Acts 4: 13) Maranatha. 


